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Abstract

This work analyzes very low currents by investigation of charge amounts. A system
capable of measuring charges down to femto-coulomb range (10−15 C) is discussed and
implemented in an integrated circuit (IC) technology (“charge sensor”). The system is
fully compliant with complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology,
and can be applied to a wide range of IC related investigations. With the capability of
measuring charge, impacts on many different areas of electronic circuits are identified,
including failure analysis (FA) and security ICs. These exemplary situations are part
of the impact assessment: 1. dielectric leakage behavior characterization of different
kinds of dielectrics, 2. analysis of charging from focused ion beam (FIB) irradiation
during circuit edit (CE) tasks in FA, and 3. security evaluation of IC hardware by
consideration of charge.

Dielectric characterization is conventionally done by stress-, breakdown- or leak-
age current analysis and possibly integration of the current for modeling based on
charge dependent behavior. This work extends the dielectric characterization to
charge measurements. Measurement results from two different dielectrics are pre-
sented. The characterization of the leakage behavior is possible with noise currents
below 1 aA. This sensitivity is not achievable with conventional current measurement
systems.

FIB irradiation of insulating IC surfaces is analyzed using the charge sensor.
Measurements show that 2.2 secondary electrons (SEs) are emitted per incident ion
from the neutral insulating IC surface. Charging of the IC surface reduces this to 0.8
SEs during continuous irradiation. The electronically blanked ion beam causes the
observation of a parameter-dependent charging current of 0.01 fA. . . 10 fA.

A FIB detector circuit is implemented by using the charge sensor to identify the
surface charging of the ion beam. The aspects for integrating the charge sensor into a
security IC are discussed. Commonalities and differences to current suggestions for
physically unclonable function (PUF) circuits are identified.

An implementation of fuse bits is analyzed with the FIB showing severe vulnera-
bilities of this security feature due to charge investigations. Different aspects of IC
hardware, wiretapping of on-die signals and semi-invasive analysis techniques are
discussed. Results show that consideration of charge is an important factor when
new PUF implementations are suggested.

Charge analysis allows for matched and to date unrivaled sensitivity in IC analysis.
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Zusammenfassung

Die vorliegende Arbeit analysiert besonders niedrige Stromstärken mithilfe von La-
dungen. Die Konstruktion einer Ladungsmessschaltung mit Femtocoulomb Emp-
findlichkeit wird für die Verwendung in einem CMOS (complementary metal oxide
semiconductor) integrierten Schaltkreis (IC) gezeigt. Durch die Messbarkeit kleiner
Ladungsmengen ergeben sich weitreichende Möglichkeiten in der Fehleranalyse und
Sicherheit von ICs, die an Beispielen analysiert werden: 1. Charakterisierung von Di-
elektrika, 2. Aufladung durch Ionenbestrahlung (FIB) von isolierenden Proben, sowie
3. Schutz und Angriff von Sicherheitsschaltkreisen auf Grundlage von Ladungen.

Die Charakterisierung von Dielektrika wird konventionell mit Stress-, Leck- und
Durchbruch-Verhaltensanalyse durch den Strom ausgedrückt und nur auf Basis
von Modellbildungen auf Ladungsmengen übertragen. In dieser Arbeit wird das
Verhalten von zwei verschiedenen Dielektrika bei Strömen im Bereich von 1 aA ana-
lysiert. Die Ladungsmessung ist gegenüber konventionellen Methoden etwa 1000×
empfindlicher.

Die Aufladung der isolierenden IC-Oberfläche durch die Bestrahlung mit einem
FIB wird ermittelt. Ein Sekundärelektronenemissionskoeffizient von 2.2 Elektronen
pro initial eintreffendem Ion, sowie von 0.8 Elektronen pro eintreffendem Ion für
kontinuierliche Bestrahlung wird bestimmt. Nebeneffekte des FIB Systems im Bereich
von 0.01 fA. . . 10 fA äquivalentem Strom können beobachtet werden.

Durch die Aufladungserscheinungen im FIB kann ein FIB Angriff durch die
Zielschaltung erkannt werden. Eine entsprechende Schaltung wird konstruiert und
Aspekte für die Implementierung in einen Sicherheitsschaltkreis werden diskutiert.
Anhand dieser Ergebnisse können neue Erkenntnisse über die Implementierung
und Verwundbarkeit von Sicherheitsschaltkreisen gewonnen werden. Die Zusam-
menhänge verschiedener Analyseaspekte von PUF (physically unclonable function)
Schaltungen werden dargestellt.

Ladungsmessung und -analyse erlauben bisher unerreichte Empfindlichkeit in
unterschiedlichen Bereichen der integrierten Schaltungen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Electricity has been a topic of curious interest ever since the discovery. Miletus was
among the first to discover charge, the very basic of electricity, already in 600 bc.
Though, the nature of charge was not yet understood, it was this quantity that was
the first within electronics discoveries. It lasted until the experiments of Volta in
ad 1800 [3] that current becomes available for inspection. The voltaic pile allowed for
the continuous support of charge over a long time, though the initial understanding
was incorrect at that time [50]. Nowadays, charge has vanished from the usual
understanding of general electronics into a corner existence. Only when special
circuits are discussed, that require charge or work with charge, for example charge
coupled device (CCD) or capacitors, charge is considered. Today, the understanding
of electronic circuits is based on current and voltage, often neglecting charge for
simplification.

Current is related to the movement of charge. As such, it does not resemble a new
basic phenomenon but is mere a reformulation of the nature of charge with respect
to time. With the Maxwell equations [6], current (density) can be formulated as the
movement of charge:

∇× H⃗ � J⃗ + ∂D⃗
∂t

Maxwell I (1.1)

∇× E⃗ � −
∂B⃗
∂t

∇· D⃗ � qv Maxwell III (1.2)

∇· B⃗ � 0

Applying the divergence to (1.1), interchanging the derivations and substituting (1.2)
gives:

∇· J⃗ � −
∂qv

∂t
(1.3)
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Considering ∇· J⃗ at a cross section of a conductor (i.e. no closed surface) leads to the
fact that the amount of passing charge per time resembles the current. In this sense,
charge is the integral of current with respect to time. The physical dimension of the
setup does not play a role in this description. The movement of charge over time is
integrated into the concept of current in the conductor.

Voltage, in contrast, is related to the field strength resulting from the existence of
charge. In this context, the electrical field is the basis for the description of voltage:
Integrating the field over any path between two points A⃗ and B⃗ results in the potential
difference between these two points. The potential difference is called “voltage” in
electronic systems. The third Maxwell equation (1.2) states that the sources of the
electrical field is charge. Accordingly, due to the integration path between the two
points to derive the voltage from charge, the physical dimension of the setup is of
importance for the result. Voltage thus combines the existence of charge with the
physical location of the charge into a single quantity. For the understanding or design
of electronic circuits, this is an important factor.

Describing a circuit using current and voltage abstracts from the physical exten-
sion of the locations containing charge and from the time dependent position of
charge. Instead, the physical dimensions are integrated into the voltage and the time
dependence of charge locations into the current. The resulting rules to describe, ana-
lyze or understand an electronic circuit thus are using discrete components, reducing
the physical circuit onto a netlist with only discrete coordinates. These rules are the
Kirchhoff rules [5].

The limitations of using current and voltage can be derived from the ways they are
defined. The physical dimensions of the system are neglected and the description is
reduced to a netlist. Assuming ideal correspondences between physical devices and
netlist models, only the system structure is reduced. But already this simplification
is only valid for certain situations. The connections between the circuit components
exhibit resistive, capacitive and inductive behavior in reality. The difference between
idealized and real behavior can be severe. If direct currents (DC) in the circuit
create significant voltage drops across the interconnect resistances, the netlist is
imprecise. Neglecting the differences results in errors for the description of the
circuit by a netlist instead of by a complete physical model. In case the field in an
insulator results in significant current (compared to the DC purposely involved in
the circuit), again the netlist would not describe the circuit well. Similarly, if the
alternating current (AC) parameters of the circuit are significantly altering the circuit
response due to the capacitive or inductive behavior of the interconnect system, this
would also create mismatch between real physical model and netlist. In the circuit
design process, this has been addressed with post layout simulations, where the
interconnect system is integrated into the netlist using additional resistors, capacitors
and sometimes inductances. These limitations become significant when adjacent wire
distances reduce, wire aspect ratios increase (length to cross section) and when the
circuit operation frequency increases. As this is the case for modern semiconductor
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technologies, the netlist description of a circuit becomes more and more challenging
to match to reality.

Instead of using current and voltage, an equivalent method would be to describe
a circuit with the physical dimensions, charge and time. Listing “time” is important
since current and voltage allow for the full description of any circuit with constant
input quantities (when currents and voltages are independent of time, e.g. the direct
current (DC) operating point). Yet for the same circuit, using charge requires the
time aspects for dissipative elements (e.g. resistors) as they require a certain amount
of charge to continuously flow. Efforts have been invested into the restructuring of
electronic thinking with respect to charge. For example in [52], a simulation model
based on charge and voltage is suggested, with appropriate correspondent circuits
between the two domains. The improvement in simulation accuracy and speed
is significant, even though the simulation has been carried out for relatively old
technologies. Several concepts for circuit design build on the basis of charge. For
example CCDs [24], switched capacitor (SC) circuits [25] or charge domain devices
(CDDs) [36] are implementations of circuits that are described using charge and
voltage. In order to match the common understanding of circuits, which is based
on current and voltage, these devices are used within a time discrete context. The
time discrete circuits (e.g. switched capacitor circuits) forbid the use of dissipative
components. This simplification is similar to neglecting physical dimensions when
considering voltage. With these circuits, the charge is transferred continuously in
terms of the sampling character, and it again allows for the established understanding
by current and voltage.

Charge within complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) circuits is
dissipated due to the charging and discharging of capacitors. During a rising edge
switching event in conventional CMOS logic, charge is transferred from the power
supply to the gate output connection and further to ground once the falling edge
follows. The total amount of charge stored in the output capacitor is lost during
charging and discharging phase. Adiabatic circuits are a special construction of
digital circuits using CMOS components that allow to circumvent this limitation
[140]. These devices use a four-phase clock system that allows to recover charge
during alternating clock phases [46]. A drawback from this approach is the reduced
switching speed as circuits must operate at least four times slower than conventional
CMOS designs. To allow for efficient charge recovery, the speed must be at least ten
times less [93] than the maximum switching speed.

Apart from the circuit designer’s point of view, charge is also considered highly
important in other areas of electronic circuits. These areas include the technology
design and verification (e.g. dielectric characterization and non-volatile memory
design) and many techniques for physical failure analysis (including for example scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM) and derivatives, capacitive atomic force microscopy
(AFM) and photoelectric laser stimulation (PLS)).

In this work, exemplary results are presented by the use of charge and voltage
instead of current and voltage. It is shown, that from considering charge, currents
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down to atto amperes can be measured while the dynamic response of the measure-
ment system to the current is directly connected to the level of current involved. The
examples given to show these powerful properties of charge investigation include the
characterization of dielectrics, the investigation of focused ion beam (FIB) influence
on insulating targets and finally questions related to security integrated circuit (IC)
devices.

The next chapter introduces techniques used within this work and gives a very
brief overview on topics investigated. Subsequently, in Chapter 3, different techniques
for measuring low currents and limitations for the measurement of low currents are
presented. Instead of measuring current, charge can describe certain effects under
the above outlined circumstances better. Chapter 4 discusses different concepts that
allow for the measurement of charge by example and by a conceptual view allowing
for direct deduction of a possible approach to an implementation. Finally, Chapters 5
and 6 document the implementation and application of a charge measurement device
for different use cases, respectively. The work is concluded by a summarizing remark
with an outlook to future research work in Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Context of Charge

This chapter aims at supplying a basis for the discussion during the later parts of
this work. As a consequence, only those charge related topics in electronics are
presented and shortly summarized that are actually part of the experiments. These
are the application of FIB, dielectrics as insulators and semiconductor behavior. In
Section 2.5 the behavior and analysis of capacitor divider circuits with tunneling
currents is introduced and in Section 2.6 aspects of security ICs that become important
in the context of charge are considered. This chapter can be skipped if the reader is
familiar with the presented techniques.

2.1 Focused Ion Beam

Focused ion beam (FIB) technology is widely established in semiconductor manufac-
turing industry. Even though the applications are so ubiquitous, the precise control
of the system on arbitrary samples is challenging. In the following subsections, the
functionality of the FIB system is explained along with a brief summary of its use
today.

2.1.1 FIB Technology

A FIB is very similar to a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) setup. A good review on
the setup of a FIB system is given by [39], and [111] summarizes the physical effects.
There exist numerous books on the topic of FIB, for example [76, 90]. Figure 2.1
shows a rough schematic of a usual circuit edit (CE) FIB system. A FIB consists at
a minimum of an ion source, a beam forming unit and a secondary electron (SE)
detector all enclosed in a vacuum chamber. Common specimens for the ions in a
FIB system include gallium ions (Ga+) [39], xenon ions (Xe+) [131] and recently also
helium ions (He+) [102, 154]. The ion source is conditioned by the suppressor and
extractor to supply a continuous flow of ions from a relatively small spot. The beam
forming unit (here consisting of lenses, quadrupoles and octopoles) can target the
beam such that all ions from the source, that reach through the aperture, impinge

19
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scintillator

antenna
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the FIB system used throughout this work [117]: an OptiFIB
from DCG Systems. The individual components roughly correspond to any CE FIB
system. The optical system is special to the OptiFIB.
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Ga+

material removed

secondary electrons

SE-detector

positive surface charge-up

passivation

integrated circuit

Figure 2.2: Surface charging model from FIB irradiation: Due to the incident ions
and the emitted SE, the insulating surface charges up when irradiated by the FIB.
The charge stays localized at the incident spot due to the insulating nature of the IC
surface.

on a small spot on the target. The resulting spot size can be relatively small, in the
range of single nanometers [76], though the destructive nature limits the resolution
[53]. Often, a beam blanker allows to stop the beam from reaching the sample at all,
bringing the interaction and destruction to a halt. In this work, the OptiFIB from DCG
Systems is used, which includes a coaxial optical system into the ion column. This
allows for in-situ optical monitoring of the sample, for example using near infrared
(NIR) light. In backside FIB processes on silicon ICs, the silicon is transparent for NIR
light allowing for navigation by metal structures on the opposite side of the sample.

Due to collision of the ions with the target, electrons with low energies (below
50 eV) are emitted, so called secondary electrons (SEs), and subsequently captured by
the scintillator. Using the scintillator as an SE detector and the common technique of
scanning, an image is formed, just like in an SEM. In order to allow the destructive
and constructive work of a CE FIB system, a gas injection needle is used to target a
precursor gas directly onto the surface of the sample. The ion beam then activates the
reaction of the gas with the sample locally at the incident spot and thus enables the
nano machining capabilities of a FIB [111]. By the use of the gas, the material removal
is sped up significantly, up to a factor of 10 to 20, for the selected material [39, 72].

Figure 2.2 shows a schematic view on the interaction between the ion beam
and the device if an IC is targeted. The impinging ions remove or add material,
depending on the precursor gas used (not shown), allowing to reach buried layers or
add new electrical connections between interconnects. Furthermore, the emitted SE
are captured by the SE detector to image the device allowing for navigation. Yet, this
SE emission, and additionally the neutralization of impinging ions cause deposition
of a positive charge on the device surface. The insulating passivation of any IC does
not allow for the conductive removal of this surface charge, introducing multiple
problems. Emitted SE are re-captured by the Coulomb attraction to the positive
surface charge, reducing the available amount of SE for imaging. This hinders proper
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navigation on the sample, making CE imprecise in location. Once the surface charge is
sufficiently high, electrostatic discharge (ESD) can happen into adjacent nodes of the
IC device, irrevocably damaging it. Consequently, preventing ESD from happening
is a major goal of every FIB operator. These facts make up for an increased interest
into the charging dynamics during FIB tasks on insulating targets. Investigation of
the charging in FIB columns is part of the discussion of this work, see Section 6.2.

2.1.2 FIB Applications

Material analysis Due to the high mass and large diameter of ions, their penetration
depth is limited to tens of nanometers [55, 72], allowing for surface analysis. Using
the destructive property of the ions, a cross section can be created with nanometer
precision in positioning [89, 111]. This is useful for material analysis, as the tedious
and imprecise mechanical polishing for the creation of a cross section can be replaced
with an adequate FIB procedure. The creation of transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) lamellas is improved in time and precision by using a FIB significantly [60] as
it is a similar process as that of creating cross sections.

IC technology laboratories Apart from cross sectioning, circuit edit (CE) is a very
important application. Using different precursor gases in a CE FIB system allows
to selectively remove material or add insulating or conductive material. Thus, IC
hardware can be modified on a nanometer scale, allowing to restructure modern IC
devices destructively and constructively [69, 74]. Especially with the optical system
incorporated into the FIB column, backside circuit edit and debugging [62] is made
possible by the transparency of silicon for the NIR light.

Gases used in CE FIB systems include precursor gases based on tungsten (W),
platinum (Pt) or molybdenum (Mo) to allow for the creation of conductors. Precursor
gases that deposit insulating material are also available, though the resulting material
properties are far from ideal. Still, their applicability to IC restructuring is very useful
[37].

IC design process is significantly sped up if a FIB is used for debugging. Though
vendors try to get the design of a new IC right in the first place, this is seldom achieved.
Due to the high complexity of IC devices today, their fault-free implementation and
construction is very difficult – if not impossible! Using a FIB system, the process
of correcting the design is improved. Figure 2.3 shows rough phases of the design
process of a new IC, though this might depend on the actual manufacturer work
flow. Yet, the manufacturing of IC samples from the design data set (i.e. “mask
production” and “silicon production”) is always in the range of several months in
duration. This directly limits the lower bound in time required to create a new
product. FIB technology allows to restructure a circuit on a nanometer scale within a
few hours of work time. Individual samples of the IC (i.e. engineering samples) can
be created and subsequently verified quickly allowing for a faster rework of faults in
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Figure 2.3: Usage of the FIB service during the development of an IC. The main
advantage arises from the reduced cost compared to device manufacturing (masks
and first silicon production) and the shortened round-trip-time between subsequent
engineering sample verifications.

the design of the IC. Verification and debugging now can be done on the first version
of an IC and allow to produce a working version of the same IC with the second
version.

The ease of application of the FIB system makes the use in very many different
fields of technology highly attractive. Consequently, the number of different ap-
plications of FIB tools increases continuously [72, 147]. Yet, the current driver for
FIB technology remains the semiconductor industry, leaping towards ever smaller
dimensions. As the time to market is a key factor for successful product placement,
the FIB technology is driven by direct economical decisions.

2.2 Manufacturing of Insulators

Insulator manufacturing has evolved into one of the most difficult tasks in IC tech-
nology design. The first successful production of metal oxide semiconductor (MOS)
based circuits happened when the gate oxide was sufficiently reliable in volume
production. Only by the use of the compound of silicon and silicon dioxide, this
condition could be met. Today, silicon dioxide is vanishing more and more from the
system as new insulators with better properties are developed. Their contribution to
state of the art devices is very important. Shrinking device sizes and increased signal
speed requirements lead to the development of high-k dielectrics for gate oxides and
low-k dielectrics for inter level dielectric (ILD) usage. Using high-k dielectrics as
gate oxide increases the amount of charge in the channel of the transistor, allowing
for higher conductivity when the transistor is “on” [146]. Reducing the dielectric
thickness instead is not possible due to increased leakage currents. Thus, signal tran-
sition increases in speed and allows for higher clock rates through this mechanism,
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just as shrinking gate length would do, too. At the same time, signal speed can be
accomplished by reducing the wire capacitances, as those are dominant in modern
circuits [146]. This is improved when the dielectric constant is decreased in the
ILD. Yet, using vacuum (k � 1) is impossible as ILD because of missing mechanical
stability. Modern low-k dielectrics instead build not only on a material with lower
dielectric constant but also on “including” vacuum in their structure [123, 146]. Yet,
the problems when using such material are numerous [159] making good electrical
measurement capabilities required.

For investigation of dielectrics, the properties are evaluated in a relatively short
time-frame during the technology design, but the results should be valid for the
whole lifetime of the final circuit produced with the technology. To overcome this
limitation, different methods are used to extrapolate the behavior to the device lifetime.
The methods include increasing temperature, voltage or current, though the precise
mechanisms are of much debate. All methods build on the precise measurement of the
characteristics of the dielectric. The characteristics are mainly the insulation behavior
(e.g. leakage current), the breakdown behavior and probably mechanical, physical or
chemical alteration of the dielectric structure by aging. As the physical mechanisms
of oxide stress changes fundamentally with the type of dielectric [12, 15] and even
the dielectric thickness [59], the methods of investigation were altered and adjusted
frequently. A full review would lead too far for the purpose of this work. Earlier
methods of investigation were mainly based on the breakdown behavior of dielectrics
but recent studies evaluate the pre-breakdown behavior (e.g. leakage currents) [123,
134, 135]. Especially the leakage current evaluation requires the measurement of
very low currents. A common way to implement such measurements is to increase
the cross sectional area of the dielectric to a value that allows for a sufficiently high
measurable absolute current [92]. This method does not allow for the separation
of intrinsic behavior from defect originating behavior as such structures are very
unlikely to be defect free. Furthermore, the post-electrical characterization of the
actual stress impact is difficult if the location of stress is unknown [135]. Instead,
using very small areas to investigate the intrinsic behavior of a dielectric requires
current measurements well below the pico ampere range. For example, increasing
the voltage across such dielectrics and measuring the current during this voltage
ramp would allow for the measurement of hundreds of femto amperes, yet take a
very long time of stressing the dielectrics of around 5 min [135].

One of the earlier techniques for dielectric analysis is the measurement of injection
charge or “charge to breakdown”, Qinj [59] and Qbd [66], respectively. The value for
Qbd is derived by integrating the current through the dielectric until the breakdown
occurs, usually done by conventional measurement means. Other methods include
the analysis of interface traps [80] or the time dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB)
[65]. Modern dielectrics do not exhibit a sharp breakdown anymore, instead they
increase in conductivity but stay (partially) insulating [94, 98]. When observing this
process carefully, the difference between direct tunneling current as leakage and trap
assisted leakage can be used to predict the breakdown behavior, which is called stress
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induced leakage current (SILC) [73]. As the investigation of dielectrics is a very vivid
topic in semiconductor industry, the amount of information is close to unlimited
and growing. A summary of different physical effects is given in [94] and a good
review from the IC perspective is for example [98]. Many of the characterization
methods for dielectrics consider the amount of charge traversed through the dielectric
during characterization. Yet, measurements are often done by integrating the current
which yields a bad measurement performance. This work applies the presented
charge measurement methodology to the evaluation of pre-breakdown behavior
of dielectrics. Because charge is measured directly, the measurement precision is
improved and the benefits are shown in Section 6.1.

2.3 Semiconductor Manufacturing Technology

The manufacturing of ICs not only requires to fabricate insulators but also the im-
plantation of dopants into the semiconductor base material. The processes involved
during manufacturing have many different influences, some of which can severely
affect the functionality and reliability of the end product. For example ion implanta-
tion, chemical mechanical polishing and wafer handling are intrinsically dangerous
production steps for ICs. These processes deposit varying amounts of charges onto
the device surface which can degrade the performance, possibly rendering the de-
vice faulty before manufacturing is finished. For example, surface charging during
the different steps of film application and delamination for wafer thinning in post
production steps can cause electrostatic discharge (ESD) events to occur, damaging
the device. As a consequence different control methods have been used in the past,
that allow for monitoring of these types of failures.

Once the device is finished in fabrication, ESD protection circuits allow for safe
handling. Before such structures are functional on the affected nodes of a circuit,
this approach is not possible. For example when the implantation of dopants for
diffusions and polysilicon gate layer is done through an ion implanter, the introduced
charge damages the already produced gate oxide, below the polysilicon structures.
To prevent against severe charging during such a process careful process control
mechanisms and strict design rules during the construction of the circuit layout are
necessary. “Antenna” structures and antenna rules are used for this purpose.

Small transistors are fabricated that have large areas of gate layer connected to
their gate terminal. During processing, the large area collects effects from the process,
for example the ion implanter process. This influence is then concentrated on the
relatively small transistor. Measurement of the transistor parameters after production
allows to estimate the influence from the process. For example the gate current
or the breakdown behavior of the transistor can be used for this purpose. As the
large collection area works as an “antenna”, the design rules stemming from this
analysis are often called “antenna rules”. They force an upper limit of the amount of
polysilicon area and metal area that is allowed to be connected to a transistor gate. In
this sense, the “antenna” test structures violate this requirement in order to control
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the process for the antenna rules.

2.4 Semiconductor

The physics of semiconductors can be regarded on many different levels of abstraction.
In order to keep the involved models targeted to the topic of this work, only a very
basic model is discussed. A textbooks on this topic which covers semiconductor
physics is [26, 84, 85, 96]. The present text is inspired by the way of explanation also
found in [85, 105]. The metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET) is
the most frequently produced part on the basis of semiconductor physics these days.
It will be considered in Section 4.1.3 as it is actually a charge detection device. The
semiconductor basics for the MOSFET functionality are summarized here.

The Poisson equation describes the relation between electrical field E⃗ and net
charge density ρ :

∇· εE⃗ � ρ

In 1-dimensional situations the potential Φ can be described as:

∂2Φ

∂x2 � −
∂E
∂x

�
ρ

ε
(2.1)

with E as the field in x -direction and ε as the dielectric constant. In semiconductors,
the net charge density consists of mobile carriers and fixed dopant atoms. The mobile
carrier concentration can be approximated by the Boltzmann statistics [105]:

n , p � ni exp

±Φ

kBTabs


Here, ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration which is material and temperature
dependent (ni

2 � NC NV exp

−WG

kB Tabs


) and which stems from the assumption of equal

carrier densities n � p for semiconductors without impurities. Φ is the difference
between Fermi energy and intrinsic Fermi energyΦ � WF−W i , which is proportional
to the potential from the Poisson Equation 2.1. Fixed dopant atoms are impurities
that change the value of WF and accordingly also of Φ. The net charge density can
then be written as

ρ
1
e � p + ND

+
− n − NA

− (2.2)

where e is the charge of a single carrier in Coulomb and ND
+ and NA

− are the con-
centrations of ionized impurities of donor type (positively charged) and acceptor type
(negatively charged), also called dopants. At room temperature and with common
material impurities, ND

+ and NA
− can be set equal to the designed dopant concen-

trations of ND and NA (fully ionized semiconductor). For a semiconductor without
field, ρ becomes zero and Equation 2.2 allows to determine Φ, which is called ΦB
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(bulk potential) in this case.
If a semiconductor surface is subject to an impinging electrical field, two different

situations can be distinguished in Equation 2.2. The potential at the surface is called
ΦS (surface potential) in all cases. Either the exponential functions of n or p dominate
the behavior of ρ in Equation 2.2 if |ΦS | > |ΦB |, or, if |ΦS | < |ΦB |, the fixed dopant
concentrations ND

+ or NA
− dominate ρ . For the latter case, the impinging field

is absorbed (described through Equation 2.1) by the fixed dopant concentrations,
resulting in a penetration depth of the field proportional to the square root of the
surface impinging field (x ∼

√
ES). The region of non-zero electrical field inside the

semiconductor is called space charge region (SCR). In this case, the mobile carrier
concentrations are small compared to the dopant concentration. This condition
contains the following states of the semiconductor: flat band (ΦS � ΦB), depletion
(0 < ΦS

ΦB
< 1), mid-gap (ΦS � 0) and inversion (0 > ΦS

ΦB
> −1).

For the other case (|ΦS | > |ΦB |), the impinging field is absorbed by mobile carriers
in the first place. Due to the exponential dependence of n , p on ΦS , arbitrary carrier
densities can be created without severely affecting ΦS . These carriers distribute
according to the Debye length at the very close proximity to the surface, allowing
approximation as surface charge, which is normally only found in conductors. This
means that the amount of field absorbed within the semiconductor does not change
and any additional impinging field is absorbed by the (mobile) surface charge density.
This situation is called either accumulation (ΦS

ΦB
> 1) or strong inversion (ΦS

ΦB
< −1),

depending on the sign of ΦS .
According to this argument, the charge densities of a semiconductor are subject

to the electrical field strength within the semiconductor material. As the mobile
carrier density allows for current transport by movement, this behavior can be used
to measure field (or charge) with the conductivity of the underlying semiconductor
material. As is presented in section 4.1.3, the MOSFET builds onto this characteristic.

2.5 Tunneling Currents in Insulators

Tunneling is the phenomenon that charge carriers can penetrate through an energy
barrier which is higher than the energy of the carrier. Multiple different kinds of
tunneling have been investigated in literature, for example Fowler-Nordheim (FN)
tunneling [12], Poole-Frenkel (PF) tunneling [15], and direct tunneling [48]. Classical
mechanics do not allow for these phenomena to happen, quantum mechanic theory
is required. In this work, tunneling is a source for error in measurement results in
one part and a requirement for successful operation in other parts. The model of FN
and PF tunneling are summarized as their behavior is used for simulation later on.
In this sense, the present section highlights two types of tunneling which are present
in the materials used within the scope of this work.

Fowler-Nordheim tunneling [12] builds on a triangular barrier, which is modu-
lated through an externally applied electrical field. The barrier modulation in turn
alters the probability of carriers tunneling through it. Many improvements of this
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model were suggested, for example the barrier form and temperature dependence
were adjusted [23]. FN tunneling limits the entering of carriers into the insulator
through the conductor-insulator interface at the emitting side. Once the carriers have
tunneled through this barrier, they are conducted in the insulator (i.e. in the conduc-
tion band) and accordingly FN tunneling is an emission mechanism and limited by
the conductor-insulator interface. Poole-Frenkel tunneling, in contrast, assumes a
concentration of trap centers, where carriers can tunnel from one trap center to the
next [15]. Accordingly PF tunneling is a transport mechanism inside the insulator
and is thus limited by the insulator bulk material. Depending on the type of insulator
and amount and character of trap centers, either PF or FN tunneling dominates.

Tunneling currents with known tunneling characteristic are plotted according to
the characteristic to yield a straight line. The characteristics of tunneling are

J � aE2 exp

−

b
E


for FN tunneling, and

J � cE exp

d
√

E


(2.3)

for PF tunneling. The coefficients of the two tunneling mechanisms can be expressed
in terms of material properties [15, 23]. As no sufficiently precise data is available
for the materials used in the course of this work, only experimental data is used to
fit the coefficients. Appendix A contains the measurement results and tunneling
characteristic coefficients a , b or c and d for the corresponding materials. Accordingly,
FN tunneling is plotted as J

E2 against 1
E in a semilogarithmic scale to yield a straight

line. For PF tunneling the plot is J
E against

√
E in a semilogarithmic scale for a straight

line. Using this representation, the coefficients can be easily calculated from the
slope and offset of the linear approximation. The tunneling coefficients are derived
in Appendix A for the materials used as insulators in the technology of this work.

2.6 Security of Electronic Hardware

In the present economy, the process of revenue for a specific service is often not
obvious. Especially in the market of software (apps, games and the like) and consumer
products (smart phones, tablets, etc.), the price for a given item is in no correlation to
the manufacturing and distribution costs. In such a case, vendors are interested in
keeping the control over the product to support the process of revenue during use
time. Often, the revenue is based on the use of the vendor’s infrastructure (like in
telephone companies “locking” the device to the use with their own infrastructure,
only) or through the distribution of advertisement and data collection (similar to
the way Google supplies it’s devices through it’s software structure). Similar to
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this, pay-TV providers want to ensure that a given customer can only watch the
provider’s content in well-defined circumstances. Specifically, recording, duplication
or redistribution of the contents should be avoided, for example. In all these scenarios,
strong encryption algorithms are employed that protect the specified good in such a
way that the customer can only use it in the desired ways. The encryption protects
the contents because the customer does not have the key material to decipher the
information. Instead he is only in possession of a special device which can perform
the decryption. This device acts according to the control of the vendor and thus
enforces the desired usage scenarios. The confidentiality of the secret key material is
the basis for a successful implementation. Often, the devices given to the customer
contain an IC which fulfills this function. Such IC devices are equally often called
“smart cards” within the security community and will be labeled “security IC” here.

A security IC can be defined as an IC which stores (and possibly protects) sensitive
information. “Sensitive information” can resemble secrets (i.e. user supplied material
not to be disclosed to third parties) or secret key material, which allows to decipher
secrets. As such, an IC containing a block cipher algorithm in hardware (e.g. advanced
encryption standard (AES)) is not a security IC because the secret key material must
be supplied to such a device. In contrast, a memory device can be a security IC as it
can store secret data or secret key material. In security ICs today, multiple functions
are implemented, for example storing, encrypting and decrypting secret information
together with authentication procedures. This improves the control of the IC over
the usage of the secret information.

As the most challenging task with cryptography in systems that are given away
to possible adversaries (like mobile phones, bank cards, pay-TV systems, etc. are
physically in control of the customer) is secret key storage [51, 99], this is the core
functionality of a security IC. Often, the algorithm employed for encryption is easily
reverse engineered or even part of the public domain (e.g. AES), thus offering no
protection. As many of the mentioned services require the use of private keys directly
within the product, the duplication of theses keys is the only part protecting the
contents from being used outside the product. Due to the nature of information distri-
bution in such systems, the loss of private key material is a scenario that should never
become true. Subsequently, vendors of conditional access systems have improved
the security of systems significantly over the last tens of years.

Many different ways exist to read out private information from physical devices.
Basically, the methods can be categorized in different ways. For the purpose of this
text, the invasiveness of the approach is a practical choice for categorization of attacks.
This categorization has already been suggested in literature [83]. Three different
categories can be distinguished: non-invasive, semi-invasive and fully-invasive.

• Non-invasive attacks for data ex-filtration act on the targeted IC in a way, that
internal signals are not recorded individually. Instead, only the system can be
observed as a whole. Measuring the power consumption or the time for signal
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processing [61] would be such examples. Many of the attacks in this category
are side channel analysis (SCA) attacks.

• Semi-invasive attacks allow for certain, system level modifications to the at-
tacked device. For example opening the housing of a device chemically [51]
or mechanically [139] would be such an approach. Subsequently, interaction
between an arbitrary analysis system and the attacked device can be carried
out. Instead of measuring the response from the whole circuit, individual parts
of the circuit are analyzed separately. For example using electron beam probing
(EBP) [32, 43, 109], individual top layer metal lines can be probed and subse-
quently data can be reconstructed. Using a NIR optical system for frontside
or backside analysis, individual circuit blocks or transistors can be targeted
[120, 151]. It is important to note, that the system level modification is not
necessary for this attack class since individual circuit components can already
be measured on packaged samples. For example using an electro magnetic
(EM) probe on a packaged device yields information about specific parts of the
circuit [71, 78, 113]. Due to the nature of the attack, the circuit is sound and
operates as the manufacturer intended it to do.

• In contrast to semi-invasive attacks, fully-invasive attacks also allow for the
modification of the circuit itself. Fully invasive attacks are the most powerful
but also most expensive attacks. This class includes using a laser to disable
certain parts of the system, using a focused ion beam (FIB) system to access
or modify transistors or interconnects [127]. The special difficulty with this
type of attack is within the manufacturer not knowing what part of a system
the adversary might remove or modify. For example, using a FIB system, an
attacker can act on any circuit node or transistor inside the IC [126, 141].

The categorization of attacks on secure ICs is without doubt of much debate in the
scientific community [51, 122]. It is obvious that the given categorization is by far not
a standard. As the present text is based on the physical nature of systems, the use of
a physical categorization seems appropriate.

Means and methods to thwart non-invasive attacks have been long proposed on
software and hardware level. The research into different CMOS design techniques
to thwart power leakage is extensive [138]. To thwart semi-invasive attacks is more
difficult and thus not as thoroughly based today. Yet, means exist to counteract
semi-invasive attackers, too. For example the semi-invasive attacker can often be
thwarted by implementing operation counters and preventing certain operations
or erasing secret data if the counter reaches a certain critical value. Other means
including the use of redundant logic have been suggested to prevent the different
fault-induction attacks [83]. Light sensors are used to detect the malicious application
of laser scanning to security devices [121, 156]. Modern smart cards route sensitive
signals only on lower metal layers and place additional shields on top to prevent the
read out using needles [127] or EBP techniques.
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The most difficult task in attack prevention is with the fully invasive attacks as
the fully invasive attacker is capable of reading any signal available on an IC. This
would allow wiretapping onto all data processed by or stored on the IC. If such a
technique is applied to a security IC, the secret data would be disclosed, even if the
manufacturer implemented “sensors” that are capable of detecting the invasive attack:
The invasive attacker would simply disable the sensor and still read out the secret
information [127]. Encapsulating the sensitive parts into meshes with integrity checks
has been used in products [121] but proven inapplicable to fully-invasive attacks [127,
142]. Thus, the IC must not only detect the invasive attack but also, at the same time,
disable access to the secret information permanently — in the most physical sense of
data destruction.

Memory reading techniques have been shown for various applications. For exam-
ple chemical removal of the bulk silicon material (this is termed “backside access” in
failure analysis (FA)) can allow for the reading of the state of non-volatile memory
(NVM) cells [101]. In Section 6.4, the reading of fuse bit state is shown using a FIB
system [142]. Consequently, storing secret data unencrypted in NVM is considered
insecure today. A promising alternative is the use of physically unclonable function
(PUF) for the storage of secret key material. The original concept of a PUF was a means
of authentication in a special protocol [77]. The PUF maps specific input challenges
(i.e. input data, originally the incident angle of a laser beam onto the PUF) to specific
output responses (i.e. output data, originally the optical speckle resulting from the
laser beam interacting with the PUF). The key feature is, that the PUF response can
not be predicted for an unknown input challenge, even if many challenge response
pairs (CPRs) are known for a PUF instance. Thus, only the actual PUF instance can
respond to the challenge correctly, allowing for an authentication procedure. If fur-
thermore the challenge space is large (i.e. the PUF can not be characterized physically
or through the CRP interface with sufficient detail in a certain time), this property
effectively prohibits to clone the PUF instance.

Recent implementations of PUF concepts into IC products do not use this approach.
Instead, the PUF is used to protect ICs from invasive analysis techniques [106, 107]. In
order to do so, the response of the PUF is used as encryption key for secret data [110].
Without the specific PUF instance, the secret data can not be deciphered, effectively
making the PUF to a secret key storage. The fundamental difference of this context to
the initial PUF idea is, that the PUF is used to always generate the same secret key.
Accordingly, the challenge response behavior is reduced to only a single challenge and
a single response. Many different attempts were made to formalize the properties of
a PUF in this use scenario [107, 119, 124, 129, 137, 152]. Without going into too much
detail, it is clear that, on a given deterministic system (e.g. an encryption device), the
output can be mathematically reconstructed if all input quantities are known. Thus,
hardware analysis techniques allowing to wiretap on all signals on a device allow for
the extraction of all information, including the encrypted information. In order to
prevent against this analysis by the use of a PUF, the whole circuit must be built such,
that when performing the analysis technique on any part of the system, the behavior
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of the PUF substantially changes. In this case, the analysis technique can only be able
to wiretap on the altered behavior, which must be uncorrelated to the initial behavior
of the device containing the secret information.

The IC analysis can be conducted in many different ways making the implemen-
tation of a PUF challenging. Even with respect to charges, the PUF concept and
implementation can take many different characters. As PUFs are built to keep infor-
mation from being analyzed from the outside and at the same time to be very sensitive
to invasive modifications, the use of (very few) charges seems promising: Already
small changes can cause a severe alteration and analyzing few charges with outside
equipment is complex. In Section 6.3, a circuit is shown to be tamper evident to the
application of a FIB attack allowing for a successful PUF construction with respect to
FIB modification attacks. Section 6.4 will finally discuss alternative approaches to the
problems involved with respect to security IC hardware. Especially the properties
of the most frequently used PUF implementation – a static random access memory
(SRAM) PUF – are shown to be inadequate for the use as secret key storage [148] or
to prevent duplication [141], see Section 6.5.



Chapter 3

Ultra Low Current
Measurements

Measuring low currents is identified in the introduction as an important part of
circuit and technology design. Often, very complex devices are used to acquire
these measurements with highly sophisticated means of improving the sensitivity.
This chapter summarizes limitations that result from the character of charge or the
character of most measurement setups.

The first section starts with a practical example of a current measurement system
that can measure down to single digit femto amperes. It is shown that measuring such
low currents is intrinsically connected to long measurement times. Subsequently,
this is supported by analyzing the way such a current is generated on a discrete
circuit basis, independent of the actual process or means of acquiring the ultra low
current measurement. Finally, the character of current also places limitations on the
achievable precision for a current measurement. These limitations lead to the analysis
of charge, which is the topic of Chapter 4.

3.1 Practical System Setups

Current measurement systems are available off-the-shelf with capabilities extending
down into the pico-ampere regime. For example, Keithley Instruments Inc. provides
a semiconductor characterization system for measuring down to several tens of femto
ampere (SCS4200) and Agilent Technologies Inc. has a similar system (B1500A).
Though the vendors state that a resolution down to 0.1 fA [128, 143] is possible, the
noise floor will be in the range of several femto amperes limiting the minimal current
observable, stated in the same documents. Though these products are specialized
high performance equipments, their limits are of significant magnitude.

Figure 3.1 shows an exemplary measurement with the Keithley Instruments Inc.
SCS4200 Semiconductor Characterization system. To identify the measurement capa-
bilities, a simple voltage step is applied to the unconnected terminals of the specific
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Figure 3.1: The Keithley Instruments SCS4200 system equipped with preamplifier
SMU is subject to a low pass behavior.

source and measurement unit (SMU). The measurement system is set up to record the
measured current over time. The current is expected to be zero after a specific setup
time. The setup time is required to charge parasitic capacitances and let the voltage
source of the SMU settle. Figure 3.1 shows a specific slope in current after initial setup
and after the step is applied suggesting an exponential decay of remaining current.
Obviously after starting the measurement, the system requires approximately 20
seconds to reach equilibrium. When the step is applied, the steady state is reached
with the same slope for both step voltages. When applying a 10 V step, the time for
settling to the remaining noise current of 2 fA. . . 4 fA takes roughly 40 seconds, for
a 1 V step, it takes 20 seconds. Both situations represent an estimated slope of 25 s
per decade. The leakage current within the cable (10 fA in case of the 10 V step) do
not show up with unconnected (triaxial) cables but the time constant is equal. To
acquire the measured traces, special care has been taken to configure the system for
continuous sampling at the specified sensitivity level and the leakage current in the
cable is compensated for in the results figure.

As can be seen from Figure 3.1, the noise floor for the measurement is in the range
of 2 fA. . . 4 fA under steady state conditions without post processing. To measure
a current of 1 fA, an average of 50 measurements could be applied (noise is then
0.28 fA. . . 0.57 fA, acquisition of 50 measurements takes 50 s in this configuration).
Furthermore, to settle to this level of current would require 40 s after each 1 V step,
making for a slow measurement of only one measured point every 90 s.

Many measurement setups require a faster measurement acquisition. For example,
the leakage current through dielectrics stresses the insulation barrier significantly.
Once the stress voltage is applied to the dielectric, a current reading should be ac-
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quired as fast as possible. Furthermore, if the leakage current is higher than expected,
the measurement could be carried out faster than for very low leakage currents (ac-
cording to the settling behavior of the measurement system). Still, measurement
systems have fixed measurement ranges and timing setups that do not allow for such
a flexible measurement setup. The method of using a standard high performance
measurement system to measure in such a situation does not fulfill all requirements.

This setup already shows the difficulty of ultra low current measurements. Yet, an
easy model can be analyzed resulting in exactly the same parameters for measurement
timing. The next section will discuss this setup simplified on a discrete circuit basis
and also derive parameters for the available timing.

3.2 Origin of Current

The measurement setup similar to the one used in the previous setup is schematically
drafted in Figure 3.2. The device under test (DUT) is for example a dielectric test
structure exhibiting a very low current conduction. Triaxial or coaxial cables connect
the SMU to the DUT. The SMU applies a certain voltage to the setup and measures the
current drawn from the DUT. The equivalent circuit is depicted next to the physical
setup, showing the high-ohmic DUT resistance, the wire capacitances and the SMU
voltage source with inner resistance. In order to attain a good voltage accuracy, the
SMU output resistance must be less than the DUT resistance.

This is a first order low pass filter. The current at the voltage source (as measured
over rSMU ) after the application of a voltage step ∆VSMU can be expressed as

iSMU(t ) � ISMU(t ) − ISMU(t →∞) �
∆VSMU

rSMU
exp


−t

rSMU + rDUT
rSMU rDUT cwire


If rSMU ≪ rDUT holds, this equation only depends on the SMU, not on the DUT any
more.

iSMU(t ) �
∆VSMU

rSMU
exp


−

t
rSMU cwire


Accordingly, the measurement system limits the achievable bandwidth, depending
on the voltage source output resistance.

As the exponential decay equals a first order low pass, the circuit from Figure 3.2 is

SMU
20 V
20 fA

DUT

rDUT cwire

rSMU

VSMU

Figure 3.2: Model and equivalent small signal circuit of a DUT connected to an SMU
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a valid model for the Keithley Instruments SCS4200 System. The slope from Figure 3.1
equals a 1

e decay after 10.9 s. Accordingly, the 3 dB frequency limit for measurement
in the most sensitive measurement range is the reciprocal slope, roughly 0.1 Hz. From
these parameters, an equivalent output resistance can be derived. For typical cable
capacitances of 54 pF/m and the used cable lengths of 1.5 m the theoretically resulting
equivalent small signal output resistance of the SMU is approx. 1.45 · 1011Ω. This
is only the equivalent value, which does not necessarily resemble the real output
resistance of the SMU.

The limited bandwidth of such a (high performance) measurement system is found
in many commercial current amplifier and measurement systems [158], though they
might change with specific purpose. Yet, the limited bandwidth directly limits the
available acquisition speed that can be achieved with the system. Basically, this means
that measuring low currents in the fA-range is speed limited by the measurement
equipment for these setups.

3.3 Quantization of Charge

Not only the measurement equipment limits the available measurement speed for
ultra low currents. A fundamental limit to any signal processing in electronic circuits
is electronic noise. “Noise” incorporates effects of very different origins, for example
thermal noise, the discrete nature of charge and memory effects. The thermal noise
effect originates from the non-zero energy of the physical system processing the
electrical signals. It was first theoretically described by Schottky [8] building on
Einstein’s observations about thermal equilibrium and natural oscillations. Later,
Johnson measured this type of noise attributed to the thermal conditions of resistances
and resistive conductors [11, 13]. The noise from the discrete nature of charge was
observed in junction devices and termed shot noise [8, 9]. In this section, a brief
description of three different noise phenomena is given: thermal (or Johnson) noise,
shot noise and 1

f -noise. The last part within this section deals with the Nyquist
theorem and the therefrom resulting minimum amount of current per bandwidth.

3.3.1 Shot Noise

Shot noise [8, 10] is present in all electronic devices where charge passes through a
relatively thin barrier. Examples of such electronic devices are pn-junctions, bipolar
transistors (e.g. space charge region (SCR), tunneling mechanisms constitute the
barrier). Due to the quantization of charge and from the fact that the passing charge
transits through the layer on a discrete basis, the current is not continuous with the
thermal movement of the carriers but has a burst character. The noise spectral density
of shot noise is given by

sn,sh � 2eI
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and for a given frequency band f B , the root mean square (RMS) noise voltage gives:

in,sh �


2eI f B

In order to measure I (i.e. a unity signal to noise ratio (SNR), in,sh � I ), the
bandwidth must be at most

f B ≤ I
1
2e (3.1)

From this point of view, a measurement bandwidth of 0.1 Hz allows for a current
measurement down to 3.2 · 10−20 A. This limit only applies if the current results from
a barrier, according to the shot noise source.

3.3.2 Thermal Noise

If thermal noise [11, 13] is considered, a limit in the measurable current can be derived,
too. The deduction needs a source of the current that exhibits thermal noise. To allow
for thermal noise, a resistive characteristic is required, modeled by rsrc . With the
absolute temperature Tabs and Boltzmann’s constant kB , the noise spectral density
from this resistance is, according to thermal noise:

sn,th � 4kBTabs
1

rsrc

and the resulting RMS noise current in an observation bandwidth f B is:

in,th �


4kBTabs f B

rsrc

For a resistive element, the current (measurement) is proportional to applied voltage,
and the maximum bandwidth for unity SNR gives:

f B ≤ I
V

4kBTabs

Note that the source resistance has been replaced by the applied voltage source.
Here, a measurement bandwidth of 0.1 Hz allows for current measurements down

to 1.67 · 10−18 A, if the voltage drop across the resistive current sinking element (noise
source) is 1 mV. Note, that this also means that the resistance would be as high as
6 · 1014Ω.

3.3.3 1/ f Noise

The observation of a 1
f spectral power density from noise is called flicker noise.

The actual source of flicker noise can be from many effects and science still lacks
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a comprehensive uniform explanation [27, 31, 41]. To achieve a 1
f spectral density,

the auto correlation function must be unity for all values [114]. According to this
explanation, flicker noise would originate from the fact, that the behavior of the
observed signal correlates well with the same signal at any given time. Thus, a simply
put explanation could be, that the signal has a long “memory” since it is similar to
itself at any given time. Many techniques work on “resetting” or subtracting this
memory from the signal to remove flicker noise [114].

The total RMS voltage from flicker noise can be calculated by integrating the
power spectral density over the acquired frequency bandwidth between f 1 and f 2 :

sn,flr � s0,flr
1
f

iflr
2
�

 f 2

f 1

sn,flr( f ) d f � s0,flr log
f 2

f 1

As the flicker noise coefficient s0,flr depends on the physical properties of the system
exhibiting the flicker noise, an easy maximum bandwidth specification similar to
the equations given for thermal or shot noise is not possible. Flicker noise limits the
available dynamic bandwidth f 2

f 1
, not the absolute bandwidth f 2 − f 1 . The maximum

observable bandwidth would then be

log
f 2

f 1
≤

I2

s0,flr

f 2 − f 1 ≤ f 1


exp


I2

s0,flr


− 1


As I2 is always positive, the exponential can not be neglected in any case. Once
I2 exceeds s0,flr , the bandwidth becomes exponential in I2 while neglecting the −1.
Below this point, the bandwidth is relatively limited: Taylor approximation of the
exponential gives 1 + I2

s0,flr
for small values of I2

s0,flr
. Accordingly, the representation of

the flicker noise at low current values has twice the slope as the other noise types,
see Figure 3.3. In all cases, the bandwidth scales with the minimum observable
frequency f 1 . A direct comparison to the other two noise sources is difficult due to
this dependence. Hence only exemplary relations can be given.

3.3.4 Summary of Noise

The previous analysis of different noise sources leads to the conclusion that low
currents have a very limited bandwidth. The only directly available hard limit is the
shot noise, which is independent of the actual source of the current, as long as the
current originates from a barrier. Many low current measurements, like dielectric
stress characterization, leakage characterization and others, are of such a nature and
thus, the shot noise limit is applicable. As the numbers of the thermal noise example
suggest, resistive elements exhibiting such low currents that the previous analysis
gains impact, are hard to achieve on a technical basis. Yet, it must be kept in mind,
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Figure 3.3: Limits to low current measurement from noise. The actual values for
current and frequency of 1

f noise and thermal noise are setup dependent.

that resistive paths could be formed, for example during the analysis of dielectrics,
which exhibit this noise. A small current can also exhibit 1

f noise, though the actual
amount of noise power is a matter of signal source and can not be easily compared.
1
f noise can have very different origins and a general analysis of this noise source
for low currents is difficult. The comparison of the noise sources in terms of current
dependence (see Figure 3.3), shows that at low frequencies, the 1

f noise will dominate,
though the precise point of crossing between this noise and the other noises is setup
dependent. The previous discussion shows that a small current requires a small
measurement bandwidth, independent of the specific noise a DUT exhibits. The
actual noise characteristic only reflects the precise bandwidth to be expected usable.

3.3.5 Nyquist Theorem

The Nyquist theorem states, that for a given signal V with bandwidth f B , a minimum
of 2 f B instantaneous measurements of the signal value V(t i ) , i ∈ [1, 2 f B ] allow the
exact reconstruction of the original signal. In this sense, a time discrete signal can
be exactly reconstructed when the signal bandwidth criterion is met. A very similar
statement has been derived for the quantization of the amplitude [20], again stating
that the continuous character can be reconstructed from quantized values under
certain circumstances.

Putting this idea further into the quantized character of charge leads to the fol-
lowing arguments. An arbitrary signal of bandwidth f B needs 2 f B readings. Such a
signal is periodic. Thus, with 2 f B readings of a signal, a bandwidth of f B is specified.
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The nature of “readings” is open within this context. If considering a (relatively low)
current of limited bandwidth, the current has a periodic character. Electrons pass
through the measurement apparatus at certain times, one at a time, repeating the
pattern according to the periodicity. If now, the times of electron passage are recorded
within one period, resulting in 2 f B readings, the signal can be reconstructed precisely.
According to the Nyquist theorem, the bandwidth of the signal is then limited to f B .

As such, it could be safe to formulate, that the minimum observable current
would be resembled, if for each “instantaneous measurement”, a single electron
is “measured”. Accordingly, the minimum observable current by a bandwidth f B

is given by Imin � 2e f B . This is exactly the same limit as given by shot noise, see
Section 3.3.1.



Chapter 4

DC Charge Measurement
Concept Selection

Many techniques are available which allow to measure charge. This section is de-
voted to give a brief overview. Different setups from earlier works are presented
in section 4.1. Emphasis is put on the physical means of measurement. A good
summary of techniques available for the investigations of electrostatic measurements
is given by [19, 64] in form of a textbook and by [35] in form of a review article.
Section 4.2 then discusses how to enable all of the presented methods to measure
charge quantitatively.

Electrostatic measurements involve in the static measurement of charge or field.
Both physical quantities are connected by the Maxwell equations 1.1 and 1.2 on
page 15. The measurement equipments available to measure either of them can be
used to measure the other through these correspondences. This is possible by using
an antenna, which is the subject of Section 4.3.

As electrostatic measurements are capable of measuring static charge or fields,
a common property of all systems is a high impedance probe. A potential applied
to the high impedance probe does not draw a direct current from the signal source.
Only capacitive charging of the probe is permissible in such a setup. Deviations
from these ideal probe properties are often referred to as leakage and constrain the
measurement time. The higher the leakage, the shorter the allowable measurement
time. The leakage within capacitive voltage dividers is considered in Section 4.4.
This not only limits the measurement capabilities but also enables certain use cases
(Section 5.5).

4.1 Basic Electrometer Designs

Possible realizations of the charge or field sensitive measurement apparatus are briefly
presented. The list is not exhaustive but should give an overview of currently available
techniques and their properties. Charge measurements divide into four groups:

41
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• Chemical charge meters measure a passed charge through the measurement of
the amount of material deposited or absorbed during a chemical process such as
electrolysis. The charge measurement is indirect through the particles carrying
the charge. As the amount of material required for a precise measurement
is large (in terms of number of elementary particles), the sensitivity of this
technique is limited and will not be further discussed in the present work.

• The Coulomb force allows to observe a mechanical displacement or force alter-
ation due to the presence or absence of a charge. The most obvious representa-
tion of this technique is the gold leaf electroscope.

• Another method is to use the capacitance as translator between charge and
voltage. This group of charge meters includes the field mill, the vibrating reed
electrometer and other integrated solutions like varactor based modulators.

• The fourth group of electric charge sensors is composed of semiconductor
devices. These setups use the intrinsic property of semiconductors to build up
a field dependent conductivity.

The first three groups allow for a mechanical or electrical realization of the setup,
making measurements in normal workshop scale (say: millimeter) available with
sensitivity down to atto-coulomb scale. Though, the measurement of atto-coulomb is
a high achievement, the actual implementations often suffer from poor measurement
bandwidth if in a workshop scale design. Some types for charge measurements can
also be realized in a microscopic scale using IC technology. In the following text, the
last three groups are briefly presented and their functional principle is explained.

4.1.1 Electroscope

The electroscope works on the principle of the Coulomb force. This force was discov-
ered by Coulomb in 1785 as the force to a charge in an electrical field [1, 2]. Already
Coulomb himself described the most simple voltage meter based on this force result-
ing from the charge. The application as “voltmeter” did not occur to him due to the
lack of precise measurement of the applied voltage or charge, presumably. Later the
method of using the Coulomb force to measure voltages was improved by numerous
inventors [7].

The basic principle is to charge two parts of the electroscope with the same type
of charges [54]. Due to the repelling Coulomb force between even polarized charges,
these two parts of the electroscope will retract from each other. If now the construction
allows for a derivation of the force from the retracted distance, the charge can be
estimated. The gold leaf electroscope (see Figure 4.1) is the most simple form where
a single electrically conductive film is bent down to yield two leafs. This film is then
charged, resulting in a repelling force between the two leafs, working against the
gravitational force. Accordingly, the absence or presence of charge, field or voltage
can be derived.
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Figure 4.1: Gold leaf electrometer. The charges on the leafs repel the leafs against the
gravitational force. From the reading on the scale, the Coulomb force and applied
voltage can reconstructed.

Measuring small amounts of charge or low voltages using a mechanical electro-
scope is a difficult task. Devices detecting down to 10 V have been built [19]. Yet, due
to the reciprocal dependence of the Coulomb force on the distance of the charges,
small geometries ease the task of detecting smaller amounts of charge. This fact is
used by electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) [40, 56, 68, 70], which is a derivative of
atomic force microscopy (AFM). In this mode, the distance between the charge under
test and the sensitive probe is just a few nanometer, making large Coulomb forces
available for detection. The detection takes place by modification of the operating
point of a mechanically oscillating cantilever. As the cantilever is relatively small and
oscillates with a high quality factor, the detectable force is small. Charge amounts as
small as a couple of electrons should be detectable [44].

An IC version of the electroscope would be similar to the work published in [58]:
The electrostatic force on a body is observed through the movement and quantitatively
investigated to allow for a calculation of the applied charge. The IC in [58] operates a
mechanical paddle in resonance. Due to the Coulomb force imposed on the paddle
by presence or absence of charge, the resonance frequency shifts and can be detected.
As the Coulomb force exhibited by a small amount of charge (say a couple of pico
Coulomb), is really weak, a large scale apparatus is difficult to design. With the
micro-version of the electroscope [58], already small charges can be detected. It is
unknown whether such a result is achievable on a millimeter scale.

Though the electroscope principle does not require an alternating current (AC)
design, most implemented systems that are capable of detecting low amounts of
charge work on a lock-in or non-DC technique. This directly affects the measurement
input, as the actual force is modulated by a high frequency. Due to the principle
of operation, this modulation of the force transfers into a modulation of the input
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E⃗

output

Figure 4.2: The sensitive plate is subjected to a time varying capacitive coupling to
the target charge. According to the rotating cover, this setup is termed “field mill”.

potential, originating from the measurement equipment. This technique forces a
certain amount of AC signal onto the measured signal source, which could potentially
alter the source characteristic.

4.1.2 Field Mill

The field mill is an electronic measurement device allowing to measure an electrical
field. It works on the principle of periodically exposing and covering a sensitive plate
to the field. Figure 4.2 shows the basic setup of a field mill. The rotating cover for the
sensitive plate results in a periodic change of the capacitive coupling of the field to the
sensitive plate. From the very weak output amplitude (voltage or current depending
on implementation), the field strength can be determined. Due to the periodicity,
the response from the sensitive plate is also repetitive and can be demodulated
synchronously. The method is different from the electroscope described before, as
it does not require a Coulomb force. The functionality is based on the capacitive
coupling of the target charge to the sensing electrode. Other examples for the use
of such an approach are vibrating plate electrometers [18, 22, 108, 150]. Since the
electrical signal can, in nearly all cases, be read out through a lock-in technique, these
methods allow for the detection of very weak fields and very small amounts of charge.

Using IC technology, the same principle can be carried out on two different ways.
A simple air gap capacitor can be implemented in microelectromechanical system
(MEMS) technology and a mechanical movement of the plates can be achieved on a
micrometer scale [82, 116]. This would be a direct pendant to the mechanical means
of the field mill or vibrating reed electrometer. Alternatively, a variable capacitor
(varactor) can be used to achieve the same effect but without the need for moving
components [42]. This would be a solid state electronics approach and is for example
available as the Hewlett Packard 4145 Electrometer or using different techniques like
capacitive diodes or metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) varactors [30, 125].
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Figure 4.3: Cross sectional schematic of a MOSFET. The diffusions are (B)ulk, (S)ource
and (D)rain. The amount of charge on the (G)ate conductor controls the conductivity
in the active area of the substrate.

The method of detecting charge based on a periodically altering capacitor forces
a non-constant potential to the input terminal of the charge meter. As already with
many of the mechanical electroscope designs, this poses a limitation on the usage
with certain signal sources. The fact that the measurement equipment creates a
variable input potential is often undesirable because it could potentially influence the
behavior of the signal source and make a clear measurement difficult. For example
tunneling characteristics are relatively steep in their response to a voltage change,
possibly changing the tunneling current significantly by such voltage alterations.

Another drawback from the capacitive coupling method is the requirement for
synchronous demodulation. The very weak signals that are present at the capaci-
tor for low amounts of charge need to be analyzed by a lock-in amplifier. Lock-in
amplifiers are part of everyday analysis techniques but require special considera-
tions when integrated into an IC. Consequently, this technique is complex to use for
implementation in total onto an IC.

4.1.3 Solid State Devices

Due to an impinging field, the carrier density in the semiconductor material changes
and thus the conductivity is altered, see Equation 2.2 on page 26. As the mobile
carriers can be of either polarity, independent of semiconductor doping and only
depending on the field direction, an inversion layer can be formed. The metal oxide
semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET) uses this inversion layer to transport
current. For the inversion layer in the MOSFET, the surface potential must be inverted
to the bulk potential and at least as strong as the same: ΦS

ΦB
< −1. Figure 4.3 shows

the cross section through a device that can work with this principle. Two diffusions,
drain and source, are placed next to an “active area”. The active area semiconductor
is coated with an insulation layer (e.g. silicon dioxide for silicon MOSFET) and a
conductive gate layer (poly-Si or metals, e.g. aluminum).

Application of a voltage to the gate material subjects the underlying semiconductor
material to the aforementioned electrical field. This electrical field can be made large
enough for the semiconductor to accumulate significant mobile carrier concentrations
at the semiconductor surface, see Section 2.4. If this mobile carrier concentration
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is of same type as the two diffusions drain and source next to the active area, a
current can flow between them. The resulting conducting surface is called “channel”.
In this case, the vertical field is absorbed by the mobile carrier concentration and
a proportionality between the applied charge to the gate and the resulting charge
available for conduction in the inversion layer is present. Accordingly, the conductivity
between drain and source is a direct measure for the amount of charge on the gate
layer which can be reconstructed from the conductivity.

The current conduction of the MOSFET depends on the voltage applied to the gate
and to the drain with respect to source. In source mode operation, these two voltages
depict input and output voltage respectively. The charge sheet model [105] is a very
simple description of the MOSFET functionality for the parabolic and saturation
region. All devices within this work are operated in one of these two regions. The
output current for the charge sheet model is given by:

ID(VGS ,VDS ) � µCox
W
L




0 VGS < VTH

(VGS − VTH ) VDS −
1
2 VDS

2 VGS − VTH > VDS
1
2 (VGS − VTH )2 VGS − VTH < VDS

(4.1)

The cases in Equation 4.1 are off (VGS < VTH ), linear/parabolic region (VGS −VTH >

VDS) and saturation region (VGS − VTH < VDS). µ is the mobility of the carriers in
the channel, Cox the oxide-semiconductor area capacitance, W the width and L the
length of the transistor. VTH is the threshold voltage from which on the inversion
layer (channel) is considered to be formed. This characteristic has been significantly
extended and modified to represent modern transistors. Due to various effects when
small geometries are used, the electrical behavior is altering. The principle of influ-
encing a mobile charge concentration and using this mobile charge concentration as
output conductivity, is still the same.

Semiconductor electrometers based on the functionality of the MOS transistor had
been proposed already. For example in [33], the MOSFET principle is used to measure
the current of a reversely biased pn-junction. This method has also been used to
measure the leakage currents through gate dielectrics directly through the transfer
of the MOS transistor [45] or through a feedback configuration [97], see Section 4.2.
Previous works have also demonstrated [112] that this method is capable of detecting
single electrons at room temperature.

4.1.4 Secondary Electron Emission Yield as Field Indicator

Using a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or a focused ion beam (FIB) system
to bombard a sample with ions or electrons causes the sample to emit secondary
electrons (SEs), see also Section 2.1. The emitted SEs can have a wide range of energies,
though many have energies below 5 eV. These electrons are influenced already by low
electric fields. For example, the emitted electrons can be recollected if the potential of
the emitting sample spot is larger than their energy. Normally, the amount of emitted
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Setup /
Component

Key Features / Occurrences Limitations

Electroscope coulomb force to mechanical
movement
+ very simple setup
− low sensitivity
− lock-in required for better
sensitivity

EFM,
gold leaf electroscope,
MEMS based oscillators

Field mill capacitive coupling / mirror
charges
+ pure electrical signal path
+ high sensitivity
− lock-in required

Field mill,
Vibrating Reed Electrome-
ter,
MEMS based capacitors,
MOS varactor based elec-
trometer

Solid State
Devices

capacitive coupling / mirror
charges
+ pure electrical signal path
+ high sensitivity
+ static operation

MOSFET

SE emis-
sion yield

displacement of probe charges
+ spatially resolved result
− complex vacuum setup
− possible influence to investi-
gated charge

SEM, FIB

Table 4.1: Tabular summary of the presented charge measurement methods. The key
features of the MOSFET and the SE yield based charge detection are highlighted in
bold.

electrons is used as imaging means through an SE detector. If the amount of emitted
SEs changes due to the field, the SE detector will reflect this change. By this means,
charge can be detected, though quantitative evaluation remains difficult.

In contrast to the other techniques mentioned above, this technique introduces the
electron beam or ion beam current into the sample. This current causes a charging of
the sample, which can also be observed by the SE detector, see Section 6.2. Accordingly,
it is important that the targeted material is not carrying the charge of interest. An
alteration of the measured charge would be the result in this case. It is important to
separate the (conductive) sample which is targeted by the beam and the part which
carries the charges. As will be shown in Section 6.4, this can be achieved by targeting
the beam to a semiconductor material which has the node with charge buried below.
The charge results in a space charge region (SCR) in the semiconductor which can
cause a field on the surface, see Section 2.4. This field can affect the SE emission and
allow for a field or charge measurement through the ion or electron irradiation.
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Figure 4.4: An inverting amplifier with resistive feedback elements.

4.2 Feedback construction

All available electrostatic measurement principles can be extended by the use of
a feedback loop. Once the electrostatic quantity (field or charge) is converted to a
somehow discernible signal (electronic, mechanical, optical, . . . ), the implementation
of a feedback loop using a capacitor can derive a quantitative value if the capacitor
properties are known. The following example will motivate the use and functionality
of the feedback loop.

Figure 4.4 shows the common circuit of an inverting amplifier with an opera-
tional amplifier as core device. The basic circuit is a common implementation using
board level devices [29] which integrates a feedback loop [28]. It is governed by the
equations:

Voutput � GVop,in

where G is the operational amplifier gain, and

Iinput �
V input + V in,op

Rinput

IFB �
Voutput + V in,op

RFB

At the inverting input of the amplifier, three currents sum according to Kirchhoff’s
laws

Iin,op � Iinput + IFB

And the dependence of output to input can be derived:

Voutput � −
1

RFB
GRinput

+ 1
G + 1

RFB
Rinput


V input − Iin,op Rinput


Obviously, this is an ideal inverting amplifier with gain RFB

Rinput
if two conditions are

met:

• G ≫ 1, a high amplification gain, and
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electrometer gain

CFB Voutput
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Figure 4.5: Capacitor feedback design usable with any of the available electrometer
measurement setups.

• Iin,op ≈ 0 A, the amplifier draws no current.

The second requirement can be relaxed to Iin,op � const, if changes matter, only.

Voutput � −
RFB

Rinput
V input (4.2)

The feedback causes the operational amplifier to control the voltage at the inverting
input terminal to zero. Often this configuration is called “virtual ground”.

Expressing the output current in terms of the input current, Equation 4.2 becomes

Voutput � −RFB Iinput

Accordingly, the input resistor can be removed if the signal source connected to the
amplifier behaves like a current source (high output resistance). The function of the
feedback resistor RFB becomes obvious in this situation: it transfers the input quantity
(Iinput ) to the output quantity (Voutput ), in this case current to voltage.

The resistor RFB , which connects current to voltage, is now replaced by a capacitor,
which connects charge to voltage. The circuit from Figure 4.5 is achieved. The capacitor
connects charge to voltage which requires reformulation of the equations governing
the new circuit. With the resistor circuit from Figure 4.4, Ohm’s law is considered
(V � I R). The circuit with feedback capacitor builds on the capacitance instead of
the resistor, which follows V � Q 1

CFB
. Accordingly, RFB is replaced with 1

CFB
in the

equations for the capacitor circuit:

Voutput � −
1

CFB
Qinput (4.3)

The previous requirements now change “charge” for “current” and give

• G ≫ 1, as before and

• Qin,op ≈ 0 C, or Qin,op � const.

The first requirement is equal as before. The second requirement is that the amount
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of charge stored in the amplifier input stays constant (i.e. independent of input
or output voltage). Accordingly, the electrometer input must not draw a leakage
current. The amplifier must operate as an electrometer. The previously summarized
electrometer setups can be dropped into this circuit, possibly equipped with an
additional amplification stage to address the first requirement. In this case, the
output depends on the input charge and the feedback capacitor, only. In order to
address parasitic elements and non-ideal behavior, the mathematical description for
the circuit is re-evaluated in Chapter 5.

Application of charge to the input can be done through two different means. The
first way is to conductively connect the input of the charge sensor to the charge source.
For example, a MOS transistor gate can be connected to the input and charge that
tunnels through the MOS transistors gate dielectric reaches the input of the charge
sensor. The charge sensor would measure the oxide leaked charge. Alternatively, the
charge to be measured can be coupled to the charge sensor through an insulator and
a structure labeled “antenna”. The construction and functionality of the antenna is
the topic of the next Section 4.3.

4.3 Antenna design

The antenna rules as presented in Section 2.3 are similar to the antenna principle
presented in this section. The principle from this section can be used in an additional,
electrostatic influencing way. The antenna structures are targeted to “collect” charges
during the application of a process step. Their collected charge is then transferred
to a (small) test transistor which is measured afterwards for certain parameters.
Within this work, charge is also collected through such an “antenna” structure and
is conducted to the charge sensor. Additionally, the charge sensor is very sensitive
and can detect image charges already. This is not the case with the conventional
“antenna rule” verification structures from technology design from Section 2.3. As
a consequence, the influence from charges near to the antenna is discussed in this
section. Those charges that are collected by the antenna are conducted through the
terminal and do not need further consideration.

Charge can be detected through the presence of electrical field. Obviously this
would also allow to measure the electrical field itself if no charge is present. In order

h g

εr
q

q′

antennasurrounding

Figure 4.6: One dimensional problem for the explanation of mirror charge in the
antenna charge measurement setup.
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to do so, the following simplified (one dimensional) setup is discussed, see Figure 4.6.
A conductor is connected to the charge sensor input and is placed at a distance g
apart from a charge q . This conductor is called “antenna” in this work. The term
“antenna” stems from the fact that the conductor receives the electrical field of nearby
charge, as laid out in the following. There is no connection to radio frequency (RF)
signal reception, despite the name similarity.

The space between the charge and the antenna is filled with a dielectric with
constant εr . The remaining space is filled with air or vacuum (εr ≈ 1) and at a distance
h , the surrounding enclosure is again a conductor with connection to “ground”. The
setup is unbound in two dimensions making for a one dimensional electrostatic
problem, where the field is along this dimension. Within this setup, the integral form
of the third Maxwell equation, Equation 1.2, allows to calculate the field strength
from the charge amounts. With the area A of the setup in the two homogeneous
dimensions, the third Maxwell equation is evaluated “around” the charge q :

A
∂D
∂x

� AqV

Aεrε0Einsulator + Aε0Evacuum � Aq (4.4)

The antenna is connected to the charge sensor input, which resembles a virtual ground.
As both, the antenna and the surrounding conductor are at ground potential, the
integral of E must zero out if going from surrounding to the antenna:

hEvacuum � gEinsulator

Due to the presence of the electric field in the insulator Einsulator , a mirror charge q′

builds up on the antenna surface. This mirror charge must be conductively supplied by
the charge sensor. The mirror charge q′ is again calculated using Maxwell’s equation,
where Einsulator is negative due to the inverted direction of the setup compared to the
previous case of q . The divergence is evaluated at the antenna surface (around q′):

−Aεrε0Einsulator � Aq′ (4.5)

Substitution into Equation 4.4 yields

−Aq′ − Aε0
g
h

q′

εrε0
� Aq

The amount of charge loss 1 − −q′

q specifies how good −q′ approximates q and is
calculated as:

1 +
q′

q
�

g
hεr + g

(4.6)
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In order to measure q with low charge loss (i.e. −q′ ≈ q), εr and h should be large
and g should be small. Once εr h ≫ g is satisfied1, the error is negligible and the
charge measurement resembles q even though no conductive connection between
charge and charge sensor is established.

The simple one dimensional setup represents a real physical setup with limited
extension into all directions, too. Except for the simple requirement for h and d , the
requirement is extended into three dimensions: For all objects close to the charge,
the direct distance between the charge and the object must be significantly larger
than the direct distance to the conductor connected to the charge sensor. If this is still
fulfilled, the charge measurement of the charge sensor output resembles the negative
amount of charge under investigation: −q .

The Shockley-Ramo theorem [16, 17] was developed to ease the complex analysis
of image charges in real physical setups to yield the current value from moving of
such charges. A means to calculate the current I in the case that the charge e moves
(v⃗ ) relative to a conductor (e.g. the antenna) is, according to [17, equation (1)]:

I � eE⃗v · v⃗ (4.7)

The field E⃗v in this equation contains the information on the physical setup. It is the
field at the position of e if the antenna is at unit potential and all other conductors
are set to zero potential. The scalar product of E⃗v and v⃗ resembles the influence
of the field from the charge onto the antenna. In this theorem, the current in the
antenna terminal resulting from the charge movement in vicinity of the antenna
is expressed. If the charge reaches the antenna, the conduction of charge must be
applied, Equation 1.3, if the charge does not reach the antenna but settles to a steady
position (i.e. stops moving), the previous considerations about the image charge
have to be applied. The Shockley-Ramo theorem affects the current before the charge
reaches a steady position in relation to the antenna (i.e. a displacement current). In all
subsequent analyses where current is derived, the observation of current according
to the Shockley-Ramo theorem can be neglected. The time-frame from the point
where the charge influences the antenna (i.e. the E⃗v term from Equation 4.7 becomes
significant) up to the time when the charge reaches a steady position in relation to the
antenna is small compared to the sampling time of the measurement recording. This
is applicable to all measurements conducted within this work. As a consequence, the
current can be simply calculated as derivative of the charge amount on the antenna,
according to the image charge analysis from this section.

With an antenna, “remote” charge sensing can be implemented, independent of
the type of material that contains the charge. This can be an insulator (see Section 6.2
for results) or a conductor, such as a needle (see Section 5.6 for examples). In all
cases, charge can be transferred to field once the setup is known sufficiently well, by
the Maxwell equations. As discussed in Section 4.2, charge can be directly applied
to the charge sensor through a conductor. This allows the usage as very sensitive

1Note the opposite sign of q′ and q , which requires Equation 4.6 to go to zero, hence the inequality.
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charge or current sensor as laid out in Section 6.1. In any case, field and charge,
conductively transported or remotely coupled through a field to the charge sensor, is
always brought back to the measurement of a (mirror) charge in the capacitor of the
charge sensor. This principle is implemented within Chapter 5.

4.4 Tunneling Current in Capacitive Voltage Divider

As will be shown later, a non-linear behavior can improve the capabilities of charge
measurement systems. This non-linearity will be used to alter charge on an otherwise
floating circuit node, the output of a capacitive voltage divider. For such a setup, the
tunneling characteristic of dielectrics is a usable non-linearity, see also Section 2.5
for two different tunneling methods. In this section, the resulting voltage traces
and charge amounts for a tunneling capacitive voltage divider are analyzed. The
tunneling current through dielectrics is a means to enforce a diode-like threshold
behavior of the output voltage of a capacitive voltage divider. By this means, the
charge detector from Section 5.5 allows to measure charge without the requirement
of a power supply.

A capacitive voltage divider subject to a high voltage can show tunneling currents
through the capacitances dielectrics. Depending on the type of dielectric, thickness
and capacitance ratio, different scenarios are considered. For all subsequent discus-
sions, the nomenclature from Figure 4.7 is used to specify input, output voltage and
capacitance values accordingly. In this voltage divider configuration, the nominal
output voltage without tunneling is given by

Voutput �
C2V input + Q0

C1 + C2
(4.8)

Here, Q0 specifies the amount of charge that is on the output node if the input is
0 V. In the following it is assumed, that Q0 � 0 C holds. If tunneling is considered, a
steady state would be reached if the tunneling currents through both capacitors are
equal:

A1 J1(Voutput ) � A2 J2(V input − Voutput ) (4.9)

J1 and J2 are the tunneling current densities within the two capacitors and A1 and
A2 are the areas of the tunneling cross sections. The script in Appendix B solves this
equation numerically by two ways with the coefficients for the technology used in this

C1

C2

input output

Figure 4.7: Capacitive voltage divider and nomenclature.
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work. It can either be solved to target the steady state voltage (i.e. exactly Equation 4.9),
or with regard to time while also considering the current used to charge/discharge
the capacitances. The latter case solves the circuit by the Kirchhoff laws resembled in
Equation 4.10 for a constant input voltage V input and time dependent output voltage
Voutput(t ) .

0 � A2 J2(V input − Voutput(t ) ) − A1 J1(Voutput ) − (C1 + C2 )
∂Voutput(t )

∂t
(4.10)

Two setups are analyzed in more detail:

• C1 is a MOS transistor (Fowler-Nordheim (FN) tunneling) with an area of
0.4 µm2 and C2 is a capacitor (A � 18 µm × 18 µm, dins � 1.2 µm, εr � 5.1)
without tunneling current, which resembles the capacitive coupling over a large
distance when neglecting tunneling is appropriate, and

• C1 is a MOS transistor (FN tunneling) with a different area of 15 µm2 and C2

is a capacitor with a larger area (A � 1000 µm2) and tunneling current of FN
type, which corresponds to a poly insulator poly (PIP) capacitor in the used
technology.

The steady state result from the first case is Voutput � 0 V due to J2 � 0 A/m2 in
Equation 4.9. Yet, the steep reduction of the tunneling current with decreasing field
causes the time to reach this steady state to be infinite.

If conducting a transient simulation of both setups using Equation 4.10, the result-
ing output voltage starts at the value given by the capacitance ratio, Equation 4.8. For
both cases it quickly decays to a quasi-fixed voltage as can be seen in the simulation
results in Figure 4.8. Increasing the applied input voltage results in a decreasing
ratio between output and input voltage and a constant output voltage. Figure 4.9
shows the corresponding plot of quasi-static output voltage Voutput against applied
input voltage V input . The quasi-static value has been taken at 1 s after the application.
Accordingly, for both setups, the tunneling properties of capacitor C1 cause a constant
output voltage, independent of input voltage up to a certain maximum. Once the
tunneling current in the second capacitor becomes significant, the output voltage will
increase again, as marked in Figure 4.9. Using this fact, the voltage divider can be
set to an arbitrary charge setting by applying an according input voltage and leaving
the current settle to quasi-static level. After setting the input voltage to 0 V again, the
output changes by the initial voltage step from Equation 4.8 and stays at a non-zero
level. This is a manifestation of the changed charge on the capacitive voltage divider
during the tunneling, as described by Q0 in Equation 4.8. As can be seen in Figure 4.8,
the exact time for the removal of the input voltage is not important. The amount of
transferred charge can be controlled via the applied input voltage.
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Figure 4.8: Voltage trace of the capacitive voltage divider simulated with the script
from Appendix B.
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4.5 Summary

A charge measurement is possible by many different means. Various setups for
detecting charge are laid out and a feedback construction is motivated to allow a
quantitative analysis of the measurement result. Coupling of the charge between the
analyzed object and the charge measurement system can be realized by a conductive
connection or by using image charges. Finally, the (absolute) charge transfer function
of such a setup (Equation 4.3 contains the absolute input charge Qinput and not a
charge difference) requires possibilities to alter the charge. This is possible by using a
capacitive voltage divider. Consequently a measurement system for charge analysis
can be realized in many different ways.

The next chapter deals with the implementation of a charge measurement system
based on a MOSFET as charge detection device. This enables the use in every modern
complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) circuit. As it allows for a very
universal and widespread application, it is the preferred way of implementing a
charge measurement system for IC analysis. Even though other implementations
can be integrated into an IC, their implementation requires special technological
features, for example MEMS or silicon on insulator (SOI) structures. For example
the techniques building on the Coulomb force require a MEMS process to allow
for movable micromechanical components integrated into the circuit. This limits
their application to a very small range of technologies and would not allow for a
widespread usage.



Chapter 5

Charge Measurement
Construction

The feedback circuitry is shown for resistive circuits in Chapter 4. Replacing the
resistor by a capacitor is motivated and the ideal description is already given: Voutput �

−
1

CFB
Qinput . Here, this equation is revised with respect to non-ideal components and

parasitics and subsequently the limitations imposed by the realization are discussed.
In order to support this discussion, the measurement principle is formulated such
that the limitations can be expressed with respect to the actual procedure. Finally,
in Section 5.6, the individual implementations realized throughout this work are
presented and the validity of their functionality is discussed.

The key features of the MOSFET make the use as a charge measurement means
outstanding. All other presented techniques would require the use of lock-in or
non-DC technology and special processing features during production to evaluate
charge on a very sensitive scale. Accordingly, the charge measurement constructed
throughout this work is built on the means of a MOSFET as electrometer.

A very similar setup has been suggested in [97], though the use case differs from
the usage in this work. In [38] and [45], a floating gate transistor has been used
to measure hot carrier injection and tunneling current in a MOS transistor with

Iinput

CFB

input

output

G

feedback

electrometer MOSFET

DC floating

Figure 5.1: Simplified schematic circuit of the capacitive charge measurement setup.
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high sensitivity, yet the universality of the circuit has not been pointed out. The
circuit implemented throughout this work is very similar to the feedback circuit from
Figure 4.5 and can be seen in Figure 5.1. It contains the closed loop feedback as
described earlier in Section 4.2 with a MOSFET as electrometer device, according
to Section 4.1.3. The high gain is achieved through an amplifier, as required by
Section 4.2. The amplification from the MOSFET and the amplifier in Figure 5.1 is
considered together. An alternative implementation would be to use an amplifier
with a field effect transistor (FET) as input transistor.

As shown in Section 4.2, the amplifier G implements a virtual ground at its input
due to the negative feedback loop with the capacitor CFB . This setup can also be
described in terms of charge, where Qinput is the charge on the input node:

Qinput � CFB

V input − Voutput


+ V input Cop,in

and again with the amplifying behavior Voutput � GV input , this yields:

Qinput � CFB

 1
G
− 1


Voutput + Cop,in

1
G

Voutput

which follows the already known relation between input and output for unlimited
gain. The precise dependence for a limited gain of the amplifier is:

1
CFB

Qinput � −


1 − 1

G
(1 +

Cop,in

CFB
)


Voutput (5.1)

For unlimited G , this gives the relation from Equation 4.3. The role of Cop,in will be
the subject of Section 5.2. As this circuit implements a feedback loop, it is labeled
“closed loop feedback” setup or implementation in the following text. In Section 5.5,
a second charge measurement setup is suggested, which is labeled differently.

5.1 Measurement Principle for the Closed Loop Feed-
back Implementation

The measurement is conducted in a three steps process. The amplifier is powered up
and the circuit settles to equilibrium conditions. With the initial condition of Qinput ,
the initial output voltage is generated according to Equation 5.1.

1. The initial output voltage of the amplifier is measured,

2. the charge to be measured is applied to the input of the circuit,

3. the output voltage is measured again.

To obtain the amount of charge applied to the circuit in step 2, the resulting value
of the output voltage is subtracted from the initial output voltage, yielding ∆Voutput .
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This output voltage change is multiplied by the size of the capacitor CFB . The change
in charge in the circuit input is labeled ∆Qinput and for the ideal case, this gives:

∆Qinput � −CFB∆Voutput (5.2)

If consecutive measurements are performed, the initial step 1 can be skipped on
subsequent iterations, and the process is reduced to consist of two steps. In this case,
it is beneficial to subtract the same initial output voltage from all subsequent output
voltages, giving a result for the change in charge with respect to the start.

With the closed-loop feedback implementation, application of charge to the input
terminal is equivalent to the application of electrostatic field to an electrode connected
to the input terminal, as laid out in Section 4.3. In this situation, both original
quantities (charge and field) are reflected by a certain amount of mirror charge in the
feedback capacitor, which is then measured by the charge sensor. With Equation 4.5
on page 51, the measured charge could be transferred into a field strength. Only for
very simple physical dimensions, this can be done on an analytical basis. For more
complex designed antennas and charge distributions, numerical methods could be
used up to certain limitations.

Once ∆Qinput has been measured, it can be used in various ways: The charge itself
can be used as output of an experiment, for example as observable from charged
particle beam irradiation as presented in Section 6.2. Taking the time development
of the charge ∆Qinput(t ) into account, a current can be derived from the observed
charge value by differentiation or least mean square (LMS) approximation. This
could be used to derive leakage behavior of dielectrics, as presented in Section 6.1.
The charge measurement principle allows for in-situ charge monitoring or sensitive
current measurement. In-situ capability allows for a direct replacement of certain
workshop scale measurement units, like pico-ampere meters.

5.2 Systematic Measurement Limitations

If the amplification of G is finite the output voltage is different from the ideal form
given by Equation 5.2. Taking a limited amplification factor into account also requires
to consider parasitic input capacitances. Furthermore, leakage currents and source
resistances can degrade the circuit performance. For the following calculation, the
circuit is extended to include parasitic and non-ideal devices. Figure 5.2 shows the
adapted circuit. The amplifier is replaced by a differential amplifier (operational
amplifier) and the MOSFET input has been removed from the schematic for clarity.
Yet, for the desired performance the amplifier must have a MOSFET input.

The circuit in Figure 5.2 assumes that any node can have a parasitic cross-capacitance
to any other node. The feedback loop is assumed to be stable with a fast settling time,
compared to the observation time during the experiment. Then, the only node that
might be influenced by parasitic capacitances is the input node and only capacitances
for this node need to be considered. The only non-fixed signals in this circuit are
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G

CFB

V0
C2Ileak

C1

Iin
input output

V in Vout

Figure 5.2: Capacitive measurement setup circuit with real devices and parasitics.
Load circuit (e.g. A-to-D-converter) is not shown as the amplifier output resistance is
considered to be zero.

the output node and the positive input to the inverter. Three parasitic capacitance
exist: C1 , C2 and a parasitic part of CFB . The parasitic part of CFB is not considered
separately in the following text. Other parasitic parameters of the circuit are leakage
currents on the sensitive input node denoted by Ileak , limited amplification of the
amplifier denoted by G . The output resistance of the amplifier can be neglected as
typical measurement circuits (e.g. A-to-D converter) easily have input resistance of
several tens of kilo ohms. In the following text, each of these parameters is discussed
appropriately.

The following calculation is based on the charge Qinput present on the input
node. This can be done because the two capacitors C1 and C2 represent all parasitic
capacitances available on this node. As a result, the charge can be transformed to a
voltage and vice versa. Qinput can be expressed as:

Qinput � V in C1 + (V in − V0 ) C2 + (V in − Vout ) CFB

The amplifier connects input voltage V in to output voltage Vout with

V in � V0 −
1
G

Vout

The above equation transforms then to:

Qinput �

V0 −

1
G

Vout


C1

+

V0 −

1
G

Vout − V0


C2

+

V0 −

1
G

Vout − Vout


CFB

Qinput � V0 (C1 + CFB ) − Vout


CFB + C1 + C2 + CFB

G


(5.3)
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Reordering Equation 5.3 yields offset and gain separately:

Vout


CFB + C1 + C2 + CFB

G


� V0 (C1 + CFB ) −Qinput (5.4)

Here, 1
CFB + C1 +C2 +CFB

G

 denotes the amplification factor and V0 (C1 + CFB ) represents

an input offset charge. In order to design the circuit successfully, the individual parts
of the circuit are analyzed for their influence onto the measurement signal.

5.2.1 Static Measurement Errors

Limited Amplifier Gain G : The value of V0 is considered to be fixed, adding a
constant offset to the output voltage. To investigate the gain of the circuit this offset
can be neglected and V0 � 0 V can be substituted, as also shown in the next paragraph.
Obviously, the combination of all capacitors divided by the amplification factor G
in Equation 5.4 diverts the gain of the circuit from its nominal value of − 1

CFB
. Thus,

this term will be introduced as Cerr,g � C1 + C2 + CFB and the resulting dependence
between input and output gives:

CFB +
Cerr,g

G


Vout ∼ −Qinput

The error from insufficient gain can be expressed relatively as ϵout,g �
���
∆Vout
Vout

���. Rewrit-
ing ϵout,g yields:

1
ϵout,g

�

�����
1 + CFB

Cerr,g
G
�����

(5.5)

ϵout,g diminishes for high values of G , as expected.
Equation 5.5 points out that a high gain can allow for the feedback capacitor to be

smaller than the parasitic capacitance. The overall circuit gain error would still be
small. For example, an operational amplifier gain of G � 120 dB � 1 · 106 reduces the
gain error to below 0.1 % even if the parasitic capacitances are 1000 times as large as
the feedback capacitor. As the design of the implemented circuit has very high gain
amplification stages the error from the gain is neglected.

Parasitic Capacitances on Input Node: The parasitic capacitances on the input
node collect charge in case the input node voltage changes. Two reasons can cause a
shift of the input voltage:

1. due to limited gain, a change of the output voltage requires a change of the
input voltage altering the charge on the parasitic input node capacitances, and

2. a variation of V0 directly translates into a variation of the input voltage due to
the virtual ground configuration of the amplifier feedback.
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The resulting error from the first point (1.) transforms into the same error ϵout,g as in
Equation 5.5, with the same deduction. For investigation of 2., the amplifier gain is
considered to be large and the resulting gain error is low. In this case, Equation 5.4
can be simplified as

Vout CFB � V0 (C1 + CFB ) −Qinput (5.6)

Equation 5.6 suggests to take the difference Vout − V0 as representation for the input
charge instead of only Vout :

Vout,0 � Vout − V0 � −
1

CFB


Qinput − V0 C1


(5.7)

The full value of V0 C1 does not lead to errors due to the consideration of the initial
conditions of the circuit, see Section 5.1. Still, a variation of V0 during the measure-
ment itself, denoted by ∆V0 , leads to an error equivalent input charge of −∆V0 C1 .
The relative error can then be expressed as:

ϵout,0 �

�����
∆V0 C1
Qinput

�����

Or in terms of output voltage as:

1
ϵout,0

�
����
Vout
∆V0

− 1
����

CFB
C1

Reducing the size of C1 or ∆V0 also reduces the error introduced by the parasitic
capacitance on the input node. It should also be noted, that the parasitic capacitance
between the input node and the virtual ground C2 does not have an influence on this
behavior. C2 only shows up in the gain error in Equation 5.5.

Unfortunately, the requirement C1 ≪ CFB is hard to achieve. Large feedback
capacitors reduce the gain of the transfer function (i.e. the output would not react as
sensitive to input charge) and a small parasitic capacitance – which would mainly
result from the input transistor of the amplifier – makes the amplifier input offset
large. The input offset of the amplifier can be considered as being part of V0 , making
an amplifier input offset drift also influence ϵout,0 through ∆V0 . For the present
design, the requirement C1 < CFB will be met in most cases and the drift of offset
voltage and V0 is kept low by keeping the temperature constant. Yet, when increasing
the sensitivity, this must be kept in mind.

5.2.2 Transient Measurement Errors

The following section discusses different transient effects that influence the measure-
ment result. Transient effects with regard to the measurement process as described
in section 5.1 are those that apply in between step 1 and 3 on page 58.
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Leakage Current on Input Node: The leakage current on the sensitive node causes
the measurement value to drift. As this is an effect that is only visible over time,
static conditions are not sufficient to describe it. Taking into account the effect of
leakage current through Ileak and integrating it over the measurement period T to
yield Qinput gives:

Qinput � Q0 +
 T

0
Iin(t ) − Ileak dt

If the leakage current is relatively constant, this can be divided into two terms:

Qinput � Q0 − T Ileak +
 T

0
Iin(t ) dt

Furthermore, for measurements as described in section 5.1, the difference in charge
matters, giving

∆Qinput � −T Ileak +
 T

0
Iin(t ) dt

And the measurement error from leakage current can be expressed relative to the
measured value as

ϵout,l �
T Ileak T

0 Iin(t ) dt
�

Ileak

Iin
(5.8)

Equation 5.8 specifies that the measured current must exceed the leakage current
significantly for a small ϵout,l and good measurement results. This requirement
applies to all high ohmic, electrostatic probe methods and places a fundamental limit
to the measurement principle of measuring static charge.

The voltage at the sensitive node is constant, according to the feedback loop. The
leakage currents to other nodes with fixed potential could – under certain idealized
circumstances – be considered constant. Thus, their influence on the charge measure-
ment result is proportional to the measurement time T and independent of the actual
measured amount of charge. After initial determination of this leakage behavior, it
could be mathematically subtracted from the measurement result and, by this means,
the precision can be significantly improved. The feedback capacitor CFB does not
fulfill this requirement as the voltage across this capacitor is not fixed but proportional
to the input charge. Accordingly, the leakage through the feedback capacitor must be
kept to a minimum.
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Figure 5.3: Equivalent noise circuit for the specified noise sources. The only contribut-
ing noise sources are the input noise sources for the amplifier in,amp and vn,amp , the
noise from the reference voltage vn,0 and the current noise from leakage current in
connections and capacitors in,leak .

5.3 Noise

Circuit noise is a fundamental effect present in all conventional circuits. Different
physical interpretations are available from literature attributed to different kinds of
noise. As noise is a statistical process, descriptions are formulated on the population
in total, not on individual “readings”. These range from probability distribution
functions describing the likeliness to read a certain specific value to power spectral
densities describing the amount of energy in the noise signal at a specific frequency.
The noise section tries to abstract from these statistical values wherever possible and
discusses the noise on a qualitative basis. Accordingly, its not always possible to
formulate the resulting quantities numerically but with respect to their dependence
on certain system variables and properties.

The circuit from Figure 5.3 shows the charge measurement circuit equipped with
noise sources for the amplifier and reference voltage. The input voltage noise on the
positive terminal of the amplifier and the noise of the reference voltage add together.
A signal source would also be connected to the input (not shown in Figure 5.3) but as
the output resistance of the amplifier is small compared to the output resistance of
the signal source, the input current noise of the amplifier can be simplified without
considering the signal source output resistance. The cables and capacitors are leaking
some amount of current which also exhibits noise.

The noise sources in,leak , vn,0 , vn,amp and in,amp represent the noise from possible
leakage currents, from the reference voltage and from the amplifier. As the positive
input to the amplifier is fed by a low impedance voltage source, its noise current can
be neglected (already omitted in Figure 5.3). Though the input voltage noise of the
amplifier is in series with the reference voltage, it can not be combined into a single
reference noise voltage. vn,0 feeds through to the output according to the transfer of
V0 described by Equation 5.7. For vn,amp , the capacitance C2 is connected to the fixed
potential of V0 and thus in parallel with C1 . Here, the transfer to the output can be
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derived from Equation 5.7 as:

vn,out,a
2
�

C1 + C2
CFB

2
vn,amp

2

The total output equivalent noise from V0 and vn,amp yields:

vn,out
2
�

 C1
CFB

2
vn,0

2 +
C1 + C2

CFB

2
vn,amp

2

For sufficient gain G , this term can be rewritten as an equivalent input noise charge
using Equation 5.7:

qn,in
2
� C1

2vn,0
2 + (C1 + C2 )2 vn,amp

2 (5.9)

The input noise source for this equation would be a pure charge source which alters
the charge on the input node. Equation 5.9 specifies that for high values for C2 , the
amplifier input voltage noise vn,amp dominates the input noise charge. This is impor-
tant to remember when designing the interface between the charge measurement
and the target device. Triaxial cables could be used and the inner mantle could be
connected to V0 for reduced leakage, at the same time increasing C2 by the capaci-
tance of the cable. This could make the measurement very sensitive to noise and care
needs to be taken. Yet, for the intended application of the implemented charge meter,
the capacitance C2 can be kept low easily.

The noise current from sources in,amp and in,leak directly apply to the input current.
Accordingly, these noise sources can not be distinguished from an input current and
directly reflect the amount of input current required for detection. From Equation 5.8,
the input current must be larger than the part of leakage current that is not compen-
sated. As the noise current from leakage (in,leak ) is derived from the leakage current
(for example as shot noise, see section 3.3.1), the noise amplitude is smaller for the
most applicable measurement cases. According to Equation 3.1 on page 37, this is
given for a measurement bandwidth of 1 Hz by 1.6 · 10−19 A. Thus, the leakage noise
current does not need additional considerations. The input current noise from the
amplifier is in part also a leakage current through the gate dielectric of the MOS-
FET. Another part is constituted from the capacitive coupling through the gate-drain
capacitance. As the latter is a simple capacitive coupled voltage source, it can be
regarded as part of the voltage noise vn,amp .

Measuring current with the charge sensor can be implemented by various methods.
As the derivation of the input current from the measured amount of charge is a major
application of the charge sensor, the influence of the equivalent input charge noise
source qn,in onto the derived current value I′in is analyzed. In most experiments
conducted throughout this work, the current is calculated after the measurement
phase is finished. A constant current is assumed during the measurement time, where
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the current controls the slope of the charge measurement. If this was not the case,
a subset of the measurement recordings of charge could be used, that resembles
constant current. To calculate the slope, the LMS algorithm is used.

Deriving the current as a simple linear fit by using only the start time and charge
and the end time and charge is suboptimal. In all measurements of this work, inter-
mediate points are recorded, which can also be used for deriving the current. The
LMS approximations takes the intermediate points into account, too. In this case, N
readings are used for the LMS approximation. The resulting noise in the calculated
current value i′n,in then scales as if all N readings were fully independent. For N
equidistant measurements between x � −

T
2 . . .

T
2 , this yields:

i′n,in
2
� 12

qn,in
2

T2
1
N

N − 1
N + 1 (5.10)

See Appendix C for the calculation of this result. For increasing N , the input current
noise i′n,in goes to zero with 1

N , as if N distinct measurements were taken.
In order to achieve a measurement performance comparable to the results of the

conventional measurement system from Section 3.1, an input current noise RMS value
of 4 fA must not be exceeded for a 1 Hz bandwidth. Accordingly, the equivalent input
RMS charge noise must be less than 5.66 fC. With Equation 5.9, this limits the values
for the parasitic capacitances, the voltage reference and the amplifier offset voltage.
Typical parasitic capacitances are in the range of 100 fF, requiring a voltage noise of
less than 56.6 mV in total. This voltage noise can be achieved without further efforts,
yet simple methods can reduce the voltage noise significantly below 5 mV, promising
enormous improvements possible by the use of a charge measurement system for
low current derivation.

5.4 Measurement Speed

Limiting factors for the measurement speed of the charge measurement system are the
amplifier and the capacitors. The polarization process of the capacitances (including
parasitics) can limit the measurement speed. Theoretical approaches to the dielectric
polarization with time dependent fields (dispersion) is discussed in [34] for example.
With a time dependent polarization, the output voltage will gradually approach the
final value in this case, causing a slow measurement. Different effects of polarization
contribute to the dielectric constant [21] with varying relaxation behaviors. The
polarizability is usually fast compared to the timescale of charge measurements
conducted throughout this work in the range of seconds. As a consequence, the
speed of the charge measurement system is only limited by the amplifier. Operational
amplifiers are available for a variety of unity gain frequencies, including devices with
values far in the megahertz regime. Implementation of a stable amplifier into an IC is
feasible for unity gain frequencies of 1 MHz at minimum. The speed of the charge
measurement can thus be easily adjusted to the needs of the specific application and
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does not need further consideration.

The current measurement using conventional techniques can be replaced by a
charge measurement, as is part of section 6.1. The main drawback from the con-
ventional current measurement system is the speed of acquisition, yet the speed of
acquisition using a charge measurement requires some attention. With a conven-
tional setup, the delay time after application of a voltage step is required to charge
the capacitive parts of the connections between the measurement equipment and
the target device. As a consequence, the behavior of a first order low pass filter is
observed, see Figure 3.1 on page 34. This limits the speed for the measurement sig-
nificantly. With a charge measurement system, this limitation is lifted. A capacitive
connection between the target device and the charge measurement would be part of
the parasitic capacitance. Accordingly, care must be taken to avoid excessive error
through this parasitic capacitance, but the speed is not degraded. Only when the
parasitic capacitance is exhibiting a slow polarization process, a speed limit can occur,
see above. The limiting factor for conducting of a current measurement using the
charge measurement system stems from the current derivation, see Section 5.3 and
Chapter 6.

5.5 Offline Charge Detection Principle

A drawback of the closed loop feedback implementation as laid out in Section 5.1 is
the requirement for a power supply. With this power supply, the feedback implemen-
tation compensates introduced charge by a voltage across the feedback capacitance.
By this means, the input terminal is kept at a constant potential. In order to allow
for an offline charge detection system, the constant input potential can not be sus-
tained. Instead, a capacitive voltage divider, as discussed in Section 4.4, exhibiting
a non-linearity, is used. The non-linearity in the capacitive voltage divider is not
directly reversible allowing for a hysteresis behavior. Because the power supply is not
required for this to work, the charge measurement result is not available in-situ. It
must be determined at a later point in time. The following structure does not require
a power supply for sensing charge, it is labeled “offline charge detection” circuit or
implementation.

The tunneling behavior of dielectrics is a strongly non-linear characteristic. Sec-
tion 2.5 summarizes two basic tunneling mechanisms, the Fowler-Nordheim (FN) and
the Poole-Frenkel (PF) tunneling. Also, this characteristic is not directly reversible as
the physical influence to the dielectric allowing the reversal of the tunneling effect
must be large. Approximately the same electrical field strength must be applied for
the same time in order to reverse the amount of tunneled charge in a symmetric
structure. If only one direction of field is available, reversal of the tunneling effect
is not possible. The offline charge detection circuit builds on the tunneling effect in
capacitive voltage divider from Section 4.4.
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Figure 5.4: Circuit of a offline charge detection implementation.

The principle of the capacitive voltage divider paired with a tunneling characteris-
tic is used within multiple technologies. For example non-volatile memories (NVMs)
work with this principle if the cells are programmed or erased by FN tunneling.
Process monitoring has also been suggested for analysis by this means [49, 75] and
multiple patents are found [47, 63]. This work extends the use of this structure to
a more general scope of applications. Whenever the charge monitoring has to be
conducted without a proper power supply, the offline charge detection can be used.
This section presents the circuit used for the experiments throughout this work. In
Section 6.3, the application of the offline charge detector to the surface charging of a
FIB is presented showing that the use scenarios of this structure can be extended.

Figure 5.4 shows the principle operation of the offline charge detection circuit.
The circuit is a simplified version of the closed loop feedback implementation from
Figure 5.1. The feedback loop has been opened and the feedback terminal is separated
from the electrometer output. As input probe, an electrostatic antenna is depicted
according to Section 4.3 and discussed below. Application of a voltage to the feedback
terminal allows for the determination of the charge amount on the input node and
for the purposeful modification of this charge amount, according to Section 4.4.

The principle of measurement for this structure is then conducted in a similar
way as for the closed loop feedback implementation described in Section 5.1. Yet, this
structure does not allow to derive the charge amount in-situ during the application
but only after the charge has been removed again and the power supply has been
restored. Accordingly, the principle is:

1. Measure the amount of charge on the input Qinput , possibly alter this charge
via V feedback as noted below.

2. Remove the supply voltage of the device, apply the charge or field of interest to
the antenna and/or input node and remove the charge or field again.

3. Measure the charge again and determine ∆Qinput from this and the initial
measurement.

To initially alter the charge during step 1, the voltage at the feedback input V feedback

can be used according to Section 4.4. This causes the capacitive voltage divider to alter
the charge as desired. In order for this charge alteration (and also the charge alteration
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during the measurement phase, step 2), to stay permanently, the input node must not
be connected conductively to any other structure exhibiting leakage behavior. This
requires the use of an electrostatic antenna, see Section 4.3. Accordingly, connection of
resistive elements between the input and ground is not permissible for this structure.
This is in contrast to the closed loop feedback implementation, which would allow
such a construction.

The determination of charge on the input Qinput is also done by the feedback
terminal. If Fem(V input ) is the transfer characteristic of the electrometer and if the
electrometer has a constant (or determined) input capacitance, then the transfer
function between the feedback terminal and the output terminal can be analyzed
through the charge present on the input node Qinput :

Qinput � CFB (V input − V feedback ) + CemV input

Where Cem depicts the electrometer input capacitance and V input the electrometer
input potential.

V input �
Qinput + V feedback CFB

CFB + Cem

Depending on the type of electrometer circuit, Voutput might also be implemented as
a current instead. Without limiting the applicability, this work assumes the output to
be a voltage and labels it Voutput .

Voutput � Fem(Qinput
1

CFB + Cem
+ V feedback

CFB
CFB + Cem

) (5.11)

The implemented design uses a MOSFET as electrometer – again based on the same
reasoning as before for the closed loop feedback implementation, making Fem well
known, see Equation 4.1 on page 46. Equation 5.11 allows the operation of this circuit
as charge detector. Once sufficiently many pairs (V feedback ; Voutput ) are measured,
the point where Qinput1/(CFB + Cem ) + V feedback CFB/(CFB + Cem ) � 0 holds can be
determined mathematically. Fem must be continuous for this, which is the case for
the transfer characteristic of the MOSFET if operated above threshold voltage.

Even if Fem were unknown, the input to Fem can be compensated for, by using
the feedback input, to yield a constant value, allowing for direct derivation of Qinput

from the setting of V feedback .

0 � Qinput
1

CFB + Cem
+ V feedback

CFB
CFB + Cem

Qinput � −V feedback CFB (5.12)

This offline charge detection circuit is limited by the leakage behavior in the first
place. Measurement of the input charge through the aforementioned procedure can
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for example be conducted through determination of the threshold voltage of the MOS
transistor. As this is possible without much error using conventional measurement
equipment, it is not discussed here. The leakage current possibly present on the input
node is important. If the leakage current is present during all the time between steps 1
and 3, then it will sum up for an error in charge reading:

Qinput,leak �

 tfinal

tinitial

Ileak(t ) dt

For a constant leakage current, this can be simplified to

Qinput,leak � Ileak (tfinal − tinitial )

The amount of charge to be measured Qinput would then have to be significantly
larger than the charge from leakage: Qinput ≪ Qinput,leak . This requirement is much
stronger as the actual measurement time is only part of the time-frame valid for the
leakage behavior. Accordingly, for the successful implementation of this principle of
operation, care must be taken to keep the leakage low.

5.6 Realizations

Both types of implementations are realized in this work. The feedback implemen-
tation is constructed with an off-die amplifier in a first revision and with a built-in
amplifier and voltage reference in a second revision (“fully integrated”). The open
loop implementation is built for the evaluation of FIB attacks on ICs (FIB detector).
Both types of realizations are described in this section, whereas the closed loop feed-
back implementation is discussed with respect to the version with external amplifier.
The fully integrated realization has significantly reduced costs and complexity, yet
most of the results achieved throughout this work are done with the external am-
plifier version. The fully integrated version allows a production integrated analysis
using the charge sensor, without additional equipment. This makes fast and low cost
solutions to high precision measurements available for in-line testing of ICs during
manufacturing.

All IC hardware is designed, simulated and fabricated in the 0.25 µm bipolar
complementary metal oxide semiconductor (BiCMOS) technology from IHP Micro-
electronics / Frankfurt Oder. This technology is optimized for high performance
bipolar components and has MOS devices for supplementary logic including two
polysilicon layers for non-volatile memory (NVM) blocks. The bipolar part of the
technology is neither required nor used. Only standard CMOS devices are instanti-
ated plus capacitors made up of the two polysilicon layers and the available metal
insulator metal (MIM) capacitor module. The use of two polysilicon layers can also
be substituted by MOS varactors. The technology is chosen due to ease of integration
and availability.
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Figure 5.5: Schematic circuit of the implemented closed loop feedback design. Gray
parts of this schematic are implemented as discrete components, black parts are
implemented on die. The amplifier G is compensated for stability by the capacitor.
The voltage source Vprog enables the purposeful modification of the charge on the
DC floating node, see Section 4.4. For the charge sensor application, the switch would
be placed in the lower position.

This section addresses the implementations, the limitations and discusses the
methods that are used to verify the functionality of the circuit. The limitations as
pointed out in the previous sections are part of this discussions, too. These are:
parasitic capacitance, limited gain, leakage current and output noise.

5.6.1 Closed-Loop Feedback Implementation

The closed-loop feedback implementation is realized by the use of matched current
mirrors on die and by an external operational amplifier. Figure 5.5 shows the circuit
of the first version, where the gray parts are external components and the black parts
are on-die components.

The closed loop feedback implementation electrometer device is the MOS tran-
sistor N1. The drain current of N1 is compared to the reference current Iref at the
drains of N2 and P2. The external amplifier then contributes as amplification stage
and closes the feedback loop through the feedback capacitor CFB . This setup is a
straight forward realization of the suggested implementation from Section 5.1. For
the layout construction, matching rules are considered to make the properties of P1
and P2 as well as the properties of N1 and N2 as equal as possible. Furthermore, the
external amplifier is fed with both drain voltages in order to operate both transistor
pairs in equal conditions. This helps to suppress the supply voltage feed through.
In the fully integrated realization of the closed loop feedback implementation, the
gate voltage of N2 is derived through a proportional to absolute temperature (PTAT)
voltage reference to further suppress supply voltage variations.

As the charge sensor is not only sensitive to introduced charge but also to fields
reaching the input node, additional steps are taken to allow a robust operation. In
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order to improve the resistance against surrounding fields, a cover is created above
the whole active cell area. This shield is grounded and thus provided for a fixed
reference field around all capacitive nodes. It is made from nontransparent metal,
incident light is not able to reach the active devices. The circuit works reliably with
external fields and external light. The measurement is only influenced by the external
field or charge if it is applied to the antenna.

The technology supply voltage for the IC is specified at 2.5 V. This allows for
proper operation of the current mirrors. To allow sufficient voltage for the feedback
terminal, an external amplifier with a higher supply voltage is chosen. Typical supply
voltages for the external amplifier are 10 V. . . 20 V. This ensures two important points
at the same time: The maximum applicable voltage to the capacitor CFB directly
translates to the maximum operation range for the collected charge and a high supply
voltage for the amplifier enables a valid operation point after production independent
of the initial charge on the capacitor CFB . The application of such a high voltage to
the capacitor CFB is not without problems. If driving the feedback voltage above
the critical tunneling voltage, a current flows through the capacitor, degrading the
measurement. See section 2.5 and 4.4 for an analysis of this behavior. As laid out in
Section 4.4, this effect allows for the purposeful modification of the absolute charge
on the input node, also supporting to reach a valid operating point

Application of the charge is possible to a number of different tasks, see Chapter 2
for a motivation. In order to evaluate the charge measurement for these different tasks,
the charge sensor is instantiated multiple times with varying input configurations
and sensitivity settings. These instances are chosen such that a verification of the
charge sensor can be carried out and the charge sensor can be used to measure charge
in one of the application cases. The verification of the charge sensor is done in a way
to proof the sensitivity of the sensor to field or charge applied to the antenna and
to proof the robustness of the charge sensor circuit itself against these influences.
Accordingly, instances without input connection and with a capacitor and a resistor
are created. The instances of the charge sensor usable for measurements are designed
for both, conductive connections, charge collections and field sensing:

• To verify the functionality of the charge sensor circuit, the input of one instance is
connected to a bond-pad through a large resistor. This allows for the application
of a small voltage across the resistor to cause a current into the input node of
the charge sensor. This charge sensor sensitivity is chosen to be very insensitive
in order to allow for a successful application of a small voltage.

• Another sensor input is connected to a bond-pad via a capacitor. Using the
(known) dielectric displacement charge across this capacitor when applying a
voltage, the functionality of the charge sensor can be verified.

• The immunity of the charge sensor circuit itself is verified through the use of
an unconnected charge sensor. Applying charge or field to this charge sen-
sor instance (it does not have an input connection!) should not result in a
measurement signal.
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• To investigate static fields and surface charges, an antenna structure as described
in Section 4.3 is connected to the input. This antenna structure is designed from a
rectangular, buried metal structure. The metal structure is covered by inter level
dielectric (ILD) and passivation and so does not allow a conductive introduction
of charge.

• A conductive introduction of charge is possible if the input connection of the
charge sensor is exposed at the surface. This is realized as a second antenna
type, which consists of a rectangular metal structure not covered with insulating
material.

• A second version of the previous antenna is made large enough to allow for
a permanent connection of external components by wire bonding. This input
connection is similar to a bond-pad. As the charge sensor input is an electrome-
ter input, it is put in danger from ESD events. Consequently, bonding has to be
performed carefully.

The feedback capacitor sets the sensitivity of the cell according to Equation 5.2.
Different sizes are employed, ranging from a total of 10 µm2 (equals roughly 13.7 fF)
up to 100 000 µm2 (i.e. 137 pF). The capacitor sizes are additionally matched to the
expected behavior of the cell such that the resulting current and voltage characteristics
are within measurable and controllable regions. Two technologies are used for the
feedback capacitor: PIP and MIM capacitors. The large range of capacitances allows
for a successful investigation of the cells functionality.

Simulations of the charge sensor are carried out using Cadence Spectre analog
simulation. In order to ensure correct working of the circuit components, tempera-
ture, supply voltage and process parameters are varied into different corners of the
technology. The circuit is adapted slightly to ensure the proper functioning of all
devices. The simulation includes external components by implementing the required
design models for the external amplifier into the Cadence Spectre system. Parts of
the simulations are again carried out after the layout had been finished in order to
ensure a post layout simulation. Parasitic components do not have a significant effect
on the design due to the low frequency requirements. The external feedback ampli-
fier is frequency compensated externally (integrator configuration) as high speed
measurements are not desired, see Figure 5.5.

The layout has been arranged in a way such that the transistors in current mirror
configuration match each other, except N2 and N3. N3 is implemented only once
for the whole circuit including low pass filtering of the incoming reference current.
Furthermore, the pad constraints driven by the available wafer level tester needle
mask limited the amount of usable pads such that this measure had to be taken.
The points are made equal by matching and consequently, high performance can be
expected. The process design rules are fulfilled, making the charge sensors conform
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Figure 5.6: Layout of the charge sensor chip to be used with an external amplifier
(left) and with on-die amplifier (right).

to standard circuit design requirements. A layout versus schematic (LVS) check is
performed to ensure the correct transfer between simulated design and produced
layout. Figure 5.6 shows the layout for the implemented circuits (including the offline-
charge detection) for the device fabricated in this work: the closed-loop feedback
implementation for external amplifier use (left) and including the internal feedback
amplifier (right). The later discussed offline charge detector is also integrated into
the left layout. After production of the IC hardware, the design is verified and tested
against the specification as described here.

The verification of the correct functionality of the charge sensor is required in order
to allow performing measurements successfully. The verification is performed, to
show, that

1. the applied charge, field or current causes the correct amount of output change,
and

2. all other possible influences to the charge sensor do not contribute to this output.

These two requirements can be described as sensitivity (1) and selectivity (2). The
limitations to the functionality of the design are identified in Section 5.2 and 5.3.
Leakage current would contribute to item 1 and parasitic capacitances would con-
tribute to a violation of item 2. A limited amplifier gain would mainly cause and
incorrect but linear charge reading, as would an incorrectly designed capacitor size.
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Figure 5.7: Verification process of the floating gate functionality, CFB � 137 fF. In be-
tween normal operation recordings (right), a voltage ramp is applied to the capacitive
voltage divider of feedback capacitor and MOSFET gate (left). The voltage ramp is
stopped at increasingly high voltages while observing the output value of the closed
loop feedback operation At −17.5 V in this case, the capacitive voltage divider caused
a change in output charge.

No precise information on the area capacitance for the PIP capacitor is available,
making a precise quantitative measurement only possible by comparing it to a known
capacitor. This is done by comparing it to the PIP capacitance, not shown in these
verification results.

To show that the sensitivity requirement (1) is fulfilled, the floating gate behavior
needs to be analyzed. It must be floating and only pinned to a fixed value by the
feedback operation of the amplifier. This is basically resembled by two properties:

a) Charge stored on the floating gate is stored for a long time, giving a constant
output (i.e. no leakage current), and

b) alteration of the charge on the floating gate is observed at the output terminal
(i.e. no short).

Especially the last point is important as a shorted floating gate would fulfill the first
point. To validate the effect from alteration of the charge on the floating gate (item b)
a high voltage can be applied to the feedback node of the circuit while the remaining
parts of the circuit are unpowered. This allows for a tunneling current between the
floating gate and the transistor bulk according to the capacitive voltage divider, see
Section 4.4. By this tunneling current, the charge on the floating node is altered and
subsequent startups of the feedback loop result in different operating points. With a
shorted floating gate node, the tunneling process as described in Section 4.4 would
reverse itself after removal, causing no shift in the output for subsequent startups.
As this is a generic approach, the additional voltage source V feedback in Figure 5.5 is
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Figure 5.8: Verification of low leakage behavior and effectiveness of shield against
incident light, CFB � 137 fF.

used to allow for this test on every used cell, independent of antenna configuration.
Figure 5.7 shows a sample trace used for this test on the left. A slow voltage ramp is
applied to the feedback input of the cell and stopped at the target voltage. The cell
is subsequently powered up again in closed-loop feedback mode and the feedback
voltage is analyzed with respect to an influence from the voltage ramp. These two
steps are repeated for increasing target voltages until the desired influence happens,
verifying the cells floating gate functionality. Figure 5.7 (right) shows the so recorded
output values combined into a single trace. The applied voltage ramp targets are
noted, showing that the voltage ramp of 17.5 V caused the alteration of the charge
sensor input charge.

To verify the absence of leakage currents (item a from above), a long time measure-
ment is conducted that covers a total of 1600 s. During this time, the circuit is operated
as normal and the output is recorded. Figure 5.8 shows the resulting behavior: a
nearly constant output value with only an equivalent current of a single electron every
three seconds. Accordingly, the cell does not loose charge in significant amounts. As
the time of most experiments is limited to not more than 160 s, this verification is
carried out for most of the charge sensor instances using a shorter observation time,
as can be seen also in the right plot of Figure 5.7.

These results show that the circuit is working with respect to the feedback loop
(item 1 on page 74) and leakage current does not degrade the measurement. For the
verification of the circuit functionality with respect to the measurement application,
the selectivity needs to be provided (item 2 on page 74). The circuit design is made
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Figure 5.9: External fields (i.e. voltage at needle) do only influence those cells which
have an antenna connected to the input, CFB � 137 fF.

such that external fields, applied charge and incident light do not modify the output
value. Only charge and field applied to the antenna and/or input connection are to
be reflected by the output. Consequently, two requirements are tested:

c) Application of any field/charge or light to the charge sensor circuit itself does
not vary the output, and

d) charge/field brought into the input of the charge sensor directly or through an
antenna structure is reflected by the output.

The requirement from item c is tested for electrical field by use of an instance which
does not have an input connection. The circuit is operated as in a normal measurement
and a prober needle is placed above the circuit instance. This needle is then subject
to a high potential creating a field between the needle’s tip and the charge sensor
circuit. The resulting dependence is shown as solid graph in Figure 5.9. Clearly, the
resulting charge is independent of the voltage applied to the needle. External fields
do not influence the circuit measurement output.

Verifying item c for light is conducted by observing the output of a charge sensor
instance while altering the illumination of the device. Figure 5.8 shows not only the
observed output for a long measurement but also for an illumination change. Parts
of the trace are captured with illumination turned on, yet the output voltage does not
change nor does the slope. Accordingly, neither the charge sensor operating point nor
the charge sensor floating gate functionality (i.e. leakage currents) are influence by an
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Figure 5.10: A resistor conducts a current into the charge sensor input causing a linear
accumulation of charge in the charge sensor, CFB � 137 pF

illumination in this case. This is different for a cell, where no shield is implemented:
the output performs a step when altering the illumination. In this case, reverting the
illumination back to the initial level also caused the output voltage to revert back to
the initial value, proving that the DC operating point of the circuit is affected. The
charge sensor functionality is not affected if the illumination is kept constant in this
case.

As a last verification requirement, item d needs to be tested. The sensitivity of
the circuit to an external field or charge applied to the antenna or input node is
analyzed. Application of an external field is done in Figure 5.9, again by a prober
needle. A charge sensor instance with an antenna is chosen for this experiment and
the needle is brought in place above the antenna structure. The voltage applied to the
prober needle is then varied and the sensor output is observed. Figure 5.9 shows the
resulting plot (dotted). As the output value depends linearly on the applied prober
needle voltage, the charge sensor obviously reacts to a field impinging on the antenna.
The linear dependence between voltage at the needle and influenced charge also
shows that the feedback capacitance in the charge sensor is constant if a constant
capacitance is assumed between needle and antenna. This verifies the sensitivity by
capacitive coupling.

Transferring known amounts of charge onto the antenna to verify the selectivity
can also be done through a high resistance connected to the input node. According
to ohms law, a current flows proportional to the voltage drop across the resistor. A
120 MΩ resistor is connected to the input of one instance of the charge sensor for
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this purpose. The charge sensor circuit is then powered up and the voltage drop
across the resistor is adjusted to allow for a small current into the charge sensor
input node. Figure 5.10 shows the resulting output trace. As the voltage across the
resistor is kept constant for the measurement time, the slope of the output is constant.
Thus, the charge sensor is also capable of measuring charge introduced into the input
connection correctly.

The verification of the charge sensor circuit has shown that the electrometer and
setup choice in Chapter 4 and the subsequent implementation in Section 5.1 works as
expected. In order to ensure that the performed charge measurements are valid, the
verification of item 1 to prove the sensitivity of the charge sensor is carried out on
every instance prior to using the circuit. The other verifications shown in this section
deal with the principle and do not have to be tested for every instance.

5.6.2 Offline Charge Detector Implementation

The offline charge detection circuit is implemented according to the principle from
Section 5.5, Figure 5.4 on page 68. Again, the MOSFET is used as electrometer device.
To ensure a valid operating point at low voltages, the feedback capacitor CFB is
chosen larger than the transistor. Yet, this does not degrade the performance severely.
As the cell is very small, multiple instances are placed. To cope with the limited
number of bond-pads, two cells are connected to one bond-pad with a multiplex
transistor each. By this means, the number of cells is doubled, allowing for 18 cells
with the 12 available bond-pads. Figure 5.11 shows the schematic of the implemented
circuit. The antenna structures are created from quadratic metal structures of varying
sizes between 2 µm × 2 µm and 14 µm × 14 µm. Grounded metal wiring is placed
surrounding the antennas and the distance between antenna and charge detector
circuit is varied. Openings in the grounded metal wiring are between 8 µm × 8 µm
and 18 µm × 18 µm in size. The goal of the implementation is to show the validity of
the approach with respect to FIB irradiation. The amount of charge stored on the

CFB CFB

output

multiplex gate Vmux

feedback

input antenna input antenna
multiplex
transistor

cell tran-
sistor

Figure 5.11: Schematic of the implemented offline charge detection circuit. The
multiplex transistor enables implementation of two cells per external connection
(output).
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antenna should be influence by the FIB surface charging as discussed in Section 2.1.
In order to validate the approach, simulations are carried out based on the principle
of the circuit and finally the hardware devices are subjected to the experiment in
Section 6.3.

Different simulations are performed to validate the approach and functionality
of the designed circuits. A finite-element simulation is conducted with the 2D-
simulation software “FEMM” in a Cartesian setup, similar to the antenna-surrounding
structure. This simulation aims at determining the amount of influence to be expected
from the FIB surface charge on the capacitive structure of the offline charge detection
circuit. A second simulation is done by an “octave” program (see Appendix B for
the program code), which simulates the tunneling behavior of the capacitive voltage
divider, in accordance with Section 4.4. The octave program simulation uses the
simulated charge amounts from the first simulation to estimate the influence to the
offline charge detection circuit behavior.

Figure 5.12 shows the simulation results from the 2D simulation software. The
model consists of a 26 µm long and 6 µm wide (orthogonal to visible plane) area
comprising the antenna (center), transistor and capacitor of the offline charge detection
circuit, see Figure 5.4. The antenna is simulated with 6 µm × 6 µm embedded in
surrounding grounded metal wires. The transistor and capacitor are approximated
with constant capacitance. A surface charge density comparable to the influence
from a FIB surface scan (20 pA on 355 µm × 355 µm yields ≈ 33.3 aC/µm2 of ions) is
assumed over the whole simulated area of 26 µm × 6 µm (5.19 fC of ions). Integrating
the dielectric flux in the capacitor and transistor gives a total mirror charge of 2.53 fC.
Accordingly, for this antenna configuration, half the surface charge is mirrored onto
the capacitor and transistor. The “effective” antenna size is thus 13 µm wide instead of
the model parameter of 6 µm and this effective size parameter is used in subsequent
experiments for the derivation of the mirror charge.

The tunneling behavior of the MOS transistor gate is simulated with the octave
program from Appendix B. As the mirror charge on the capacitor and transistor are
already known from the 2D-simulation result, the remaining problem is reduced to
the capacitance and the transistor. A charge on a capacitor with tunneling properties
reduces in quantity in the same way as the voltage of the capacitive voltage divider,
see Section 4.4. As the offline charge detection circuit is exposed to the charge for a
longer time-frame, the quasi-static case is considered at 20 s settling time. The amount
of charge remaining after 20 s delay is calculated depending on the initially available
amount of charge on the capacitor. Figure 5.13 shows the resulting quasi-static charge
for varying initial charge amounts. Any charge applied to the capacitor and transistor
in excess of this limit will tunnel through the oxide of the transistor when applied
(second graph). In order to allow for the detection of the surface charge placed by
the FIB, the charge limit for the capacitor and transistor must be less than the actual
amount of charge mirrored into the antenna from the FIB irradiation. According
to this simulation, a total charge amount of 0.125 pC is required on the capacitor
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(a) Electrical potential

(b) Electrical field strength

Figure 5.12: Simulation of the electrostatic potential and electrical field strength
(with detailed views as inlets). A constant surface charge is used as a simplifier FIB
influence model. This simulation is used to derive the capacitive coupling model
between surface and antenna.
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Figure 5.13: Simulation of the tunneled charge amount from the applied surface
voltage based on the capacitive voltage divider simulations.

and transistor to enable the charge measurement through tunneling with the offline
charge detector circuit. The charge amount presented to the antenna in excess of this
will cause a detectable signal.

Three possibilities exist to control the sensitivity of the circuit. The capacitor and
transistor size can be reduced to allow for the tunneling at a lower charge amount;
the parts of the charge required for tunneling can be placed onto the device prior to
the experiment; or the size of the antenna can be increased, improving the charge
collection. All realized instances have a capacitor of approximately 13.7 fF and a
transistor of 0.4 µm × 1 µm. These devices give the simulated result from the tun-
neling properties as noted above. The antenna area and the antenna opening in the
grounded metal wiring are varied as stated above. After successful verification of the
properties, a suitable version of the antenna and opening can be chosen.

The circuit layout is made compact to validate a low cost integration into existing
designs based on the area requirement. For a single instance excluding external
connections, the required area is 18 µm × 9.1 µm. This circuit is already equipped
with the additional transistor and connections to ensure a reliable handling for later
experiments. ESD protection of the circuit connections are implemented using resis-
tors. Though, this does not prevent damage, it helps in reducing problems with ESD.
The layout of the offline charge detector is integrated into the layout of the closed-loop
feedback implementation, see Figure 5.6 on page 74.

Verification of the offline charge detection circuit is carried out through electrical
characterization of the transfer function between feedback voltage input and tran-
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sistor output current. A scaled MOS transistor transfer function is expected. If the
floating gate is shorted to a fixed potential (e.g. transistor oxide short), the transfer
characteristic would be constant. If the feedback capacitor is shorted instead, the
transfer characteristic would only be scaled, thus detection could be potentially diffi-
cult. For this case, a similar verification procedure can be carried out as is done for
the closed loop feedback circuits: Applying a voltage ramp to the feedback input,
a tunneling current can alter the charge on the floating gate, shifting the transfer
characteristic. In this case, the detection of a short in the feedback capacitor would
not cause a shift in transfer function. Additionally, observing the faint drain current
in sub-threshold region allows for detection of malicious cells, too. Though some cells
are found exhibiting a bad sub threshold behavior, these are attributed to damaged
select transistors as the floating gate behavior is still intact.

The function of the antenna structure and the capacitive coupling to the floating
node is not verified. Still, the experiments suggest that the applied structures are
capable of detecting charge as can be seen from the usage scenarios presented in
section 6.3.
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Chapter 6

Results on Application
Scenarios

The charge measurement realization as presented in the previous chapter allows to
observe effects, that were previously impossible to analyze. The improvement in
sensitivity and new possibilities for analyses is shown with three examples. The first
application is the characterization of a dielectric where the charge sensor is exter-
nally connected to the dielectric test structure. Previous measurements of dielectrics
allowed for current values of tens of femto amperes to be measured. The charge
sensor improves this value down to below 1 fA. If the charge sensor and the dielectric
test structure are placed onto the same IC, the measurement is easier to conduct be-
cause complex device preparation can be skipped. Additional external measurement
equipment does not need special requirements making it ideal for characterization of
dielectrics in a routine way, previously impossible. As a third application of charge
measurements, the charging in a focused ion beam (FIB) circuit edit (CE) procedure is
considered. The charging from FIB irradiation is shown with the closed loop feedback
implementation and with the offline charge detection circuit. The charging from
the FIB is measured down to 0.2 pC and further effects show equivalent currents
into the charge sensor below 0.1 fA. These measurements are made possible due
to the low noise current values below 10 aA allowed by the charge measurement
implementation. The final two sections within this chapter show results of charge
analysis with respect to security ICs.

The closed loop feedback implementation is in all measurements assembled on a
printed circuit board (PCB). This PCB contains the additional components required to
operate the charge sensor, see Figure 5.5. In order to power the PCB and device and
to record the resulting output voltage of the charge sensor, the Keithley Instruments
Semiconductor Characterization System SCS-4200 is used in sampling mode. This
system is equipped with 5 source and measurement units (SMUs) and one ground
unit. The SMUs are used to supply the negative and positive power supply voltages,
the voltage to control the switch (see Figure 5.5 on page 71) and the programming
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Figure 6.1: Photograph of the measurement setup for the closed loop feedback im-
plementation. The charge sensor device is placed into the socket on the PCB (left)
and connected to the SCS4200 (not shown) through the terminals (right). The setup
is either placed into the FIB or into a needle prober station. To allow using the setup
inside the FIB, the connection and setup is made vacuum proof with feed-through
connections (right).

voltage. One SMU is used to record the output voltage. The output voltage recording
is done with a resolution of 20 µV according to the specification of the system [128].
Figure 6.1 shows a photograph of the charge sensor circuit, the supporting PCB
and the connections for interfacing to the SCS-4200. The setup is made capable of
operating in vacuum to be able to do in-situ measurements within the FIB. For non-
FIB measurements, the setup is operated on a needle prober (at ambient pressure)
with the same connectors.

According to Equation 5.2, the feedback capacitor CFB determines the sensitivity
of the charge sensor. Some results presented within this section are charge measure-
ments which are converted to current values. Especially for dielectric characterization
discussions, this is the prevailing method in the scientific community. The current
measurement sensitivity depends on the charge sensitivity and the period used to
derive the current value, see Section 5.3. Thus, the charge sensor sensitivity and the
period for current determination are given for all presented results. The derivation of
the current values are performed by using a least mean square (LMS) approximation
on the recorded charge values. The LMS calculates from charge amounts qi at times ti

the linear approximation between qi and ti which gives the minimum square errors
from the measured values. In the case of a constant current I , this gives an approx-
imation current I′ , where the difference depends on the measurement noise. See
Appendix C for a calculation of the noise. If the current is constant, I′ is calculated
with LMS by:

I′ �
(


i ti )


i qi

− N


i ti qi

(


i ti ) (


i ti ) − N


i ti2

where the sums over i are considered for all measured tuples (ti ; qi ). If the current is
not constant within the period of measurement, the approximation will not be correct
accordingly. The use of LMS reduces the noise power by the number of measurement
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points. In cases, where the current is plotted over time, the current determination
has also been done using LMS on a limited subset of adjacent measurement points.
The number of measurement points used for this calculation are given accordingly
and make up for the period as before.

In a later section of this chapter, the offline charge detection circuit will be used.
This circuit is not connected to external components during application of the charge.
Only during the measurement phase, the circuit is connected to the SCS-4200 system
without additional components and a simply sweep test program available for device
characterization in the SCS-4200 is used to characterize the offline charge detection
circuit. More information on the evaluation of the data is given in Section 6.3.

The last sections within this chapter is fundamentally different. Instead of analyz-
ing charge quantitatively, it only does a qualitative analysis. Again, it is shown that
using charge or analyzing charge can yield information that is previously not avail-
able. The secondary electron (SE) emission is used to analyze the surface potential of
an integrated circuit silicon backside and different aspects of PUF characterization
are identified that relate to charge.

6.1 Dielectric Characterization

6.1.1 On-die Dielectric Characterization

The charge sensor measurement is applied to dielectric characterization. Conventional
means to measure dielectric behavior is capable of performing measurements with
2 fA. . . 4 fA of noise when a single measurement point takes 50 s, see Section 3.1. This
can be improved by a factor of 10 to 1000 when the charge sensor is employed. Two
such measurements will be presented that enable the characterization of dielectrics
down to below 1 aA of noise current. The first setup will include both the charge
sensor and the dielectric test structure into a single die by design. The second setup
will use a dedicated charge sensor instance which is connected through a bond-wire
to a target dielectric test structure.

On-die dielectric characterization is performed on the MIM capacitors available
in the BiCMOS technology used for fabricating the charge sensor [145]. For this
purpose, the closed loop feedback charge sensor circuit is instantiated on a dedicated
test chip. The input of the charge sensor is connected by design to a MIM capacitor
as dielectric stress test structure. This charge sensor is then capable to measure
the charge leaked through the MIM capacitor dielectric. Thus, the MIM capacitor
implements a dielectric stress test structure in this situation. As the connection and
instantiation is done by design at the layout phase of the test chip, the device is
functional once all required metal layers have been manufactured. Thus, the charge
sensor measurement could be performed on a wafer level already.

The second terminal of the stress test structure (i.e. the MIM capacitor) is wired
to a pad which is contacted through a needle probe during measurement. In order to
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of the implemented charge measurement circuit including the
attached stress test structure. The dielectric test structure is a MIM capacitor available
in the technology of the charge sensor. [145]

minimize potential damage to the structure during production, the test structure bond-
pad is additionally equipped with a resistor to substrate in the layout. Charging effects
during manufacturing do not generate severe damage through the huge antenna area
of the bond-pad. Figure 6.2 shows the resulting circuit schematically. The voltage at
the bond-pad of the test structure is labeled Vstress as it relates to the voltage across
the dielectric.

In order to facilitate the experiments in this work, the test circuits are wire bonded
into a 40-pin ceramic dual in line (DIL) package. This package has a removable lid
which is opened to allow the contacting of the stress test structure bond-pad with
a needle for the application of Vstress . The electrical power supply is powered up
and the device starts operation with a constant voltage Vstress . The resulting output
voltage of the charge sensor is recorded for a time of 150 s and the experiment is
stopped again by removing the power supply voltage. This procedure is repeated
for different voltage settings of Vstress . The resulting voltage traces are scaled by the
sensitivity of the charge sensor, in this case CFB � 1.37 pF, to yield the charge leaked
through the stress test structure. Some of the resulting traces are shown in Figure 6.3.

Using the LMS approximation, the measured charge trace is converted to a linear
function, which is shown for 23.1 V and 24.1 V of Vstress in gray in Figure 6.3. As-
suming a constant leakage current through the dielectric test structure, the linear
approximation would ideally be equal to the measured charge trace. Only noise
would make the measurement differ from the approximation from time to time. Yet,
when considering the graphs from Figure 6.3, a systematic difference between the
measurement and the approximation is apparent. The measurements do not show
noise on this scale but are curved. This means that the charge accumulation speed
differs between beginning (fast accumulation) and end (slower accumulation) of the
measurement. As the charge accumulation speed is equal to the leakage current
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Figure 6.3: A MIM stress test structure is exposed to an increasing stress voltage Vstress .
Subsequently, the leaked charge is recorded using the charge sensor (CFB � 1.37 pF)
[145]. As a result, different levels of leaked charge are observed. The gray plots are
the approximations as derived from the LMS algorithm.

through the dielectric, this suggests that the leakage current is not constant over the
whole measurement period of one trace. Instead, the leakage current decays with the
measurement time.

Many reasons can cause the observed behavior with varying origins. The most
important differentiation between all possible reasons is the point of origin. If the
behavior is originating from the charge sensor circuit, the measurement benefits
would reduce severely. Assuming the measurement circuit does not work as expected
and the decay of current is a side effect of the charge measurement is possible. Such
effects could for example originate from operating point drift of the whole circuit.
For example temperature change originating from the electronic power dissipation
could result in this effect. Yet, temperature effects would be observed independent
of the actual leakage current as the power consumption of the measurement circuit
is approximately independent of the actual charge readings. Accordingly, all traces
would have to show the same temperature behavior (i.e. time dependent slope). This
is obviously not the case as for example the charge trace for Vstress � 5.1 V is very linear
(i.e. constant level zero). This supports the assumption that the charge measurement
circuit works as designed but the leakage behavior of the dielectric test structure has
a non-constant leakage current. In order to verify this, the same type of structure, but
with sufficiently large area, is measured multiple times with conventional means. The
resulting current traces show a similar decay of current over time. This also manifests
in difficulties of measuring the dielectric leakage behavior of the MIM dielectric with
conventional means. Recording the same measurement trace multiple times results
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Figure 6.4: Comparing the leakage current of the MIM stress test structures from
different measurement techniques. Two conventional measurements consecutively
acquired with the SCS4200 on two 5625 µm2 large stress test structure and a charge
sensor measurement (CFB � 1.37 pF, N � 120, T � 150 s) on a 5 µm2 large stress test
structure derived from the charge traces from Figure 6.3 by LMS approximation.

in decreasing current values, see for example Figure 6.4.

All recorded charge traces are analyzed with the LMS algorithm to obtain the
slope, regardless of the curving observed already (this is neglected for performing
the LMS approximation). This slope of the charge trace is the average current during
the charge measurement for a single trace. The MIM stress test structure exhibits
Poole-Frankel tunneling [15], which is modeled with a characteristic according to
Equation 2.3 on page 28. Plotting the characteristic function J divided by E in a
semilogarithmic scale against

√
E yields a straight line. Figure 6.4 shows this kind

of plot for the charge measurement values (solid black graph). A comparison to
a known working setup is desired, yet is not completely possible to achieve. The
same MIM dielectric is measured with a much larger area (1000 fold and 2000 fold)
on two different test structures using a conventional measurement system. The
measurements differ significantly and even measuring the same structure twice in
direct succession does not show equal traces. This supports the assumption, that the
leakage characteristic of the MIM dielectric alters significantly even during the short
period of measurement. The charge measurement trace as shown in Figure 6.4 is likely
to reflect the actual leakage behavior of the analyzed structure. Additionally to this,
the time dependent characteristic alteration of the MIM dielectric is already apparent
from the charge traces. With the conventional measurement system, this information
is only available after performing specific steps for it – repeating the measurement for
example. Derivation of the characteristic coefficients in the PF tunneling Equation 2.3
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Figure 6.5: Absolute current values for the two measurements from Figure 6.4. The
noise floor for the charge measurement is roughly 1000 times less than that for the
conventional measurement, opening up multiple possibilities for this measurement
techniques.

is hindered by the characteristic alteration. The current traces from Figure 6.4 are not
linear as supposed from the PF model. Yet, without further investigations into the
tunneling behavior of the stress test dielectric, no explanation can be provided for
the observed effect.

The charge measurement system enables the measurement of very low absolute
currents. In the previous graphs, all currents are converted to current densities accord-
ing to the designed stress test structure area. As the current densities are comparable,
the absolute current values scale with the area of the dielectric. In this case, the
dielectric area is 1000 times larger with the conventional measurement than with
the charge sensor measurement. Accordingly, the charge sensor measurement is re-
quired to be 1000 times more sensitive than the conventional setup. Figure 6.5 shows
the same measurement values but within a simple voltage-current semilogarithmic
plot. The noisy readings at the lower bound of the capabilities of the respective
measurement setups are included to show the performance difference between the
two measurement types. Accordingly, the charge sensor measurement is performing
approximately 1000 times more sensitive than the conventional setup. The conven-
tional measurement system shows a noise level of several femto amperes where the
charge sensor measurement reaches down to below atto amperes. The measurement
time is comparable for both measurements: 3450 s for the charge sensor and 1730 s
for the conventional setup.

Using Equation 5.10 on page 66 to determine the resulting current sensitivity from
a single charge trace supports this assumption. A charge trace with negligible leakage
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current, for example for Vstress < 7 V gives RMS voltage readings at the charge sensor
output of approximately 50 µV. . . 80 µV. With 120 readings of the charge value within
the 150 s period of observation, the equivalent resulting current noise would be


in,in2 �

CFB
T


12

vn,output2

N
N − 1
N + 1

� 0.23 · 10−18 A

As can be seen in Figure 6.5, this value is a reasonable approximation of the resulting
current noise. Achieving such a current noise reading with conventional measure-
ment means can be considered impossible: Assuming a noise floor of 0.23 fA with
a conventional measurement system (Keithley Instruments SCS-4200 gives roughly
1 fA at best), averaging of a total of 1 · 106 readings would be required to achieve a
0.23 aA noise floor. Apart from the enormous measurement time required to achieve
such a result (roughly one year per measurement point), the stress structure would
most likely not survive such a long time under elevated stress levels.

Numerous benefits arise when such small absolute currents are detectable. Instead
of using large areas to characterize a dielectric, significantly smaller structures can be
used. This is important as large areas are less likely defect free. Accordingly, using a
measurement on a large area test structure will probably show the behavior of the
defects, not of the dielectric. Acquiring the intrinsic properties of the dielectric is
enabled by sensitive means such as the charge sensor measurement. The amount
of information available from the charge measurement traces is obviously more
than the information available from the conventional measurement. The charge
measurement trace already shows that the leakage current is not constant for the
whole measurement time. This effect of the charge sensor measurement principle will
be of even greater interest with the measurement of a different dielectric discussed
as next experiment.

6.1.2 Off-die Dielectric Characterization

If the dielectric to investigate is not available in the charge sensor technology – or if
the means to construct the charge sensor circuit are not available in the technology of
the dielectric – an off-die dielectric measurement is required. In order to conduct this
measurement, a bond-wire is used to connect a charge sensor die to the die containing
the dielectric test structure. The bonding process is performed with great care to
preserve the charge sensor functionality and prevent ESD damage. With this setup,
the measurement during the regular wafer level testing would not be possible. Yet if
the power of the charge sensor is required, the costs of a specialized setup are often
justified. Using a printed circuit board (PCB) to create the connection between the
charge sensor and the dielectric test structure could introduce numerous problems.
For example leakage currents through the PCB or the PCB surface from impurities
can be present. Also, electro magnetic (EM) or noise reception through the larger
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Figure 6.6: The tip-to-tip stress test structures with varying distances used to evaluate
the charge sensor, according to [135]. Each terminal has a bondpad to contact the
specific tip.

physical setup could be problematic if the sensitive input of the charge sensor would
be routed over the PCB. Using the bond-wire connection directly between two dies
(chip-to-chip bond-wire) makes the measurement resistant against many of such
problems.

Many different kinds of stress test structures have been used to study dielectric
behavior, for example comb structures [81] where the dielectric is between adjacent
metal wires routed in serpentines. One of the main purposes of these structures
is to elevate the absolute current to a level where the (conventional) measurement
equipment employed for characterization is capable of performing measurements
above noise level. This usually involves relatively large areas (e.g. long wires routed
in serpentines) where the averaged current through the whole structure is analyzed.
These structures do not allow to measure individual, localized sites. A conceptual
different dielectric test structure has been proposed in [135], where the dielectric to
investigate is only subjected to the stress at a very small area. These structures are built
from opposing tips of metal wires with dielectric in between. Using these structures,
the stressed dielectric volume and cross section are relatively small allowing for an
in-depth analysis with physical methods [135]. Figure 6.6 shows a schematic view of
such stress test structures.

The test structures used to obtain the results from this section are similar tip-to-tip
structures where the stress test structure is a low-k dielectric. Different distances
between two neighboring peaks are realized. The cross sectional area of the tips is
very small and stressing the structures yields a very low total current value. Using
conventional means to measure such structures, the investigation of pre-breakdown
behavior faces severe problems as the degradation of the structures is already ad-
vanced when the measurement system measures currents above noise level [135].
Using the charge sensor promises significant improvements as the absolute current
measurable with the charge sensor is multiple orders of magnitude lower than with
conventional setups.

Figure 6.7 shows the setup used for these measurements. The charge sensor
(CFB � 137 pF) is bonded to the DIL package as before in order to allow the normal
operation. The stress test structure is placed inside the same cavity of the package
next to the charge sensor. A bond-wire is placed between the charge sensor input
and the stress test structures common terminal. The package is again supported by
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Figure 6.7: Small geometries are mandatory for ultra low current measurements. The
stress voltage is applied by a probing needle to a bond-pad, allowing to measure
multiple test structures (see Figure 6.6) with a single charge sensor.

a PCB with additional components required to operate the charge sensor, see the
photograph in Figure 6.1. The individual terminal of the desired stress test structure
is then connected to the stress voltage source using a prober needle. Again, the
setup is supplied with power and measured through the Keithley Semiconductor
Characterization System SCS4200 as before. Also, the measurement procedure is
kept the same, applying different stress voltages Vstress to the stress test structure and
recording the sensor output for a certain time, repeating the procedure for increasing
stress voltages.

The resulting charge traces are shown for two stress peaks in Figure 6.8. As the
applied stress voltage is relatively low and constant over time, a constant leakage
current would be expected. Again, the LMS approximation for the exemplary traces
is shown in gray plot. The type 1 structure shows a linear charge accumulation
apart from added noise. No systematic difference between the charge trace and the
approximation is evident. This supports the assumption that the leakage current
through this structure is constant for the measurement time. It also supports the
assumed functionality of the charge sensor. In contrast, the stress test structure type 2
shows systematic differences between the linear approximation and the charge trace.
Here, the charge traces show discrete steps suggesting spikes in current conduction.
These results will be discussed in two ways: At first, the mean current (i.e. slope of
the charge traces) is – as before – plotted and discussed with respect to the applied
stress voltage. Again, this result is compared to possible acquisition by conventional
means, showing the performance increase by the use of the charge sensor. The
second discussion will focus on the charge traces from the dielectric test structure
type 2. These traces are also taken individually and a time dependent current value
is derived. As a consequence, the leakage current value shows these spikes, which is
not observable by conventional means.

The slope of all charge traces is approximated by the LMS method, as drawn in
gray for the exemplary traces in Figure 6.8. Subsequently, the current resulting from
each charge trace is plotted into a current-voltage plot. Figure 6.9 shows the resulting
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Figure 6.10: Current derived from a subset of points from three exemplary charge
measurements showing the time resolved behavior of the leakage current (CFB �

137 pF, N � 10, T � 15 s). The cross marks are the values achieved if instead of ten
charge readings only three charge readings are used for LMS approximation at the
charge steps of the 17.1 V trace.

current traces for both dielectric stress test structure instances. As can be seen, the
noise current is again below femto ampere allowing for very sensitive measurements.
This is also supported by the calculation through the noise from the charge trace. The
variance in output voltage of the charge sensor output for a low stress voltage (i.e.
below 10 V, see Figure 6.9) is substituted in Equation 5.10 on page 66. A variance
of 0.1 mV. . . 0.4 mV (type 1) is observed, resulting in an expected RMS current noise
(using Equation 5.10, T � 160 s, N � 110) of 28 aA. . . 84 aA for this charge sensor
setup, supporting the low noise level of the charge sensor measurement. Yet, the
noise is larger with this structure in comparison to the previous on-die measurements,
as the feedback capacitor is significantly larger. Additionally, higher voltage noise
of the charge sensor output is observed, which is possibly attributed to the large
physical size (i.e. bond-wire) and additional influences from surroundings (i.e. free
air, etc) in comparison to the on-die implementation. Such effects can not have an
influence on the previously shown on-die measurements as in that case the sensitive
node is very small and not exposed to the surface. The noise level of the charge sensor
measurement is still lower than with a conventional setup.

The dielectric stress structures type 1 and type 2 differ only in tip-to-tip distance.
They are located in direct vicinity suggesting that process variations should still be
small. Yet, their current-voltage characteristics differ significantly. A clear expla-
nation is not possible from the simple current-voltage measurements. Thus, if a
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conventional means with appropriate sensitivity would have been used, explanation
of the difference would be very limited. If using the charge sensor this difference can
be analyzed in greater detail. Apart from the analysis of the mean current values, the
charge traces can also be analyzed with respect to time.

Figure 6.10 shows three exemplary traces of current converted from the charge
trace from the type 2 dielectric test structure with respect to time. The LMS algorithm
has been applied to only a subset of all measurement points (N � 10, T � 15 s) in
order to allow for investigating the current at different points in time during the
measurement of a single trace. This allows to improve the bandwidth of the result
mathematically interchangably for increased noise level of the current. When using
multiple points to derive the current, as done in Figure 6.10, a step in the charge trace
as seen in Figure 6.8 results in a wider current spike, see the plot for Vstress � 17.1 V.
The maximum of this current trace than does not show the actual maximum value.
Reducing the number of charge readings used for the LMS approximation allows
to compensate for this while at the same time increasing the current noise. Yet, if
the current spike is large, an increase in current noise does not degrade the result
significantly. The cross marks in Figure 6.10 have been placed at the positions of
the steps in the charge trace for the stress voltage of 17.1 V. The magnitude at these
points has been calculated by using only three charge readings. The increase in
noise is less than the current readings from Figure 6.10 (theoretical in,in � 70 fA for
the worst case charge sensor output voltage noise). Yet, due to the fact that only a
single point resembles the steps in the charge traces, the maximum bandwidth of the
measurement still does not catch the signal correctly. Also, the maximum current
value in the current spike is not determined correctly. In order to achieve these two
results, the charge readings must be conducted significantly more often, which was
not possible with the SCS4200 system.

Performing physical analysis (e.g. TEM investigations) of breakdown behavior
or pre-breakdown behavior makes the use of localized structures mandatory [135].
Measuring these small structures with conventional measurement means poses severe
limitations on the observable effects. Using a charge measurement setup allows
measurement of significantly less absolute current values. Degradation can be easier
detected with such a setup. Additionally, the charge measurement system allows for
an in-situ adaption of the measurement time to the current observed. For example
the charge trace for the 17.1 V stress voltage is stopped prior to reaching the 160 s
measurement time because significant charge steps are observed. At this point, the
stress to the structure already shows electronic alteration of the behavior (i.e. steps in
charge readings) and could be analyzed through additional physical means. Using a
conventional setup, this would not have been possible to detect.

Summarizing the dielectric characterizations performed with the charge sensor
circuit shows the huge potential of this technique. The absolute current value de-
tectable is lowered to single digit atto amperes. With such low currents, structures
to be analyzed can be decreased in size significantly. Even tip-to-tip structures can
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be analyzed on a current level significantly below conventional means. With small
structures, the degradation is localized and can be analyzed with physical techniques.
Also, defects are less likely present in small structures, enabling the analysis of in-
trinsic device and material properties. If stress structures exhibit varying currents,
the charge sensor measurement allows for in-situ detection of this behavior during
the measurement. Thus, the measurement time can be adapted to the observed
current value, without requiring to restart the measurement (e.g. within different
measurement range). Applying the charge measurement method to dielectrics will
allow for previously unknown analysis means, precision and speed.

6.2 Charging by FIB

Focused ion beam (FIB) systems are employed for micro-manipulation of semicon-
ductor devices on a regular basis. A significant drawback of this technique is the
charging effect of insulating targets. The incident ions and the emitted secondary
electrons (SEs) cause a positive surface charge deposited on the insulating surface
of the IC. This charging can be lethal for sensitive circuits. Electrostatic discharge
(ESD) can happen between the surface and underlying metal lines, destroying gate
oxides of transistors connected to the affected metal line. During such ESD events,
very high voltages and currents are present within the IC. The surface charging is
the driving force for ESD and thus it is beneficial to know about the surface charge
during FIB processing. Using the charge sensor, this surface charging and other
effects originating from the FIB can be analyzed with high precision for the first time.
This section will cover sample measurement results obtained while operating the
charge sensor inside the FIB.

In a FIB system, the incident ions and emitted electrons cause a net positive charge
on the insulating surface of an IC. Figure 6.11 shows an idealized model of the ion-
solid interaction effects most important within a FIB system when a charge sensor
(or any other insulating surface) is targeted. In order to observe the positive surface
charging effect, a charge sensor with an antenna structure connected at the input as
described in Section 4.3 is used. The charge sensor and the antenna are fabricated
on the same die and the connection is placed during the design phase. A simple
rectangle of metal at a layer which is covered by insulating material on top resembles
the antenna.

Apart from the physical interaction between ion and surface, electrical effects
become apparent. Incident ions are either neutralized or remain on the surface of the
device. During the stopping of the ions, SE can be generated and either be emitted
into the sample or into the vacuum chamber. These SE also cause a positive surface
charging. The positive surface charging and the emission of SE into the sample
material are the main effects that can have an influence on the charge sensor antenna.
Direct influence from incident ions onto the antenna structure (and thus the charge
sensor) is not possible because of the insulating layer on top of the antenna. The
penetration depth of ions with Wkin � 30 keV is limited to tens of nanometers [55,
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Figure 6.11: Surface charging model and resulting mirror charges in the charge sensor

72] not allowing for ions to reach the significantly deeper buried antenna structure.
If SE are emitted into the sample material, their final location will determine the
influence to the antenna. Electrons can “get stuck” within the material between
surface and antenna. Electrons emitted into the insulator leave a positive charge of
same amount on the surface behind. As a result, the mirror charge on the antenna is
not altered as long as the electron does not reach beyond the antenna. It merely is a
superposition of the antenna functionality with two opposite charges, see Section 4.3.
The requirement for this approximation is again that the distances between (all)
charges and antenna are small compared to the distances to surroundings. This
means, that any charge between antenna and surface is not reflected by the charge
sensor reading. If, instead electrons reach beyond the antenna, the influence gradually
increases with the distance between the electrons and the antenna. Once the electrons
reach a connected metal line or the conductive substrate, they can not compensate
for their positive charge left behind on the surface. Accordingly, the electron would
be measured only then in total by the charge sensor. With this in mind, the charge
sensor reading basically resembles the surface charge, except for charge displaced
within the sample between surface and antenna.

The ion beam inside a FIB system is scanned over the surface only when absolutely
required. The impinging ions damage the surface and remove material, which has
to be kept at a minimum. Thus, only during processing of CE procedures or during
imaging of the surface, the ion beam is supposed to reach the target. At all other
times, the ion beam is blanked electronically, collecting the ions prior to their exit of
the ion column into the sample chamber, see Figure 2.1 on page 20. Consequently, in
order to observe the interaction between ions and charge sensor, the beam must be
scanned on purpose – for example by acquisition of an image. The image is acquired
by scanning the field of view (FOV) with the ion beam. As a first experiment, this
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Figure 6.12: Irradiating a charge sensor (CFB � 1.37 pF) with a 30 keV Ga+ ion beam
of 20 picoA. The two halves of the right image are acquired at positions 1 and 2 as
marked in the graph [132].

interaction is investigated using the charge sensor. The charge sensor is operated
continuously, allowing for an in-situ measurement and the ion beam is scanned on
purpose at specific times over the charge sensor antenna. It is expected that the output
value of the charge sensor changes during the scan.

For the experiment on the insulating target surface, a beam current of 5 pA is cho-
sen. Figure 6.12 shows a trace of the charge sensor output value over the experiment
duration. The ion beam is directed to the charge sensor surface and scanned two
times, as indicated at locations 1 and 2. During each scan, the ion beam is rastered
over the surface according to the image acquisition procedure common in scanning
applications. A simplified calculation of the theoretically deposited charge is done by
neglecting the charge displacement within the volume between antenna and surface,
as stated before. The resulting charge of the ion beam within the FOV is calculated
using the resolution of Npixel � 512 × 512 pixel, the number of frames N frames � 4,
the dwell time for each pixel of tdwell � 200 ns and the beam current of Ibeam � 5 pA:

QFOV � Npixel N frames tdwell Ibeam

� 4.1 pC

In this case, the FOV is 355 µm × 355 µm while the charge sensor antenna area is only
80 µm × 80 µm.

According to the charge step 1 in Figure 6.12, the measured amount of charge is
0.69 pC. As the antenna structure is smaller than the irradiated area, the deposited
charge above the antenna is reduced by this ratio. In this case, the antenna area is
only 0.052 times the scan area, resulting in a total deposited amount of charge subject
to the antenna sensitivity of approximately 0.22 pC. Because border effects of the
antenna are not considered, the deposited charge is only an approximation. This
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Figure 6.13: The charge sensor (CFB � 1 pF) is irradiated continuously. The charge
accumulation does not saturate within the observation band of this figure. The
dotted traces are linear approximations using the LMS algorithm of the time-frame
of irradiation.

figure is smaller than the measured charge and the difference is due to the emission
of SE. The SE emission can be calculated from the measured charge amount: roughly
2.2 electrons leave the device surface per incident ion, making for a total measured
charge of 3.2 times the incident beam charge. This is in agreement with emission
coefficients from literature for different materials [39].

In a second scan performed with equal scan settings, at position 2 in Figure 6.12,
the measured charge reduces due to the already charged surface. For surfaces of
higher potential, parts of the emitted SE can be re-captured by Coulomb attraction.
The recollected SE do not contribute to charging any more and thus, the effect of
charging is reduced. FIB operators fear this effect due to the reduced signal strength
when insulating surfaces are to be imaged, as can be seen in the right half of Figure 6.12:
reduced brightness is apparent.

Before a FIB CE can be performed on an arbitrary sample, the position of the
CE must be located. During this navigation step, the ion beam scans very often
(close to continuous) on the surface, depositing large amounts of charge. In order to
analyze the effect from such a procedure, the charge sensor is subjected to continuous
irradiation from the ions. Figure 6.13 shows two traces where a nominal beam current
of 1 pA is used to target the charge sensor surface. In this experiment the sensitive
antenna area of the charge sensor is larger than the FOV of the ion beam and as a
consequence the charge reading resembles the total effect from the ion beam. With the
selected charge sensor sensitivity, it is possible to observe the surface charge for a time
of 8 s as from then on, the charge sensor output saturates. The linear accumulation
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of charge over this time suggests that the surface charge does not saturate within
the period of the experiment. The linear behavior is approximated with the LMS
algorithm and plotted as dotted graph, also in Figure 6.13. The dotted graphs suggest
that the actual measurement of charge accumulation is linear in time, suggesting a
constant equivalent current. The slope of the approximated charge trace describes an
equivalent current of 1.76 pA and 1.79 pA, respectively. For a single impinging ion
on the target, roughly 0.8 electrons are permanently emitted from the surface. This
suggests, that the previously estimated value of 2.2 emitted electrons per incident ion
during a single scan is reduced quickly. The graphs do not show a steeper slope when
the experiment started. This could be hidden by the relatively slow acquisition speed
of the charge readings in this experiment. It could show up if a higher time resolution
was chosen. As the emission yield of SEs reduces from charging within a few frames
of irradiation (see previous paragraph), the time resolution of the measurement from
Figure 6.13 does not allow to identify this effect: Roughly 19 frames are scanned per
second in the experiment. Instead, the continuous irradiation with the ion beam
suggests that even when the surface is charged, certain amounts of electrons are
emitted. These electrons could for example have higher energies than those electrons
used for imaging (i.e. SEs of 0 eV. . . 50 eV). Further experiments could allow for a
better insight into these effects.

In this manner, the charge sensor can be used for multiple purposes. Analyzing the
SE emission coefficient for insulating materials as shown is one valuable application.
By the very high sensitivity of the charge sensor, very small amounts of charge already
allow to determine the insulator properties. The information on SE emission can
also be used in failure analysis (FA). For example, the construction of a specially
crafted FIB CE procedure to reliably connect floating gate structures is possible once
the induced stress from the ion beam is known. In this manner, the floating gate of
non-volatile memory (NVM) cells are contacted and subsequently measured [153].
Without properly analyzing the influences from charging, such an approach would
likely fail.

The extraordinary performance of the implemented charge sensor is presented
within the verification experiments of Chapter 5. The output voltage of the charge
sensor is in fact constant, even if the experiment time is on the order of hundreds
of seconds. Yet, the experiments conducted with the FIB system showed, that even
though the ion beam is blanked electronically (e.g. between the steps in Figure 6.12),
an influence causes a change in the charge sensor output voltage. A quick analysis
showed that the ion column must be part of the reason for this effect. The following
experiments are not capable of identifying the exact source and connection between
ion column and charge sensor output in this situation. Yet, their analysis shows how
the charge sensor function could affect the measurement – and interpretation. With a
new measurement method or implementation the interpretation of results requires
special attention.
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Figure 6.14: Charge and current observation from the electronically blanked FIB.
Closing the metal lid (gate valve) of the column, stops the effect, CFB � 1.37 pF PIP,
N � 10, T � 30 s.

The FIB column used throughout this work also affects the measurement of the
charge sensor in other ways. The primary effect of surface charging from the pos-
itive ions and negative electrons are already discussed, yet the charge sensor is so
sensitive, that other effects can be observed, too. Figure 6.14 shows a trace recorded
during conduction of multiple different actions with the ion beam column. The top
graph shows the recorded amount of charge relatively to the start of the experiment.
The lower graph shows the least mean square (LMS) calculated current. In order
to perform the LMS algorithm, a subset of adjacent measurement points is used –
assuming a constant current within the time-frame of this subset of measurement
points.

At t � 130 s, a single ion beam scan is performed on the device surface. As
before, charge is deposited on the surface above the antenna resulting in a net charge
measurement of the sensor. Before and after the scan, the charge sensor shows a linear
slope in opposite direction. The linear slope is equivalent to a constant current and
is from the same effect as already seen very weakly in Figure 6.12. As the direction
of charging (positive slope) is opposite to that from the ion beam scan (negative
slope/step), this signal is unlikely to originate from ions hitting the device surface.
If ions were the reason, the charging would be in negative direction, as with the
step when a scan is performed. No action with the ion beam is performed, the beam
is electronically blanked. Ions are supposed not to reach the device surface in this
situation. Yet, if the ion column is closed by a mechanical metal lid (the gate valve,
i.e. at t � 350 s in Figure 6.14), the slope vanishes, leaving the charge sensor output
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constant again. The low leakage current of the charge sensor of only 5.1 aA in this
case can be identified. Obviously, the ion column must be connected to the observed
effect. When the gate valve is closed, the observed slope vanishes. Thus, the charge
sensor operation within the vacuum and in direct vicinity to the SE detector (see
Figure 2.1 on page 20) is not the reason for the slope.

In order to isolate the source for this signal, various different actions are performed
with the ion beam column. Very many different physical effects can show the observed
behavior, making a directed approach difficult to conduct. Also, there is no means to
conduct measurements within the vacuum of the FIB system, that could identify such
effects on a different physical interaction. For example it is not possible to measure
the radioactive radiation in the situation of the charge sensor with external means
due to the lack of suitable equipment. The approach identifies the dependencies of
the slope to the different ion column parameters, for example the beam current and
blanker voltage. This does help to understand the connections but can not explain
the effect in all details. The FIB system has very many parameters making a choice
for parameters to be analyzed difficult.

The influence from the ion column can be from different sources. Beside the
electrical field from the ion column lenses, also radiation emitted through the ion
column could be the reason for the slope. The SE detector has attached “antennas”,
which are on a high potential, see Figure 2.1 on page 20. The SE detector antennas
are part of the FIB system and are not correlated to the charge sensor antenna. The
charge sensor output slope is removed even if the voltage at the SE detector antennas
stays constant, see Figure 6.14 at t � 350 s. This supports the assumption, that the
electrostatic lenses of the ion column, are also not the source for the signal. To verify
this, the gate valve was re-opened and the emission of ions was stopped without
changing the high voltages and lens settings. By this means, the electrical field from
the ion column should stay constant and only the radiative nature of ions (or other
particles, secondaries, etc.) is stopped. During the ion source emission turn off in
Figure 6.14, the FIB system performed a single image update scan, which results in
the step at t � 540 s. Subsequently, the charge slope reduced exponentially down to
the before mentioned noise level. Due to the decay of the observed current, the slope
must be connected to the ion emission and not the electrical field present in the ion
column. Also, the exponential decay suggests a diffusive behavior of the effect once
the ion emission has come to a halt.

Radiative sources for the slope could be secondary particles, optical light (high
energy) or even x-ray. Optical light would also influence the DC operating point of
the circuit and cause a step if turned on or off. It is unlikely present as there is no
step in the operating point of the circuit when the gate valve is opened, only the
slope changes. Secondary particles like low energy SE or x-ray could be created for
example during the extraction of ions from the source or during the beam blanking
process. The exponential decay does not go with the arguments of x-ray being created
during extraction as in this case a possible x-ray emission would stop immediately
after source turn off but the decay in Figure 6.14 shows exponential behavior. Two
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Figure 6.15: Charging and current observation dependence of the electronically
blanked FIB from the beam current setting. Saturation of the accumulated charge
∆Q during the 8 nA beam current setting can be from different effects, see text.
(CFB � 1.37 pF, PIP, N � 70, T � 23 s)

parameters are analyzed to further clarify the possible origin of the slope of the charge
sensor: the beam blanker operation and the beam current setting. The beam blanker
works by deflecting the ion beam off the device into a Faraday cage with the help of
the beam blanker voltage. Varying this voltage alters the beam blanking process. The
beam current setting is controlled by a mechanical aperture and by varying the beam
cross section at the aperture. This “electronically variable aperture” mode allows
for a continuous beam current setting although desired beam current settings are
pre-configured within the used system. Thus, by varying the beam current, both, the
aperture and the lens settings vary.

Figure 6.15 shows the charge trace for varying beam current settings. Here, the
beam current of 1 pA and 10 pA uses a 20 µm aperture, the 100 pA beam current
a 100 µm aperture and the final two values of 1 nA and 8 nA work with a 200 µm
aperture. Obviously, the slope observed with the charge sensor does not depend
on the aperture diameter only. The lens configuration for the beam cross section
size at the aperture does matter, too. The source for the slope must follow the same
optic rules as the ion beam does, when reaching the aperture. Accordingly, x-ray and
electrons generated before the aperture can be precluded. Electrons have opposite
charge polarity and would not follow the same path as the ions. Also, from the
specific working of the ion beam column, it is very likely that only those ions that
normally target the sample (i.e. Ga+ ions), can follow the optic rules that make up
the ion beam path prior to reaching the aperture. It follows, that the slope must come
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Figure 6.16: The charging is influenced by the beam blanker deflection voltage. For
the voltage of Vblank � 20 V, ions can reach the charge sensor surface. (CFB � 137 fF,
N � 20, T � 20 s)

from ions that traverse through the aperture. Yet, it is still possible that those ions do
not cause the slope by themselves.

Selection of the 8 nA beam current setting causes the charge sensor to saturate and
even reverse the direction of slope, see Figure 6.15. This suggests, that the interaction
of the (unknown) radiation with the charge sensor is not an ion interaction at the
charge sensor surface. With ion interaction, the slope would become less but not
reverse, because the ions can reach the sample independent of surface charging due
to their high acceleration energy.

Once the beam leaves the aperture, it is either blanked by the beam blanker or
targeted at the sample. As the beam blanker is active during the whole time-frame of
this experiment showing the slope, the beam blanker voltage dependence is analyzed.
Figure 6.16 shows the resulting charge trace from varying the beam blanker voltage.
At a voltage of 20 V, the beam blanker does not successfully blank the beam any
more and ions reach the charge sensor surface, causing the already analyzed surface
charging. This can be seen from the step at t � 410 s in Figure 6.16. For the other
three settings, only 80 V shows a significant dependence of the slope on the beam
blanker voltage. This allows for different possible interpretations:

• The beam blanker voltage setting does not influence the primary origin of the
slope in the charge detection. Instead, the variation of the beam blanker voltage
causes the blanking process to be insufficient. Subsequently, the slope continues
but is compensated in parts by a few ions that are not blanked electronically
and can reach the target. Finally, at a very low beam blanking voltage (e.g. 20 V),
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the beam is not blanked at all any more and the significantly stronger effect
from the ion irradiation overlap the actually still present slope.

• Alternatively, the slope originates from within the beam blanking process. For
example SE are generated within the beam blanker during the ion stopping
process. These SE then get accelerated towards the sample by the lens voltages,
the beam blanker voltage and other effects. Yet the acceleration must be low
enough for the electrons hitting the sample surface to have an SE emission yield
less than one on the sample surface, roughly below 1 keV. This results then in
a positive slope for the charge. Depending on the beam blanker voltage, the
same arguments as before hold true. Additionally, the directing of SE from the
beam blanker onto the charge sensor is likely influence by the beam blanker
voltage, which could be seen at a setting of 80 V.

• Another plausible explanation would be, that with the ion stopping process
in the beam blanker, high energy photons (x-ray or UV-light) are generated
and reach the charge sensor. Inside the charge sensor, the photons could cause
an internal emission from the charge sensor antenna node, which could result
in the observed slope. Incident photons would not only cause a slope but
also change the DC operating point of the whole circuit, very likely causing a
(reversible) step in the charge trace. Such a step in the traces is not observed
at the point of closing and opening the gate valve (see Figure 6.14), making at
least photons as explanation unlikely.

Without further experiments, the precise origin of the slope remains unknown. Yet,
multiple possibilities are considered, including effects that originate from the charge
sensor itself. These examples show that even though the charge sensor functionality
is clear and can be verified within the FIB, still multiple effects can cause the change
of the charge amount measured with the sensor. If care is taken, the charge sensor
can enable for very weak effects to be observed.

As a conclusion, it is not clear from where the observed slope is originating. Yet,
the charge sensor, the vacuum chamber and possible electrical fields as well as the
ion source of the FIB can be excluded as origin. Furthermore, the blanking process
can play a role but is not necessarily the origin. As the slope changes with beam
current and decays for emission stop, it is likely to originate between the ion column
aperture and the sample/charge sensor. A precise deduction could be conducted in
future works when more experimental data is acquired.

Gas presence can affect the charge sensor measurement, too. Previous publications
show, that a chemical sensor could be built using the field effect principle [57, 67,
79]. It is expected that using the gas injection system of the FIB influences the charge
measurements of the charge sensor. Figure 6.17 shows a trace recorded while subject-
ing the charge sensor to a gas flow. Before the charge measurement is started, the
charge sensor is set into the vacuum chamber and the chamber is evacuated. The
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Figure 6.17: Charge traces as observed during the entry of process gases into the FIB
system. No ion beam scan is performed after evacuation, the gas flow is permitted as
indicated by the graph text. (CFB � 1.37 pF, N � 20, T � 20 s)

ion beam is not targeted towards the sample during the whole time period of the
experiment. To navigate, the optical system is used and the gas injection needle is
positioned in vicinity of the charge sensor structure. Subsequently, the charge sensor
output is recorded while the gas entry is admitted. In this case, xenon difluoride
(XeF2) is chosen as gas which is usually employed when dielectrics or silicon bulk
material is etched. After a time of 450 s (t � 670 s), the gas entry is stopped. As can
be seen from Figure 6.17, the gas entry has an influence on the charge sensor output.

The charge trace is accumulating charges in a continuous fashion. Xenon difluoride
targeted at the sample is considered to adsorb at the surface in parts. The superfluous
gas amounts are removed from the vicinity by the vacuum pump of the FIB chamber.
Thus, after an initial settling time, the adsorbed gas on the surface is fixed in amount
and the gas flow will be constant. Once the gas inlet is closed, the flow will decay to a
stop and the adsorbed gas molecules will be re-evaporated into the vacuum gradually.
With this very simple gas model in mind, the charge sensor result can be interpreted.
The adsorption process is reverted after the gas inlet is closed, but as can be seen
from the charge trace in Figure 6.17, the charge amount does not revert back to the
initial value. Instead, the charge accumulation continues even after the gas inlet is
closed. These results support the assumption, that the change in charge does not
exclusively stem from the adsorption of gas molecules on the surface as these would
gradually remove from the surface once the gas flow is stopped. It suggests that the
gas itself transports charge, even though the gas molecules are not initially ionized.
They could become ionized by electrical fields present within the vacuum chamber
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or charges present on the charge sensor surface could be picked up by individual gas
molecules. If radiation is present on the charge sensor in the FIB chamber during
this situation (as laid out in the previous paragraph), the gas molecules could also be
ionized. Without further investigations, a clear explanation of these effects can not be
given.

Summarizing the charge measurements of the FIB system. The experiments show
the extraordinary potential of the charge sensor technique. The results not only
represent the charging from the ion beam itself according to the prevailing model but
also show the very faint influences from a blanked ion beam or injected gas. Though
no severe thread arises from the measured quantities, the ion beam obviously has
more effects than presently considered. Once charge can be detected sensitively with
a charge sensor, the processes within a FIB system can be analyzed. If investigated
further, this can potentially lead to significant improvements of FIB processing in CE
tasks.

6.3 Focused Ion Beam Detector

Usage of the offline charge detection circuit is shown as a FIB detector. The purpose
of this circuit is to prevent unauthorized access to internal signals carrying sensitive
information using a FIB tool. The main application is in security sensitive IC design
where the information on internal signals are confidential. They should also remain
confidential if the circuit is analyzed using FA equipment, for example by a FIB. As
the offline charge detection does not require a power supply to detect charge, it is a
promising approach for this task.

Integrating the offline charge detection circuit with a security sensitive IC is not
possible within this work. Security sensitive IC hardware is designed and fabricated
with very strict limitations on the amount of information available to the public. Even
for non-security hardware, integration of a system critical part into existing concepts
is only performed if sufficient economical motivation is present. The present work
is in a research state and consequently, vendors are skeptic about the economical
benefits. Even though vendors signaled interest it was not possible to implement the
charge detection within a functional security IC. Instead, the implementation of the
offline charge detection circuit is performed on a simple test chip without security
relevant functions. Aspects of combining the presented design with cryptographic
functionality is accounted for.

Figure 6.18 shows two exemplary transfer characteristics of the offline charge
detection circuit. The transfer characteristics is used to derive the threshold voltage
VTH of the transistor (see Equation 4.1 on page 46) as shown in the figure. First, the
point of maximum transconductance gm is determined. The characteristic at this
point is extrapolated linearly to ID � 0 A, which is taken as threshold voltage. Other
means of threshold voltage determination are possible but are not employed in this
work. The threshold voltage is a measure for the amount of charge on the floating
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Figure 6.18: Transfer characteristics from two different cells of the offline charge
detection circuit.

gate. It is transformed into the amount of changed charge using Equation 5.12 on
page 69. As the initial amount of charge on a freshly fabricated cell is determined
by process parameters and is at least in part random, the relative value should be
considered. For this purpose, the charge amounts for different cells are compared
before and after the experiment.

The experiment is designed similar to the way a potential attacker would compro-
mise an IC. A normal FIB work flow integrates the preparation, the navigation and the
CE phases. An attacker would follow this procedure, at least in parts, too. Figure 6.19
shows the three steps with correlating influences. Decapsulation usually works on
the whole die area, often with chemical or mechanical means. The navigation phase
starts by placing the circuit into the vacuum chamber and using the ion beam to
navigate to the site of interest. During this step, the ion beam only scans parts of the
die, though the scanned area usually is as large as several hundred micro meters in
diameter. The influence from the ion beam is kept low in this phase to prevent too
much degradation of the sample. Once the site of interest is localized, the ion beam
performs the desired operation on very small areas. This last step has the highest
influence on the target device but is targeted to the smallest area.

Two possible approaches to detecting the attacker in this work flow are: 1. during
navigation with a few very sensitive charge detectors, or 2. during CE with very
many distributed charge detectors. The charge detector must be integrated into the
cryptographic chain of the secret information to be effective, see Section 2.6 and
also 6.5 for a discussion. Accordingly, the infrastructure to accommodate this is
relatively complex and much larger than the charge sensor itself. Placing many
distributed charge sensors on an integrated circuit might become ineffective due to
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Figure 6.19: Influences from a possible FIB attack on an IC with correspondingly
affected die area. The actual CE task only applies the FIB influence to a very small
area whereas the navigation task uses the FIB on a larger area with much less intense
beam settings. [117] The electronic version of this document contains colored layout
information.

this infrastructure requirement. The detection of FIB application to the IC is best
accomplished with a few sensitive charge detectors distributed equally across the die.
By this, the attacker will very likely hit the charge detectors sensitive area during the
navigation phase and render the secret information irrecoverable.

To show the effectiveness of the charge detector circuit, the FIB is applied to the
test structure in a way similar to the process of navigation. A single scan of the ion
beam with relatively large area (355 µm × 355 µm) and low beam density (20 pA),
just enough for navigation, is performed. The amount of charge stored in the charge
sensor is then compared before the FIB scan and after the FIB scan, both times outside
of the vacuum chamber, see Figure 6.20. Additionally to the FIB irradiation (top left
graph), the device is heated to 200 ◦C for two hours (top center graph) and stored
at room temperature for eleven days (top right graph). These additional steps are
performed to evaluate the resistance of the FIB detector against such measures as an
attacker would try to circumvent the protection. As charge trapped in solid materials
can be removed at elevated temperatures, the attacker could wish to reset the device
to the original state by heating.

The charge amounts of the 18 realized cells of varying configuration are shown in
Figure 6.20 for the three steps of the experiment. Two devices are shown: the upper
three plots are from a device subject to FIB irradiation and the lower two plots are
from a reference device which is not exposed to FIB irradiation. All charge amounts
are recorded relative to the initial charge amount as measured on the fresh device. For
a reliable function as a FIB detector, the upper row of graphs should always show a
significant value, corresponding to a permanent and safe detection of the application
of the FIB tool. The device shown on the lower row of graphs is not exposed to FIB
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irradiation and thus should not show a signal. Cells with a change of charge in the
lower row would be equal to false positives where the FIB detector renders the secret
information unusable even though no FIB is applied. As can be seen in Figure 6.20,
the application of the FIB is possible with a low false positive rate. According to the
graphs, the results from cells 2, 10, 14 or 15 suggest that they fulfill the requirements:
The irradiated device shows a strong signal, which can not be recovered with the
approach of heating and, at the same time, the signal from a cells of a non-irradiated
device is very weak.

From these results, the utilization of the offline charge sensor as a FIB detector
is possible. As the integration into an IC work flow is impossible, the experiments
can only suggest directions for further research. For a system integration, additional
points must be considered. The placement of charge sensors and antennas should be
equally distributed around the nodes requiring protection. Integrating this placement
procedure into an existing (automated) design flow would be required for successful
roll out of this sensor. Furthermore, the secret information (e.g. encryption key)
must be intrinsically connected to the amount of charge on the FIB detector. This
could be achieved by deriving the secret key from the charge amount and then using
this secret key for encrypting the data stored in a NVM. Once the charge amount
changes, the secret key would be irrevocably lost. This functionality is similar to that
of a physically unclonable function (PUF), where secret key material is derived from
material and instance properties [110, 119, 144].

An important aspect for PUF implementations is the inability of the attacker to
predict the PUF characteristic. Analysis of the PUF should be impossible without
destroying the PUF’s characteristic, i.e. no non-destructive analysis means exist
for an attacker. With the charge sensor, the same must hold true. Thus, the precise
information about the amount of charge in the sensors must not be detectable without
using a FIB. If a FIB is required for this task, the information would again be lost
once the attacker tries to figure out the charge states. Careful designing the antenna
structures in a way that does not allow external measurement of the charge amount
with sufficient detail, e.g. by capacitive AFM, would be required.

The suggested charge sensor implementation and the shown results on the offline
charge sensor as a FIB detector have been discussed for frontside attacks, only. Yet,
in recent years, backside approaches – as are part of every day FA tasks – are also
coming into reach for attacks on security relevant ICs [120, 141, 148]. In order to
conduct probing attacks from the backside, a FIB work flow is required [142]. It has
not been tested within the course of this work, if the suggested charge sensor design
is capable of detecting backside FIB applications. As the sensitivity of the charge
sensor is so enormous, chances are that careful design can allow for a backside FIB
detector. In the next section, a backside approach to attacking security relevant ICs is
presented which uses a FIB tool. Though the charge sensor itself is not in connection
with that, charges still play an important role within the shown experiments.
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6.4 Charges in Security

The nature of charge can not only be used to prevent access to the secret information
inside an IC (see Section 6.3) but can also be used to gain this information. For
example, NVM devices can be read out using a charge sensitive technique [100, 101].
This is done by backside preparation of the IC [86]: The silicon semiconductor bulk
material is removed in large parts, leaving only a very thin layer of active devices.
As the access is done from the backside, the interconnect metal stack stays intact.
This makes preparation possible for allowing access to every circuit node [104] while
the device is kept fully intact and functional. In order to read NVM data from the
backside, capacitive AFM can be used on the thinned sample as for example shown
in [101]: Using chemical etchants, the silicon is removed and subsequently, the AFM
analysis is carried out. Due to difficult process control of this approach, the location
where the final thickness is satisfying and the analysis can be done, is not under
control of the operator, according to [101]. If, in contrast a FIB system is used to
remove the silicon from the backside, localized thin trenches can be created with only
several tens or hundreds of nanometers of silicon left [95] and with precise control of
their location. In both cases, the charge on the floating gate of the flash cells is reflected
by the semiconductor field on the back surface, see also Section 2.4. Accordingly, the
(possibly secret) data can be read using a field probe, for example capacitive AFM
[101] or electron beam prober [109]. The same effect can also be evaluated using a FIB
tool, allowing for in-situ monitoring [142]: The SE emission yield, as already pointed
out in Section 6.2, depends on the surface potential of the targeted material. As the
surface potential of both, insulator and semiconductor, reflects the electrical potential
of near-by conductors, the FIB image brightness contains the data stored in the NVM
cells. The results from [142] are presented.

A proof-of-concept device is chosen to analyze the attack performance, in this
case an ATMega328p from Atmel Corporation [133]. “Fuse bits” are individual, non-
volatile configuration storage cells that are often used for enabling certain functions
or storing device configuration data. The fuse bits within this device are implemented
to protect the reading of the on-die flash and electrically erasable programmable
read only memory (EEPROM) through the debugging and programming interface of
the device. A device or assembly vendor would program the fuse bits accordingly
after the NVM has been configured. This protects the program code from analysis
and read out through the normal programming interface. The logic of the device
ensures that the protection fuse bits are only cleared (to again allow reading of
memories) if the memories were previously erased safely. Thus, the memory contents
are protected from simple readout through the debugging and programming interface.
An alternative implementation could store secret key material in the fuse bits and
accordingly encrypt all memories with this key. Again, reading the memory contents
would yield the contained data only encrypted (i.e. useless to the attacker). The fuse
bits would then also require protection. In both cases, the situation for an attacker
equipped with a FIB is “beneficial” as the backside observation and editing of ICs
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Figure 6.21: Backside circuit access is performed by a number of different polishing
steps, mechanically to 25 µm and with a FIB to 2 µm remaining silicon thickness. The
CE tasks are then performed on locally thinned area with only several hundreds of
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enables to access data from such an implementation.

The device is globally thinned using chemical and mechanical means down to
approximately 25 µm of remaining silicon. A second polishing step is performed
with the FIB system on parts of the device using xenon difluoride (XeF2) support. The
concept of backside preparation using a FIB is shown in Figure 6.21. The FIB polishing
(trenching) is stopped once the wells are identified in the SE image (“FIB trench”).
Often, the size of the FIB trench is in the order of 100 µm × 100 µm to 300 µm × 300 µm,
allowing for access to many nearby circuit nodes [104]. At this stage, the remaining
silicon thickness is below 2 µm in the FIB trench. Figure 6.21 shows a schematic view
on the individual polishing steps. Two situations are discussed within this section:
performing CE on this backside with respect to security ICs and data ex-filtration by
the back-surface potential. For CE operations, the device is locally further thinned
to shallow trench isolation (STI), which leaves 200 nm. . . 300 nm remaining silicon
thickness, depending on technology. On this “trench to STI”, every circuit node
can be accessed [126]. Logical waveform data can then be obtained for example by
probing transistors or metal lines. If the signal is sufficiently strong, it can also be
picked up earlier in the preparation process. As the semiconductor permits the entry
of electrical field to a certain degree (see Section 2.4), the potential is not only visible
on the STI backside [103] but also on the backside silicon, which is shown here.

Figure 6.22 shows the image acquired on the FIB trench of roughly 2 µm remaining
silicon thickness. The area in the image consists of the fuse bit circuitry, where 8
such fuse bits are within the FOV. The left image is acquired as the wells became
apparent (i.e. the preparation endpoint condition), the middle image is a contrast
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Figure 6.22: Observed fuse bit state using the FIB SE image [142], unpowered device
(left), enhanced contrast version (middle) and on the powered-up device (right).
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Figure 6.23: Performing a FIB CE on the backside prepared fuse bit structure, setting
it to arbitrary values. [142]

enhanced version of the left image. The right image finally shows the same trench
at the same preparation thickness but when the device is powered with nominal
supply voltage. With the power supply voltage turned on, the well contrast becomes
significantly stronger as the potential difference is increased by the power supply. Yet,
already with the left and middle images, the wells are clearly visible and they even
show irregularities. As all fuse bits are likely of the exact same layout (optical images
of the devices support this assumption), the different gray values in the irregular
structure from Figure 6.22 must be attributed to the data stored within the fuse bit.
The SEs emitted from the surface on the incident ion beam are partially recollected,
depending on the surface potential of the device. Accordingly, the fuse bit state,
which is propagated to the surface is reflected by the image brightness.

Reading the fuse bit is only helpful if the data stored contains secret material
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(e.g. private key material). If instead, the fuse bit is used to configure the device for
access restriction on a logical level, the attacker needs to change the fuse bit state. In
order to achieve this, the attacker first identifies the fuse bits (e.g. from the pattern
of the data) using the FIB. The transistor storing the information (i.e. the one with
data dependent back-surface contrast) is selected and milled away until the drain
and source contacts are visible. This roughly corresponds to the “removed transistor”
from the schematic view in Figure 6.21. At this stage, the fuse bit is set or cleared,
depending on implementation, see the left image in Figure 6.23. The device is powered
up during the acquisition of this image. The two contact rows for drain and source of
the transistor are differing in brightness significantly, showing that the connection
from the fuse bit transistor is broken up. To enforce the opposite state, the transistor is
replaced by a conductor deposited by the FIB (middle image of Figure 6.23), resulting
in equal brightnesses for the contacts of drain and source. The procedure of setting
and resetting the fuse bit state by adding and removing the conductor can be carried
out multiple times (right image). If the edited fuse bit controls the access methods
through the normal device programming interface, the attacker can read-out all
memories after using the FIB.

The two possible fuse bit usages must both be considered insecure. An attacker
equipped with a FIB system is enabled to read secret key material if the fuse bits store
these data, and to modify the state of any transistor if the transistor protects against
attacks. In the same way, also the contents of other memory types can be configured
permanently. For example the contents stored in an SRAM is normally configured
by software (i.e. as temporary data storage). Yet, by removing individual transistors,
the contents can be fixed to represent a certain state, as has been shown in [141].
The next section will discuss the SRAM in more detail, where the free configuration
possibilities of an SRAM are fatal, too.

The specialty of the presented approach is the detection of faint signals through
the use of a field sensitive measurement using charge and the precise modification of
a device on a small scale. Both applications of charge result in a disastrous situation
for the security of possible hardware implemented security ICs. A need for improving
this situation is addressed by physically unclonable function (PUF). These circuit
building blocks promise device individual keys that can not be characterized from
the outside. Thus, secret data encrypted with these keys can not be reconstructed
without co-operation of the circuit, see also the discussion in Section 2.6. Accordingly,
“perfect secrecy” seems reachable. Unfortunately, to date, there is no such thing as a
physically unclonable function. Instead, many very sensitive techniques exist for the
characterization of circuit building blocks resembling a PUF, practically allowing to
clone any PUF. The next section will show, that also during the characterization of
PUFs, charges play a significant role.
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6.5 Charges in PUF Characterization

The security of ICs significantly depends on the capabilities of the individual device
to protect against outside analysis attacks, see Section 2.6. Many attacks show, that
wiretapping on data is possible through different channels [78, 83, 127]. This directly
limits the implementation capabilities of security devices [88, 106]. Consequently, new
ideas about protection are suggested, for example different constructions using shields
and meshes, placing transistors carrying sensitive information at special locations or
different types of coatings or sensors to detect the application of malicious techniques.
Section 6.3 already shows a means to successfully protect against focused ion beam
(FIB) attacks. The principle is a sensor design which is implemented into the data flow
of the cryptographic operation. At least parts of the secret key used for encryption
must be derived from the (analog) sensor state. The sensor is required for operation
and disabling it makes the device non-functional. Altering the sensor state alters the
secret key data, making the encrypted data irrecoverable.

Section 6.4 shows that data stored in NVM requires additional protection means.
A FIB can be used to analyze the data through the back-surface potential or modify it
through the alteration of the circuit. Accordingly, this situation has been addressed
by a number of concepts, where the concept of the physically unclonable function
(PUF) is discussed here. A PUF connects the physical instance of a device to the
logical behavior through using suitable circuit blocks.

An example of a circuit often used as a PUF is the static random access memory
(SRAM) [107, 118]. The state of the bits after powering up an SRAM depends on
the specific process variations during production. The actual pattern that is present
as data is device dependent. SRAMs are implemented into every logic device for
temporary data storage. This property makes the application of the SRAM as a PUF
economically attractive. Different vendors use such a PUF today [149, 157]. This
chapter describes the means that allow to characterize an SRAM PUF and subse-
quently to duplicate this type of PUF. Characterization builds on the Seebeck effect,
and duplication on the modification of a circuit by a FIB, similar to Section 6.4.

A conductor subject to a temperature gradient causes the transportation of charge
carriers along this gradient. The transport of the carriers yields a current which
charges up the two ends of the conductor. The resistive conductivity of the conductor
limits the maximum voltage that is achieved between the two conductors. A static
condition between charge displacement from the temperature gradient and the resis-
tive conduction according to Ohm’s law is established. This effect is known as the
“thermo-electric effect” or “Seebeck effect” [4, 14, 130]. The static voltage VSeebeck can
be modeled proportionally to the temperature difference ∆Tabs , i.e.

VSeebeck � ∆TabsαSeebeck (6.1)

with αSeebeck as the Seebeck coefficient. As the measurement equipment to observe
such a voltage must form a closed electrical loop between the two points of measure-
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Figure 6.24: Schematic of an SRAM cell subject to a Seebeck voltage generated by a
temperature gradient [145].

ment, the temperature gradient compensates within all conductors. Only if different
types of conductors are used, a net voltage is observed. In a closed loop, Equation 6.1
causes the Seebeck voltage to compensate if αSeebeck is equal for all conductive parts
of the loop. For different αSeebeck coefficients, the closed loop allows to observe a
voltage proportional to the difference between the Seebeck coefficients.

In an IC, the transport of carriers causes a current. Additionally, if the carrier
concentration varies, electrical fields are generated. The semiconductor material can
exhibit changes in conductivity, see Section 2.4 and 4.1.3. If the carrier transport is
directed to or from a MOS transistor gate, the mirror charge in the channel is varied
and can cause additional current – an amplification is observed.

The temperature gradient can be created in an IC by the use of a laser beam. This
technique is called thermal laser stimulation (TLS) in failure analysis (FA) [87, 91].
The laser spot is directed towards the sample from frontside or backside of the IC.
A terminal of the IC is measured for varying voltage or current. If the temperature
gradient is part of this measurement loop and the Seebeck voltages do not compensate,
the measurement equipment shows a voltage or current amplitude. The laser spot
is scanned over the device. The position is translated to an image position and the
amplitude recording is translated to the brightness of the image at that location. This
scanning technique results in an image where bright and dark spots correspond to
positive or negative amplitude of the device if heated by the laser at the specific
position.

The TLS technique allows for data ex-filtration by observing the power supply
current of the IC. In order to observe the charge transportation from the temperature
gradient on the power supply terminal, additional conditions must be met. The
Seebeck effect must cause charge alteration on the gate of MOS transistors, as pointed
out above, to alter the current consumption of the affected transistor. In order for this
charge alteration to be effective, the Seebeck voltage has to be introduced into termi-
nals of transistors that are in on state. Increased or decreased power consumption can
then be analyzed from the power supply current. The construction of complementary
metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) circuits intrinsically provides for this behavior:
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Figure 6.25: Supply current intensity pattern observed from TLS on a powered up
SRAM device [145].

Considering an inverter, only a single transistor in the direct path between power
supply and ground is in off state. If the charge on the gate terminal of this transistor
is varied, the transistor drain current (i.e. the current in the channel) will vary weakly,
too. Accordingly, this variation is reflected by the power supply current of the IC.
This principle holds for all types of CMOS gates at least in a subset of possible input
states.

Figure 6.24 shows a 6-T SRAM cell, where the effect from a Seebeck voltage
generation is illustrated in more detail. If the circuit is supplied with a power supply,
the output voltage of the two inverters are of opposite value and the circuit is stable.
Accordingly, either one transistor of the two transistor pairs is on, the other is off,
as marked in Figure 6.24. Localized heating of individual parts of the device can
cause the generation of Seebeck voltages in the corresponding device terminal. The
generated Seebeck voltage applies the charges to the gate of subsequent transistors
if the transistor subject to heating is in the on state. In subsequent transistors in off
state, the presented Seebeck voltage changes the current conducted by this transistor
and the whole circuit in general. By this path, the effect of the Seebeck voltage from
localized heating of the device can be transported to the terminals of the IC. This
path is only available at locations, where the heated transistor is in the “on” state,
allowing to derive the state if the presence of a transistor is given.

Figure 6.25 shows the resulting power consumption pattern obtained from dif-
ferent SRAM devices and at varying supply voltages. The layout of the SRAM is a
very regular structure. The pattern from the results show a clear irregularity, which
is dependent on the data stored in the SRAM. Reconstructing the data is possible
from within the analysis result, at all voltages, even down to significantly below the
supply voltage, see for example the part of 0.4 V.

As the alteration of the supply current (which is monitored) from the Seebeck
voltage is very weak, a high amplification is required. Consequently, distortions of the
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supply current by running logic hinders the measurement of this signal, see the 1.5 V
part of Figure 6.25. Yet, it is possible to operate security ICs on such a low voltage,
that the CMOS logic can not perform switching but the SRAM state is observable
through the TLS approach [148]. This allows for an easy and full characterization of
SRAM PUFs. The device is powered up to a voltage where the CMOS logic is non-
functional but the SRAM already settles into the startup state. Subsequently, the data
stored in the SRAM is the PUF response and can be analyzed by the TLS technique.
The PUF behavior can be mathematically modeled or physically programmed into a
second instance of the PUF [141]. Limitations to this technique are imposed if the
SRAM is separated from the power supply by an additional transistor or when the
heating by the laser beam does not allow for individually creating Seebeck voltages
in the transistors. The latter is the case for too small dimensions of the SRAM cells.
Using modern laser FA techniques such as solid immersion lens (SIL) imaging, the
resolution limit for this attack should not prevent success above 60 nm of technology
design size.

Creating physical clones of SRAM PUFs in the same form factor as the original
is a valid attack scenario. By duplicating the physical behavior of the SRAM, an
attacker is not required to understand (i.e. reverse engineer) the encryption algorithm
and functionality of the circuit in total. Instead, it suffices to duplicate the SRAM
behavior into a second instance of the same IC. The modification of fuse bits as shown
in Section 6.4 can also be applied to SRAMs, enabling this procedure. In [141], the
SRAM is successfully trimmed to show the programmed startup state and can still
hold both states during normal operation.

Analyzing these results is possible with respect to charge. The Seebeck effect is
exploited, which causes a charge movement. Due to the temperature difference, the
charge carriers within the conductor are transported. As the conductor has a high
carrier concentration, there is no limit at which the transportation stops, except for
the, reversely directed, electronic conduction. The result is a steady voltage across
the conductor, according to the ohmic law. The attacker has an unlimited supply of
carriers to analyze the PUF with the laser technique, making the analysis successful in
all situations. In order to prevent against an attacker, different suggestions are given:
Stopping the SRAM supply current from reaching the attacker through the power
terminals of the IC can be performed by a transistor integrated into the power supply
path [115]. Alternatively, the response information of the PUF can be determined on a
different way. For example comparing individual cells within an SRAM with respect
to their drive strength allows for such an approach [155]. In the latter case, to acquire
the response requires the successful coordination of the various signals within the
SRAM: In order to compare two cells, their output signals must be connected together,
for example through the simultaneous assertion of both of their wordlines. In this
case, the amount of charge available to the attacker for analysis would be limited by
the capacitances of the bitlines during the operation.

Even with the previous improvement in mind, the realization of a PUF by use
of an SRAM is impossible. Though characterization using various semi-invasive
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means can be made impractical, the PUF characteristic can be analyzed with fully-
invasive attacks. This is possible, because the SRAM PUF response is a result of
the static properties of the physical circuit. In the case of the SRAM, the threshold
voltages of the individual transistors and the capacitive loads of the gates determine
the startup value. Consequently, the main goal for an invasive attacker is to preserve
these properties while still wiretapping on the PUF response, possibly by driving
the SRAM interface bus directly. In order to improve this situation, a very sensitive
property must also influence the PUF response, very similar to the charge amount in
the FIB detector from Section 6.3. Yet, this property must be well hidden from the
outside attacker and must not be characterizable, as identified in Section 6.3 already.

Charge can be used for this purpose. Sensitive charge measurement is available
on CMOS devices in form of a FET. The influence from various interaction media also
affects charge: FIB irradiation, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) irradiation and
ultra violet (UV) light all can cause charges to alter the logical states. Future concepts
for PUF design must consider the nature of their connections and interaction with
the surrounding. The concept could build on very small amounts of charge that are
severely altered by any of the various invasive and semi-invasive analysis techniques.
Limiting the amount of information an attacker has for analysis is a key task in PUF
design. Charge can resemble a promising way in this context.



Chapter 7

Conclusion and Summary

Failure analysis (FA) and security analysis of integrated circuits (ICs) are regularly
confronted with the analysis of very weak electrical signals. A number of techniques
exist that allow for this analysis, for example frequency analysis, lock-in amplification
of signals and preamplifier circuits for pico-ampere meters. This work investigates
the use of charge measurement techniques to improve the sensitivity in IC analysis
in the contexts of FA and security ICs.

A charge measurement device (“charge sensor”) is constructed and fabricated in
a 0.25 µm bipolar complementary metal oxide semiconductor (BiCMOS) technology
in two variations: A closed loop feedback implementation allows for in-situ mon-
itoring of charges. An offline charge detection circuit can observe charges applied
during unpowered periods of the charge sensor. The functionality of the charge
sensor is derived theoretically and the corresponding implementations are verified
by showing the designed behavior in practice. This includes the verification of the
charge measurement itself as well as the coupling of the desired charges to the charge
sensor through adequate probes. The closed loop feedback circuit is implemented
for measuring charges with a sensitivity of 137 aC/mV to 137 fC/mV whereas the
offline charge detection circuit can analyze charges from 125 fC upwards.

The closed loop feedback implementation is used to in-situ monitor the charging
in focused ion beam (FIB) processes on ICs during circuit edit (CE) tasks. The FIB
is shown to exhibit positive surface charging by ion neutralization. An emission of
2.2 secondary electrons (SEs) per incident ion is measured for the insulating surface
of the charge sensor IC. Additional charging effects of the FIB column in the range
of tens of atto amperes are observed while the ion beam is blanked. High voltages
in the FIB chamber and the extraction process of ions are investigated, yet a definite
source for these charging effects can not be finally isolated. The charge sensor allows
for analysis of very weak charging currents: A noise floor of 40 aA root mean square
(RMS) and 5.1 aA offset is observed.

Two different dielectric test structures are connected to the closed loop feedback
implementation of the charge sensor. Different setups are presented to connect the
test structures to the charge sensor: by design placing both parts onto the same IC and
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after manufacturing by bonding the test structure IC to the charge sensor IC. The stress
test structures show a leakage behavior that amounts to a charge accumulation in the
charge sensor device. Equivalent currents are derived from the charge measurements,
with a noise level as low as 0.23 aA RMS in one case and 84 aA in the other case. Not
all investigated dielectrics exhibit a constant leakage current during the recording of
the charge traces: One dielectric has a slightly decaying current, another dielectric
showed steps in the charge, suggesting current spikes, a third dielectric showed
a constant equivalent current. With the charge sensor measurement, the current
value observed during measurement can directly scale the sensitivity of the charge
measurement. This allows for a very flexible analysis even when the precise current
level to be expected is unknown. The mechanism for the dielectric behavior could be
investigated with the charge sensor in future researches.

A FIB detection circuit is presented that can protect an IC from unauthorized access
using a FIB. The implemented circuit requires a small die area of only 18 µm × 9.1 µm
and between 6 µm × 6 µm and 18 µm × 18 µm of top metal area for the antenna. Ir-
radiation of the device with a FIB already shows a severe alteration of the device
state when only navigational steps are performed: Between 30 fC. . . 80 fC of charge
are measured with the offline charge detector. This allows for protecting the circuit
by placing a limited amount of such detectors distributed over the whole IC already.
The design and implementation are shown such that disabling the circuit renders
the contained information unrecoverable. An attacker can not revert the state to
the initial value even when heating the device. The measured results suggest that
implementing the FIB detector into a security IC is feasible and beneficial.

The presented offline charge detector protects an IC against frontside FIB modifi-
cations, yet backside FIB preparations are an increasingly dangerous attack vector.
It is shown that using a FIB for investigating the passive and active voltage contrast
of the silicon back-surface on a security IC can severely affect the robustness of the
implementation against fully invasive attackers. The analysis techniques available
can be better understood if circuits are analyzed on a basis of charge. It is shown
that an attacker can observe charges and yield useful information but also that the IC
designer can use charge as a means to protect the circuit.

The presentation of the charge investigations in this work show that IC analysis
can significantly be improved when considering charges. Once the measurement
system is setup for extending the sensitivity by charge sensing, new opportunities for
investigations are opened up. Future research can build on the results of this work to
improve the analysis capabilities in IC FA and security IC design.
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Appendix A

IHP Technology Tunneling
Properties

Test structures are available to derive the tunneling properties from the technology.
Using these measurements, the creation of a tunneling model according to the pa-
rameters is possible. The properties for the gate dielectric and the insulator between
the two polysilicon layers (poly insulator poly (PIP) capacitance) as well as the metal
insulator metal (MIM) capacitor insulator are measured. Figure A.1a shows the re-
sulting traces for the gate dielectric and dielectric between the two polysilicon layer
in a Fowler Nordheim plot and Figure A.1b shows the corresponding plot for the
MIM capacitor using the reverse of the Poole Frenkel tunneling characteristic. All
tunneling currents are approximated by a least mean square (LMS) algorithm and
shown dotted in the graphs. The resulting coefficients are shown in Table A.1.

Fowler Nordheim: J � aE2 exp

−

b
E


Dielectric a [A/V2] b [V/m]

Gate Dielectric Forward 1.07 · 10−4 5.06 · 1010

Gate Dielectric Reverse 1.41 · 10−7 3.56 · 1010

PIP 1.78 · 10−14 1.34 · 1010

Poole Frankel: J � cE exp

d
√

E


Dielectric c [A m/V] d [
√

m/V]

MIM 1.06 · 10−24 1.36 · 10−3

Table A.1: Tunneling model coefficients derived by LMS approximation for gate, PIP
and MIM dielectrics of the BiCMOS technology used for simulations.
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Figure A.1: The tunneling behavior of the gate and PIP dielectric are measured
with conventional means and plotted here according to the Fowler-Nordheim (FN)
tunneling (Figure A.1a). The MIM dielectric is plotted according to Poole-Frenkel
(PF) tunneling (Figure A.1b). LMS approximations are shown in dotted with the
coefficients from Table A.1.



Appendix B

Octave Script for Simulation of
Tunneling Current in Capacitive
Voltage Dividers

For FN tunneling, the following function is used:

% Units: [A/m^2] = [V/m] [A/V^2] [V/m]
function J = fn(E, a, b)
J = a.*E.^2.*exp(-b./E);
end

For the MIM capacitance, the function implements the PF tunneling characteristic:

% Units: [A/m^2] = [V/m] [Am/V] [sqrt(V/m)]
function J = pf(E, a, b)
J = a.*E.*exp(b.*sqrt(E));
end

The tunneling functions are used in simulating the behavior of a capacitive voltage
divider in the timed_simulation function:

% Units: [s] [] = [V] [F] [F] [s] [C]
function [t, v] = timed_simulation( V, C1, C2, tend=1e2, qinitial=0 )
% Calculate the resulting voltage traces when capacitive
% voltage divider with C1 and C2 is subject to input
% voltage V.
% Returns time samples t and
% resulting voltage ratio v [0...1]
% Implicitly given: tun1 and tun2 as absolute tunneling
% current values, returning current I [A] from voltage
% V [V]
%
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% calculate the initial voltage ratio
v(1,:) = C2 ./ (C1+C2) .* ones( 1, length(V) ) ...
+ qinitial / (C1+C2) ./ V;

t(1) = 0;
t0 = zeros( 1, length(V) );
% the precision to achieve in each timestep
% [relative in terms of ratio]
eps = 1e-4;

% a vector of eps
dv = eps .* ones( 1, length(V) );

% number of steps to calculate at maximum
n = 1e6;

% walk in eps steps through v from start to stationary
% value, each time calculating the time required to
% reach that, based on the current difference,
% and capacitance.
% to determine ts we reverse-calculate the
% time required to transfer eps of voltage
% desired change
qdes = 0.5 * (C1 + C2) .* V .* eps;
for i = [2:n]
% calculate the amount of current now
i1 = tun1( V .* (v(i-1,:))); % tun1, tun2 implicitly given
i2 = tun2( V .* (1 - v(i-1,:)));
% difference in current
di = i2 - i1;
% and calculate the timestep
% keep in mind:
% for multiple input voltages, this is as slow as the
% slowest calculation!
ts = min(qdes ./ abs(di));
% calculate difference in charge
dq = di .* ts;
% the resulting voltage change (relative) is calculated
% this yields eps at least at one instance of dv
dv = dq ./ (C1 + C2) ./ V;
% remember the timestep
t(i) = t(i-1) + ts;
% apply the voltage change
v(i,:) = v(i-1,:) + dv;
% break conditions
if (t(i) > tend)
printf( "Operation stopped because end of time reached.\n" );
break;
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end
end

end

Finally, to find the steady state voltage (direct current (DC) operating point), the
same function for tunneling characteristic is used but with a different simulation
procedure:

% Units: [] = [V]
function v = stationary( V )
% Calculate the stationary ratio of voltage from two
% capacitors when applying voltage V [V]
%
% implicitly given: tun1 and tun2 as tunneling
% characteristics, functions of V returning I
% in [V] and [A]
%

v = 0.5 * ones( 1, length(V) );
% as we use bi-section here starting with v=.5
% we need only log2(1/p) steps to achieve
% precision p. Every step makes the result
% twice as precise.
% using n = 20 gives roughly 1e-6 as precision
n = 20;

% iterate through all steps
for i = [2:n]
% calculate the currents under the current v
% condition
i1 = tun1( V .* (v) );
i2 = tun2( V .* (1-v) );
% difference
di = i2 - i1;
% determine which way to go and change
% v according to the current step number
% as v is initially .5 and i is 2, we
% get 0.25 as the very first step size,
% which is just what we want.
v = v + 1./(2.^i) .* (di > 0) - 1./(2.^i) .* (di < 0);

end
% done

end

For the calculation of the charge decay on a capacitor, the following timed_charge

function is used:

% Units: [s] [C] = [C] [F] [s]
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function [t, Q] = timed_charge( Q1, C1, tend=1e2)
% Calculate the resulting charge traces when capacitor C1
% with tunneling characteristic tun1 is subject to charge Q1.
% Returns time samples t and
% resulting charge trace Q
% Implicitly given: tun1 as absolute tunneling
% current values, returning current I [A] from voltage
% V [V]
%

% number of steps to calculate at maximum
n = 1e6;

% initialize t and Q variables
Q = zeros(n, length(Q1));
t = zeros(n, 1);
% calculate the initial charge
Q(1,:) = Q1;
t(1) = 0;

% the precision to achieve in each timestep
% relative in terms of charge Q(t)
eps = 1e-3;

% walk in eps steps through v from start to stationary
% value, each time calculating the time required to
% reach that, based on the current difference,
% and capacitance.
for i = [2:n]
% calculate the current
i1 = tun1( Q(i-1,:) ./ C1 );
% and calculate timestep
% keep in mind:
% for multiple input voltages, this is as slow as the
% slowest calculation!
ts = min( Q(i-1,:) .* eps ./ i1 );
% break condition 1
if (ts > tend)
printf( "Simulation finished, no significant change.\n" );
break;

end
% calculate difference in charge
dq = i1 .* ts;
% remember the timestep
t(i) = t(i-1) + ts;
% apply the charge change
Q(i,:) = Q(i-1,:) - dq;
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% additional break conditions
if (t(i) > tend)
printf( "Operation stopped because end of time reached.\n" );
break;

end
end

end

The graphs in this work are created using the following script. It contains the appro-
priate constants for the tunneling behavior and the sizes of the capacitances.

% the coefficients as derived from
% the measurements, table from Appendix B
x = [

1.070082e-04 5.059905e+10 5.8e-9
1.411857e-07 3.562635e+10 5.8e-9
1.782027e-14 1.340438e+10 21e-9
1.061053e-24 1.357643e-03 58e-9

];
global a
a = x(:, 1);
global b
b = x(:, 2);
% oxide thicknesses: required due
% to the fact that we have voltage as input
global d
d = x(:, 3);

% define corresponding functions for the
% three tunneling characteristics using these
% coefficients taking V as returning J
% in V and A/m^2
function J = tun_MOS( V )
global a, global b, global d
J = sign(V) .* fn( abs(V) / d(2), a(1) .* (V > 0) ...
+ a(2) .* (V < 0), b(1) );

end
function J = tun_PIP( V )
global a, global b, global d
J = sign(V) .* fn( abs(V) / d(3), a(3), b(3) );

end
function J = tun_MIM( V )
global a, global b, global d
J = sign(V) .* pf( abs(V) / d(4), a(4), b(4) );

end
% for dielectrics between surface and actives,
% there is no current
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function J = tun_NON( V )
J = 0;

end

%% Setup 1:
%% C2 PIP (1kum^2) + C1 MOS (15um^2)
% MOS:
function I = tun1( V )
I = tun_MOS( V ) * 15e-12;

end
% estimate of MOS capacitance
C1 = 15*4e-15;
% PIP:
function I = tun2( V )
I = tun_PIP( V ) * 10*1e-12;

end
C2 = 1e3*1.37e-15;
% voltages to examine:
V = [1:1:40];
% simulate
v1 = stationary( V );
[t1, vv1] = timed_simulation( V, C1, C2 );
dlmwrite( ’setup-1-s.result.knl’, [V’ v1’] );
dlmwrite( ’setup-1-t.result.knl’, [0, V; t1’, vv1] );

%% Setup 2:
%% C2 ILD + C1 MOS (0.4um^2)
% MOS tunneling: only through transistor
function I = tun1( V )
I = sign(V) .* tun_MOS( abs(V) ) * 0.4e-12;

end
% MOS capacitance: transistor and additional capacitor
C1 = 0.4*4e-15 + 10*1.37e-15;
% ILD
function I = tun2( V )
I = sign(V) .* tun_NON( abs(V) );

end
% ILD capacitor
% Eps_r = 5.1, d=1.2um, A=6x6um
C2 = 18*18e-12*8.85e-12*5.1/1.2e-6;
% voltages to examine:
V = [5:5:200];
% simulate
v2 = stationary( V );
[t2, vv2 ] = timed_simulation( V, C1, C2, 1e2, 0 );
dlmwrite( ’setup-2-s.result.knl’, [V’ v2’] );
dlmwrite( ’setup-2-t.result.knl’, [0, V; t2’, vv2] );
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%% Setup 3:
%% Charge simulation of decay on tunneling capacitor
%% C1: MOS (0.4*1um^2) + PIP (10um^2)
% tunneling only through the transistor
function I = tun1( V )
I = sign(V) .* tun_MOS( abs(V) ) * 0.4e-12;

end
% capacitance is sum from transistor and PIP capacitor
C1 = 0.4*4e-15 + 10*1.37e-15;
% Charge amounts to simulate
Q = [5e-15:1.5e-14:5e-13];
% stationary simulation is no use: it will return Q=0 for all cases
% time simulation
[t3, q3] = timed_charge( Q, C1 );
dlmwrite( ’setup-3-t.result.knl’, [0, Q; t3, q3] );
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Appendix C

Noise of LMS Derived Current
Value

In order to calculate the resulting current noise from noisy charge readings of the
charge sensor, the following notation is used: The charge sensor is operated in the
time-frame between −T

2 . . .
T
2 , giving noisy charge readings qi at N equidistant times

ti with i � −
N−1

2 . . .
N−1

2 , where N � 2n + 1 with n ∈ N. Also ti � i T
N−1 describes

the points in time for measurement. This yields ti � 0. The noisy readings qi are
described by qi � I ti + e with e as mean free normal distributed random variable
(e � 0 and Var e � σe

2), and subsequently qi � 0 holds.

The approximation now derives I′ from the (ti ; qi )-tuples such that the quadratic
error of the resulting approximation to the measured values is minimal.

I′ �
(


i ti )


i qi

− N


i ti qi

(


i ti ) (


i ti ) − N


i ti2

If not noted otherwise, i iterates over all tuples, that is i � −N−1
2 . . .

N−1
2 . Replacing

qi accordingly and separating the deterministic part:

I′ �
(


i ti ) (


i I ti +


i e ) − N


i I ti
2 +


i ti e


(


i ti ) (


i ti ) − N


i ti2

As ti is constructed with mean zero (ti � 0), the first terms are zero, too:

I′ �
−N


I


i ti
2 +


i ti e


−N


i ti2
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The deterministic part is I , which is the purpose of the least mean square (LMS)
algorithm:

I′ � I + 1
i ti2


i

e ti

The sum over the squares can be transformed1 and results in:

I′ � I + 12
T2N

N − 1
N + 1


i

e ti (C.1)

Still, the determined value of current is affected by the noise term e . When this
experiment is repeated multiple times with the same value for I , the variance from e
is reflected within each individual instance of I′ , labeled I′k .

To further characterize the noise of the resulting current values, the term from
Equation C.1 is analyzed with respect to the distribution. The sum term sums scaled
versions of Gaussian random variables e . e is characterized by e � 0 and Var e � σe

2

entirely. Scaling of the Gaussian random variable by ti causes the mean and variance
to scale alike. Summing then causes the variances and means to sum, too. The
variance of I′ is not affected by the value of I . As initially the mean is zero, it will stay
zero, I′k � 0. The sum then transfers to the variance as

Var I′k �

 12
T2N

N − 1
N + 1

2 
i

σe
2ti

2

where the sum can again be calculated as σe
2 is fixed with respect to i :

Var I′k � σe
2 12

T2N
N − 1
N + 1

C.1 Numerical Verification

The mathematical model for the resulting variance in the approximated current value
can be simulated on a Monte-Carlo basis. This is done using an “octave” program.
The simulation and the theoretical value match, as can be seen in Figure C.1. The
program for simulation used is:

1The sum of the squares can be expressed as [136, p. 19, 1.59]:
i�− N−1

2 ... N−1
2

ti
2
� 2


i�1... N−1

2


i

T
N − 1

2

� 2
 T

N − 1

2 N − 1
2

 N − 1
2 + 1

 
2 N − 1

2 + 1


�
1
12 T2N

N + 1
N − 1
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% octave script to test if the regression
% follows the given behavior
%
% idea: create sample traces of charge q over time t
% where charge q is affected from noisy measurement,
% derive the current value II through LMS approximation
% collect multiple of these current values II for
% - different number of measurement points within T
% - different current values I
% and calculate mean and variance from the resulting
% collection.

T = 10; % measurement time [s]
N = [3:4:50]; % number of measurements within T for each experiment
sigma = 10e-3; % deviation of measured value r.m.s. voltage [V]
M = 1000; % number of experiments to try per current value
Cfb = 100e-15; % feedback capacitor size [F]
I = [0:1e-15:1e-14]; % measured current [A]

mI=[];
vI=[];
II=[];

% 1) go through all numbers of N
for i = 1:length(N)
% N(i) measurements at time t [0...T]
t = ([0:N(i)-1] ./ (N(i)-1) .* T)’;
% go through all current values
for j = 1:length(I)
% theoretical charge q
q = (I(j) .* ones( length(t), M )) .* t;
% add noise (independent of I and t)
q += Cfb .* sigma .* stdnormal_rnd(rows(q), columns(q));
% now do LMS on q and t
for n = 1:columns(q)
y=q(:,n); x=t;
II(j,i,n)=sum((x-mean(x)).*(y-mean(y)))/sum((x-mean(x)).^2);

end
% and calculate mean and variance
mI(j,i) = mean(II(j,i,:));
vI(j,i) = var(II(j,i,:));

end
end

% calculate theoretical value according to formula
tvI = 12 .* ((Cfb .* sigma ./ T) .^ 2) .* (N-1) ./ (N .* (N+1));
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Figure C.1: Verification of the theoretical calculation with a Monte-Carlo simulation
using the octave program.

% and plot the results
figure();
plot(N,sqrt(vI),’’,N,sqrt(tvI),’linewidth’,3)
ylabel(’r.m.s.␣current␣noise’);
xlabel(’number␣of␣measurements’);
title(sprintf([’%i␣Experiments␣per␣point,␣feedback␣capacitor␣%1.2e␣F’, ...
’,␣voltage␣r.m.s.␣noise␣%1.2e␣V’], M, Cfb, sigma));

% save results
dlmwrite( ’noise-simulation.result.knl’, [sprintf( ...
’Simulation:␣%i␣experiments␣per␣point;␣Cfb=%1.2e␣F;␣sigma=%1.2e␣V’, ...
M, Cfb, sigma) ; ’I,Points’], ’’);

dlmwrite( ’noise-simulation.result.knl’, ...
[0, N; 0, tvI; I’, vI], ’-append’ );
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LMS least mean square. 59, 66, 86–88, 90, 94, 97, 102, 103, 127, 128, 138

LVS layout versus schematic. 74

MEMS microelectromechanical system. 44, 56

MIM metal insulator metal. 70, 73, 87, 89, 90, 127–129

MOS metal oxide semiconductor. 23, 44, 46, 50, 54, 70, 71, 80, 83, 119

MOSFET metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor. 26, 27, 45–47, 56–59, 65,
69, 79

NIR near infrared. 21, 22, 30

NVM non-volatile memory. 31, 68, 70, 102, 113, 114, 118

PCB printed circuit board. 85, 86, 92–94

PF Poole-Frenkel. 27, 28, 67, 90, 91, 128, 129

PIP poly insulator poly. 54, 73, 75, 103, 105, 127, 128, 142

PLS photoelectric laser stimulation. 17

PTAT proportional to absolute temperature. 71

PUF physically unclonable function. 7, 31, 32, 87, 113, 117, 118, 121, 122

RF radio frequency. 51

RMS root mean square. 37, 38, 66, 92, 96, 123, 124

SC switched capacitor. 17

SCA side channel analysis. 30

SCR space charge region. 27, 36, 47

SE secondary electron. 7, 19, 21, 46, 47, 87, 98, 99, 101, 102, 104, 107, 114–116, 123

SEM scanning electron microscopy. 17, 19, 21, 46, 122

SIL solid immersion lens. 121

SILC stress induced leakage current. 24

SMU source and measurement unit. 34–36, 85, 86

SNR signal to noise ratio. 37

SOI silicon on insulator. 56

SRAM static random access memory. 32, 117, 118, 120–122
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STI shallow trench isolation. 115

TDDB time dependent dielectric breakdown. 24

TEM transmission electron microscopy. 22, 97

TLS thermal laser stimulation. 119, 121

UV ultra violet. 122
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Mathematical Symbols

A area. 51, 53, 54

αSeebeck Seebeck coefficient. 118, 119

B⃗ magnetic induction. 15, 16

C capacitance. 46, 53, 54, 58, 60–62, 64, 65, 69

CFB feedback capacitor. 49, 57–63, 65, 69, 71, 72, 79, 86, 88, 92, 93, 141, 142

cwire small signal wire capacitance. 35

D⃗ electric displacement field. 15, 51

E⃗ electric field. 15, 26–28, 51, 52, 90, 127

e absolute electron charge. 26, 36, 37, 40, 52

e error part of measurement amplitude. 137, 138

ε permittivity. 26

ϵ relative error. 54, 61–63

ε0 vacuum permittivity. 51

εr relative permittivity. 51, 52

F arbitrary transfer function. 69

f frequency. 36–39

f B bandwidth. 37, 39, 40

G gain. 48, 49, 58–61, 65

g distance. 51, 52

gm transconductance of metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor
(MOSFET). 109

H⃗ magnetic field. 15

h distance. 51, 52
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152 Mathematical Symbols

I′ current value derived from least mean square (LMS) approximation. 65,
86, 137, 138

I absolute current. 35–38, 40, 46, 48, 49, 52, 60, 63, 70, 71, 86, 100, 109, 137,
138

i relative current, small signal current. 35, 37–39, 64, 65, 86, 92, 97, 137,
138

J⃗ current density. 15, 16, 28, 53, 54, 90, 127

kB Boltzmann’s constant. 26, 37

L transistor channel length. 46

n electron density in conduction band. 26, 27, 137

N natural number, counts. 26, 66, 86, 92, 96, 97, 100, 137, 138, 142

NA Acceptor density. 26, 27

ND Donor density. 26, 27

ni intrinsic carrier density. 26

p hole density in valence band. 26, 27

Φ electrostatic potential. 26

ΦB bulk potential. 26, 27, 45

ΦS surface potential. 27, 45

q′ mirror charge density. 51, 52

Q charge. 24, 49, 53, 54, 56–63, 68–70, 100

q charge density. 51, 52, 65, 66, 86, 137

qv volume charge density. 15

R resistance. 48, 49

r small signal resistance. 35, 37

RFB feedback resistor. 48, 49

ρ space charge density. 26, 27

s0,flr flicker noise proportionality coefficient. 38

sn,flr flicker noise power. 38

sn,sh Shottky noise power. 36

sn,th Shottky noise power. 37
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σ standard deviation. 137, 138

T period. 63, 66, 92, 96, 97, 137, 138, 142

t time. 15, 35, 39, 54, 59, 63, 70, 86, 100, 103, 104, 106, 108, 137, 138

Tabs absolute temperature. 26, 37, 118

µ mobility. 46

V absolute voltage. 35, 37, 39, 46, 48, 49, 53, 54, 57–62, 64, 65, 68, 69, 75, 88,
89, 92, 94, 97, 109, 118

v relative voltage, small signal voltage. 52, 64, 65, 92

W transistor width. 46

WF Fermi level. 26

WG band gap. 26

W i Fermi level for an intrinsic semiconductor. 26

Wkin kinetic energy. 98

x location. 26, 27, 51, 66
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